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Abstract 
Ubiquitous object networking has sparked the concept of the Internet of Things 
(IoT) which defines a new era in the world of networking. The IoT principle can be 
addressed as one of the important strategic technologies that will positively 
influence the humans’ life. All the gadgets, appliances and sensors around the world 
will be connected together to form a smart environment, where all the entities that 
connected to the Internet can seamlessly share data and resources.  The IoT vision 
allows the embedded devices, e.g. sensor nodes, to be IP-enabled nodes and 
interconnect with the Internet. The demand for such technique is to make these 
embedded nodes act as IP-based devices that communicate directly with other IP 
networks without unnecessary overhead and to feasibly utilize the existing 
infrastructure built for the Internet. In addition, controlling and monitoring these 
nodes is maintainable through exploiting the existed tools that already have been 
developed for the Internet. Exchanging the sensory measurements through the 
Internet with several end points in the world facilitates achieving the concept of 
smart environment.  
Realization of IoT concept needs to be addressed by standardization efforts that will 
shape the infrastructure of the networks. This has been achieved through the IEEE 
802.15.4, 6LoWPAN and IPv6 standards. 
The bright side of this new technology is faced by several implications since the IoT 
introduces a new class of security issues, such as each node within the network is 
considered as a point of vulnerability where an attacker can utilize to add malicious 
code via accessing the nodes through the Internet or by compromising a node. On 
the other hand, several IoT applications comprise mobile nodes that is in turn brings 
new challenges to the research community due to the effect of the node mobility on 
the network management and performance. Another defect that degrades the 
network performance is the initialization stage after the node deployment step by 
which the nodes will be organized into the network. The recent IEEE 802.15.4 has 
several structural drawbacks that need to be optimized in order to efficiently fulfil 
the requirements of low power mobile IoT devices. 
vii 
 
This thesis addresses the aforementioned three issues, network initialization, node 
mobility and security management. In addition, the related literature is examined to 
define the set of current issues and to define the set of objectives based upon this. 
The first contribution is defining a new strategy to initialize the nodes into the 
network based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. A novel mesh-under cluster-based 
approach is proposed and implemented that efficiently initializes the nodes into 
clusters and achieves three objectives: low initialization cost, shortest path to the 
sink node, low operational cost (data forwarding). The second contribution is 
investigating the mobility issue within the IoT media access control (MAC) 
infrastructure and determining the related problems and requirements. Based on this, 
a novel mobility scheme is presented that facilitates node movement inside the 
network under the IEEE 802.15.4e time slotted channel hopping (TSCH) mode. The 
proposed model mitigates the problem of frequency channel hopping and slotframe 
issue in the TSCH mode. The next contribution in this thesis is determining the 
mobility impact on low latency deterministic (LLDN) network. One of the 
significant issues of mobility is increasing the latency and degrading packet delivery 
ratio (PDR). Accordingly, a novel mobility protocol is presented to tackle the 
mobility issue in LLDN mode and to improve network performance and lessen 
impact of node movement. The final contribution in this thesis is devising a new key 
bootstrapping scheme that fits both IEEE 8021.5.4 and 6LoWPAN neighbour 
discovery architectures. The proposed scheme permits a group of nodes to establish 
the required link keys without excessive communication/computational overhead. 
Additionally, the scheme supports the mobile node association process by ensuring 
secure access control to the network and validates mobile node authenticity in order 
to eliminate any malicious node association. The purposed key management scheme 
facilitates the replacement of outdated master network keys and release the required 
master key in a secure manner. Finally, a modified IEEE 802.15.4 link-layer security 
structure is presented. The modified architecture minimizes both energy 
consumption and latency incurred through providing authentication/confidentiality 
services via the IEEE 802.15.4. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
The evolution of the IoT concept is determined by multiple standardization tools that 
have shaped the infrastructure of the IoT paradigm. Regarding limited memory and 
low power devices as required for wireless sensor network (WSN), three basic 
components have formed the communication stack which will smoothly integrate 
these limited power devices with the Internet. These three elements are the IPv6 
protocol, the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer and the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The IEEE 
802.15.4 [4] standard defines the dominant physical and MAC layers of the IoT 
infrastructure. In addition, multiple industrial technologies that reside under the IoT 
umbrella have incorporated the IEEE 802.15.4 as the default physical and MAC 
components, e.g. WirelessHART, ISA 100.11a and WIA-PA. Hence, several 
contributions are made to optimize the performance of this standard and achieve a 
more coherent system. As a result, the first MAC amendment IEEE 802.15.4e [1] 
has been introduced that presents two important modes of operation, low-latency 
deterministic network (LLDN) and timeslotted channel hopping (TSCH). The 
LLDN is designed to support applications that emphasize high cyclic determinism 
and low latency reading aggregation. In the meantime, TSCH aims to provide 
network robustness and minimizes the impact of collision while increases network 
throughput and extends the effective range of communication.  
The emergence of such IoT networks led them to be utilized into further, different 
sorts of application that each has different requirements with various challenges. 
Applications like health (wearable sensors) [5], cargos containers [6], automotive 
industry and airport logistics all share the aspect of also including mobile nodes. 
Therefore, the current standards and technologies must consider the overhead of 
node movement and its impact on the functionality of the network. 
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1.1 IoT Paradigm 
Realizing the IoT concept is basically depended on three important standards, which 
are the IEEE 802.15.4, the 6LoWPAN and the IPv6 [7] protocol. The core of the IoT 
is the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer [8], [9] which allows IPv6 packets to be 
transferred through IEEE 802.15.4 standard, so it will facilitate the interoperability 
of the mobile IP-based wireless sensor networks (MWSNs) with the Internet. Fig. 
1.1 shows the basic layout of the IoT paradigm. The 6LoWPAN layer provides two 
services for the sensor nodes, which are: Fragmentation / defragmentation, 
compression / decompression in order to transmit the IPv6 packets over IEEE 
802.15.4 frames. 
 The 6LoWPAN layer works basically by tagging the IPv6 packets with special 
header types to define the fragmentation process or to support multi-hop mesh 
networking [8]. Fig. 1.2 shows the 6LoWPAN layer stack compared to the TCP/IP 
and the OSI model. Such a standard led to the IP-based Wireless Sensor Network, 
that a sensor network can communicate and exchange information with the Internet 
cloud. 
Fig.  1.1: 6LoWPAN-based network 
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The second important component that forms the IoT is the IEEE 802.15.4 standard 
which is targeted for low-rate wireless personal area networks (LR-WPANs) with 
devices that are low-power, low-data-rate and short-range radio frequency (RF)  
transmissions in a wireless personal area network (WPAN) [4], such as the wireless 
sensor networks. 
Basically, this standard defines two types of network topology, star and peer-to-peer. 
In addition, the standard defines two types of devices, reduced-function device 
(RFD) and full-function device (FFD). The 802.15.4 MAC protocol exploits two 
communication modes, beacon-enabled and non-beacon (beacon-less) mode. While 
in the beacon-enabled mode the PAN coordinator transmits a periodic beacon to 
synchronize the communications between the devices and the coordinator, with the 
non-beacon enabled mode beacons are not broadcast and the devices contend with 
each other to transmit to the coordinator using the unslotted CSMA/CA [10].  
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The IoT is becoming a reality with the existence of several standardized protocols 
that construct the IoT paradigm. Unfortunately, till now there are several issues that 
need to be addressed and are affecting the solidity of the current IoT standards.  
Fig.  1.2: Communication layers stack 
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The first issue is related to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC structure by which there is no 
valid mechanism to organize the nodes in the network during the network 
initialization phase. In addition, the current approaches do not manage to provide an 
efficient multihop network topology that can relay the traffic from nodes to the sink 
in an energy efficient manner (during network steady state). Recent approaches rely 
mainly on the standardized routing protocol (RPL) which incorporate excessive 
overhead since the routing process is handled through the network layer. In addition, 
current IoT operating systems, i.e. Contiki OS [11] and TinyOS [12], are 
considering asynchronous media access mechanism and not the synchronous due to 
high energy overhead associated with the latest scheme. 
The second issue is the node mobility which associated with different kinds of IoT 
applications. Unfortunately, recent approaches are relying on standardized protocols 
such as MIPv6 [13] and NEMO [14] that are not applicable for constrained devices 
as they require high number of exchanged messages in order to accommodate a node 
movement. Moreover, for IEEE 802.15.4, the only mode which the mobility has 
been addressed for is the beacon enabled mode while the two recent important 
modes (TSCH and LLDN) haven’t been considered. The infrastructure of TSCH 
considers a frequency channel hopping strategy which complicates the mechanism 
of handling node movement and in turn maximizes node dissociation time. In the 
meantime, the LLDN mode has been designed to meet the criticality and time 
limitations in low latency applications. With the existence of mobile nodes in the 
network, the LLDN fails to meet the time constraints that have been set by the 
standard and this issue affects its applicability in real-time and time-sensitive 
applications.  
The third problem is the key distributing process. Until now, there is no defined 
standardized key management scheme while the majority of the proposed key 
management protocols are adapting asymmetric key technique which is impractical 
for low power constrained devices. In addition, the current link-layer security 
structure which is adapted by the IEEE 802.15.4 to provide authentication and 
confidentiality services, has a high energy overhead and maximizes the latency via 
including a bulky cipher mode of operation. Moreover, all the approaches of 
handling mobility and providing key management are standalone techniques by 
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which these mechanisms are separated. Integrating the key bootstrapping phase with 
the node joining process (utilizing the same exchanged messages) can dramatically 
reduce the impact of energy consumption to half. 
 
1.3 Research Contribution 
The contributions of this thesis are as follows: 
- Presenting a mesh-under cluster based routing (MUCBR) protocol that 
initializes the IEEE 802.15.4-based nodes in clusters and determines the 
shortest route to the sink via a chain of connected cluster heads (CH). The 
proposed MUCBR presents a novel initialization mechanism that mitigates 
the high network setup cost issue which associated with all scheduling 
schemes. MUCBR manages to disprove the assumption that network 
scheduling comes always with a high cost and thus, avoiding its adaption in 
the recent IoT operating systems. The clustered architecture of the proposed 
MUCBR produces a chain of cluster heads that eliminates the need of bridge 
nodes to connect two clusters and facilitates the proposed key 
bootstrapping/management scheme in this thesis (chapter 7). 
- Investigating recent literature regarding mobility management techniques to 
identify the possible challenges that affect the IoT paradigm. In addition, 
study the impact of node mobility for both IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH and LLDN 
modes through implementing these modes within the Contiki OS.  
- Proposing a mobility aware protocol (MTSCH) that mitigates the issue of 
frequency channel hopping in TSCH mode. The MTSCH presents a novel 
scheme to facilitate a mobile node association and reduces the dissociation 
time. The MTSCH introduces solid approaches to mitigate the TSCH 
problems of undefined beaconing, undefined slot allocation technique and 
undefined mechanism to organize shared slots. A passive beacon mechanism 
is proposed which utilizes the acknowledgement (ACK) messages, sent by 
FFD devices, to announce the existence of FFDs. These passive beacons will 
be transmitted based on a randomized fashion on a fixed channel. Thereby, 
each FFD selects a random time reference, picked up from a predefined time 
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window in order to mitigate the probability of collision with other ACK 
messages. Both TSCH and MTSCH have been implemented within Contiki 
OS to investigate the node mobility overhead for the two models. MTSCH 
shows improved node connectivity and a reduction of nodes’ radio duty 
cycle (RDC) which in turn led to minimized energy consumption. 
- Proposing a mobility management approach MA-LLDN that considers the 
defect of LLDN mode with the presence of mobile nodes. MA-LLDN 
manages to minimize encountered latency caused by multiple and long 
dissociations periods. Related technical problems such as: (i) transmission 
phases issue, (ii) association restriction to only discovery and configuration 
phases, (iii) low packet delivery ratio as changing transmission phase to 
accommodate new mobile nodes, (iv) low scalability as relying on a star 
topology network. The impact of mobility on the LLDN mode has been 
considered via presenting a Markov chain model which addresses the 
possible states a mobile node might encounter through the association 
process. The proposed MA-LLDN supports a multihop topology to extend 
the coverage of the coordinator while omitting the need for deploying further 
coordinators in the network. In turn, this minimizes the deployment cost and 
the probability of beacon collision between adjacent coordinators. The 
proposed approach has low latency since it delivers the readings within the 
same superframe. The relay nodes also act as a proxy to the coordinator 
where they can passively indicate the existence of the coordinator with low 
overhead and less association delay. 
- Presenting a novel energy efficient key bootstrapping scheme (EESKB) that 
efficiently establishes required link-keys in clustered/non-clustered network. 
EESKB preserves required level of security while minimizing the energy 
overhead of the key management process and avoids the dependency on a 
public key methodology. Proposed EESKB facilitates new mobile node 
association process and ensures low computation/communication overhead. 
Moreover, the current IEEE 802.15.4 cipher modes of operation have been 
modified to provide authentication/confidentiality services with low energy 
cost. The modified link layer security preserves the same security level and 
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minimizes latency associated with the processes of ciphering and 
authenticating traffic.     
Fig. 1.3 depicts the major contributions of this thesis and the main outcomes of each 
one with regards to the IoT context. 
 
 
Fig.  1.3: Research contributions 
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1.4 Thesis outline 
Following the introduction chapter that highlights the paradigm of the IoT, the next 
chapters are organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 presents an overview on the world of IoT and explains briefly different 
mobility terminologies. In addition, a brief snapshot on the principle of RDC is 
demonstrated while defining the recent sampling/scheduling techniques used in the 
context of low power devices. Finally, this chapter discusses the basics of security 
tools and structures utilized in the field of constrained IoT devices. 
Part of this chapter is presented in “Mobility of Low Power Devices: The State of 
The Art”, IEEE Internet of Things Journal, Under Review (Revised version 
submitted).  
 
 
Chapter 3 investigates the literature to define the current approaches and their 
related issues while identifying the current drawbacks that need to be addressed. An 
overview is presented regarding the possible approaches under each IoT 
communication stack layer to handle mobility. Accordingly, both IEEE 802.15.4e 
TSCH and LLDN modes are analysed and implemented within the Contiki OS to 
study the performance of these two modes with the presence of node mobility in the 
network. The chapter summarizes the issues in each mode and define the possible 
solutions for each problem individually. Simulation results are presented and 
consider the energy cost of handling mobility besides the total connectivity ratio to 
the network (as it is related to the amount dissociations caused by node movement). 
A comparison between LLDN and TSCH is presented to describe the drawbacks and 
advantages of each mode with regards to different network parameters. 
The first part of this chapter has been presented in "Impact of mobility on the IoT 
MAC infrastructure: IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH and LLDN platform," in the proceeding 
of IEEE 2nd World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT), pp.478-483, Milan, 14-
16 Dec. 2015. 
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The second part is presented in “Mobility of Low Power Devices: The State of The 
Art”, IEEE Internet of Things Journal, Under Review (Revised version submitted).  
 
Chapter 4 introduces a proposed mesh-under cluster-based routing (MUCBR) 
protocol that provides a network initialization approach for IEEE 802.15.4 standard. 
Firstly, the related work under this topic is examined and secondly the principles of 
mesh-under and route-over are explained. The next section of this chapter introduces 
the possible attributes and assumptions of the proposed MUCBR protocol and is 
followed by a full description of this model. Finally, the analysis section discusses 
related results and compares the proposed MUCBR with RIME and RPL protocols. 
This chapter has been presented in "Mesh-Under Cluster-Based Routing Protocol for 
IEEE 802.15.4 Sensor Network," in Proceedings of 20th European Wireless 
Conference; Barcelona, 14-16 May 2014. 
Chapter 5 presents a proposed novel mobility management approach that efficiently 
handles node mobility under the IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH mode. The chapter 
introduces related literature in this area followed by examining the impact of 
mobility on TSCH mode. A Markov chain model is presented to analyse the 
parameters that influence node association process. Accordingly, a novel mobility-
aware MTSCH model is proposed that tackles the overhead of node movement 
within a TSCH network. A detailed discussion is then provided to examine the 
proposed MTSCH protocol and the mechanism by which to tackle the issue of 
frequency channel hopping. This section also examines the mechanism that will 
organize the enhanced beacon broadcast process and demonstrates the proposed 
principle of passive beaconing. The MTSCH section is followed by the 
implementation and analysis section which highlights the performance of both 
default TSCH and MTSCH. The analysis is focused on the RDC behaviour and its 
related energy consumption and ended by determining the connectivity ratio of each 
model. Finally, this chapter has been summarized to simplify the main outcomes of 
this chapter. 
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This chapter has been published in "Mobility Aware Framework for Timeslotted 
Channel Hopping IEEE 802.15.4e Sensor Networks," in IEEE Sensors Journal, 
vol.15, no.12, pp.7112-7125, Dec. 2015. 
 
Chapter 6 introduces a study of the overhead of node mobility under IEEE 
802.15.4e LLDN mode and proposes a mobility management protocol for LLDN 
mode. This chapter starts by examining the related work to this topic and then 
followed by presenting a Markov chain model which depicts the possible states a 
mobile node may encounter while operating under this mode. Next in this chapter, a 
novel mobility-aware MA-LLDN protocol is demonstrated and the proposed 
methodology to tackle the increased latency is presented. In addition, the proposed 
backoff mechanism and the technique to maximize the coordinator coverage for 
mitigating the issues of LLDN-star based topology are explained. Additionally, both 
default LLDN and proposed MA-LLDN schemes were evaluated and the most 
crucial metrics have been examined, i.e. energy consumption, PDR and latency. The 
chapter at the end has been summarized to conclude the possible outcomes. 
This chapter has been published in "Tackling Mobility in Low Latency 
Deterministic Multihop IEEE 802.15.4e Sensor Network," in IEEE Sensors Journal, 
vol. 16, no. 5, pp. 1412-1427, March, 2016. 
 
Chapter 7 deals with the security issue and specifically the key management 
problem for the IoT backbone. A related work section is introduced to examine the 
current approaches within this field. The next section addresses the proposed key 
bootstrapping scheme (EESKB) that manages the key initialization procedure during 
network deployment phase. Additionally, the methodology section shows how the 
proposed EESKB model can handle node mobility and ensures only authorized 
mobile node association. This section is followed by presenting the modified 
authentication/confidentiality scheme for IEEE 802.15.4 link-layer security. The 
modified scheme is demonstrated to address how the overhead of these two services 
can be minimized through adopting the hashing technique. Later in this chapter, the 
impact of the EESKB is compared with other related methodologies focusing on the 
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energy consumption factor. Moreover, the achievement of the modified IEEE 
802.15.4 link-layer security has been considered and followed by the security 
analysis section which explains the security strength metric in this work. Finally, a 
summary is presented to brief out the whole chapter and its contribution. 
This chapter will be presented in “Energy Efficient Key Bootstrapping Scheme for 
Constrained Mobile IoT Devices”, To Be Submitted to the IEEE Internet of Things 
Journal. 
 
Chapter 8 concludes the outcome of the research contributions in this thesis and 
how the proposed schemes managed to enhance the current IoT paradigm. In 
addition, a set of future directions have been discussed to provide a group of 
research trends that can efficiently present a solid IoT framework for mobile low 
power devices. 
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Chapter 2. Background 
 
Node mobility is an emerging, unresolved challenge for IoT infrastructure. Under 
the IoT umbrella, realization of fully connected heterogeneous networks that 
composed of different technologies and standardized elements will be determined by 
how these elements tackle node mobility. The IoT infrastructure must be enabled 
with efficient mobility management protocols (MMPs) that handle node mobility 
and guarantee reliable handover and low dissociation time. 
Three crucial aspects must be tackled while handling node mobility; these are the 
association process, routing and security. With each node movement, there must be 
a mechanism that ensures a smooth handoff process and minimizes the dissociation 
time. This association process would typically be divided into two steps within the 
IoT paradigm. The first step is a fast link-based handoff facility that guarantees the 
node is connected to its closest homogenous network attachment point. The second 
step is a network-based association by which the node will be assigned an IPv6 
address making it globally identifiable. The routing process on the other hand is 
required to provide a reliable and shortest path to the sink or a correspondent 
destination point. The security aspect is considered as pivotal since it must ensure 
secure access control and eliminate malicious node association.  
 
2.1 Mobility Overview 
The impact of node mobility is an important factor influencing network functionality 
and sustainability. The mobility of nodes introduces several overheads that are 
caused by a continuous change in the network topology. The phenomena of the IoT 
has opened the gate to a new era of communication by which different kinds of 
devices, technologies and standardizations elements are diffused into a single 
coherent system. Wearable devices, RFIDs and sensors will form the fabric of 
information feeding into the IoT. These devises share that they are low-power, 
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memory and computationally constrained devices. Meanwhile, due to the diversity 
of applications within the IoT, the majority of these constrained nodes are likely to 
be mobile (or at least have a dynamic propagation environment) in order to perform 
their intended tasks. Accordingly, regardless of the network heterogeneity, these 
devices have to be self-configurable and service-cooperative in order to tackle the 
issue of mobility. Based on this point, a solid mobility management protocol has to 
fulfil this objective by seamlessly handling node mobility while ensuring low 
dissociation time and a high packet delivery ratio. 
Before tackling mobility, the appropriate approach to handle node movement has to 
be defined which is fundamentally based on several parameters. Hence, the best 
MMP can be identified through defining both the IoT communication stack layer (to 
manage mobility) and the pattern of mobility.  
The recent trend is to present a standardized framework for the IoT and this is 
exemplified in the current work of IEEE P2413 “Standard for an Architectural 
framework for the Internet of Things”. Alternatively, there is a de facto 
communication stack that can be dedicated for constrained devices and is composed 
from three basic standardized protocols, IEEE 802.15.4, 6LoWPAN and IPv6[15]. 
The IEEE 802.15.4 forms the physical and the MAC layers inside the network stack.  
In addition, not to forget the application layer which can be realized by such 
protocols as CoAP [16] and MQTT [17]. Hence, based on this classification, the 
MMPs can be categorized into different layers based on which one handles the 
mobility. 
 
2.1.1 Mobility Terminology and Attributes 
In this section, the basic attributes and specifications of mobility inside the IoT are 
explored. It’s mandatory to highlight the different aspects and terminologies used in 
the mobility context prior to discussing the recent approaches and their challenges in 
the IoT. 
Mobility can be classified into several classes based on the aspect by which it has 
been categorized. The classification can be made based on device type, mobility 
model, node speed, movement pattern, movement detection scheme and the layer 
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which handles the task of controlling mobility. For more details on available models, 
[18] presents a comprehensive evaluation on different mobility models used for ad 
hoc networks. For example, Fig. 2.1 demonstrates possible classes by which 
mobility can be addressed. 
 
2.1.2 Patterns of Mobility 
The mobility can be classified into two types, micro and macro mobility [3, 19]. 
Micro mobility refers to node movement inside a single network domain while 
macro mobility is a movement between different domains. In order to allow a 
mobile node (MN) to join a network, there will be required two basic steps to 
finalize the association and this is based on the mobility type. The first step is the 
‘link association’ and the second is the ‘network association’. Any node must first 
performs the link association process by which to associate with the closest node in 
its perimeter and then consider the network association to obtain the IPv6 address. 
Link mobility (which is sometimes referred to as access mobility [20]) is determined 
by the wireless technology and must guarantee uninterrupted communication while 
the node changes its point of attachment. Meanwhile, other different terminologies 
can define the link association as handover while the network association can be 
Fig.  2.1: Possible mobility classifications 
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called roaming. The macro mobility requires both the process of handover and 
roaming while micro mobility needs only the handover step [3].  Fig. 2.2 shows an 
example on the difference between macro and micro mobility. 
Link association is based on different steps as channel scanning, association, short 
address allocation, authentication and any other mode-related services (presuming 
the IEEE 802.15.4 is the link layer). The steps are all determined by the modes of 
operation in the IEEE 802.15.4e (beacon-enabled, TSCH, LLDN or DSME) or the 
radio duty cycling used while operating on the beaconless mode (i.e. sampled 
listening technique). 
Moreover, the mobility of nodes can be derived into two classes, node and group 
mobility. The node mobility refers to the movement of an individual node inside the 
network while the group mobility is the movement of multiple nodes together.  
There is another mobility class which is called ‘network mobility’ which 
corresponds to the movement of an edge router that connects a network to the 
Internet [3].  
The final attribute for mobility is determined by the role of a node in the network. 
This can be either sink mobility or node mobility. Several approaches rely on 
moving the sink node to expedite the process of data aggregation and to reduce the 
Fig.  2.2: Macro versus micro mobility [3] 
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overhead of data forwarding for the regular nodes in the network. In some cases, 
both nodes and sinks are mobile and this depends on the application type.    
 
2.1.3 Mobility Handling Process       
The principle by which the mobility is handled can be categorized into two sectors. 
The first one is the node-based MMPs that an MN is responsible for determining 
how to re-initialize a connection after a dissociation occurs. The second one is 
network-based MMP where the network is responsible for handling the process of 
associating an MN to the network. The network-based approach has less overhead 
over the MN as compared to the node-based scheme. 
Although there is some literature indicating that with network-based mobility the 
nodes need no additional installation to handle mobility and there is no additional 
overhead, but there is still the problem of link association by which the nodes are 
still moving between different coordinators within the same network (domain). 
Thus, the only advantage of network-based MMP is when the node is 
communicating other terminals on other different domains. 
 
2.1.4 Layer Based Classification 
One of the important factors in the MMP design is defining which layer within the 
communion stack will manage mobility. Under the IoT umbrella, ideally there will 
be four layers that can manage mobility; MAC, 6LoWPAN, network and 
application. It’s advisable to think of the type of mobility prior to selecting the layer 
that will handle it. As an example, since the mesh-under techniques are appropriate 
for  handling micro mobility [3], then either MAC-based or 6LoWPAN-based 
MMPs are suitable to manage micro mobility. Conversely, the macro mobility can 
be tackled through either network-based or application-based MMPs. 
 
2.1.5 Mobility Management Initiation Process 
One of the important concepts for tackling node mobility is the node movement 
detection scheme. Movement detection sparks the process of considering a new 
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association and the required steps to realize a fast handover. Based on this, the 
MMPs are utilizing two approaches which are either ‘reactive’ or ‘proactive’ 
schemes. For reactive scenarios, an MN initiates the process of association once it 
detects that it has lost a connection with the network. Regarding proactive 
approaches, the MN or the network coordinators are always monitoring the MN 
movement to predict the time that an MN will lose connection and the next possible 
attachment point based on the MN movement trajectory. The reactive technique has 
less energy overhead but increases the latency of the handover process. On the other 
hand, the proactive technique has higher energy overhead due to the process of 
monitoring both link quality and node movement direction, in turn it has less 
handover latency as compared to reactive protocols. 
 
2.2 MAC Scheduling and Listening Techniques 
The radio duty cycle (RDC) of constrained nodes can be considered as a crucial 
factor that determines the low power IoT network lifetime and its service 
availability. Two listening techniques are utilized to reduce the RDC of the nodes, 
sample and schedule listening technique. Alternative definitions to these two 
techniques are, synchronous (scheduled) and asynchronous (sampling) [21].  
Other definitions as in [22] go further and classify the synchronous listening 
technique to two types depending on the strategy by which the nodes are 
synchronized, Instantaneous synchronization (the nodes swap control messages to 
achieve synchronization) and pre-defined synchronization (the network has 
predefined time division multiple access TDMA structure).  
Regarding the first and the most common type of listening techniques, sampling, this 
technique has been utilized by the most well-known constrained nodes operating 
systems, Contiki OS through the ContikiMAC [23] RDC technique and the TinyOS 
OS through the LPL [24] RDC technique. The sampling technique is basically 
depends on a mechanism by which the sender has to continuously transmits the 
packet until the receiver turns on its radio and receives the packet [25].  
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On the other hand, schedule listening technique is based on a tight synchronization 
between adjacent nodes to synchronize the transmission and permit the receiver 
node to switch on the radio only on a pre-defined time slots to reduce the RDC. 
According to [21], unlike the sampling technique,  the initialization process cost of 
the schedule listening approach is too high and adds complexity to the network. This 
overhead caused by the control messages required to synchronize the nodes. Thus, 
the nodes within the asynchronous techniques have gained an improved energy 
consumption over synchronous approaches since they do not rely on the control 
messages [26]. Later, the contribution of chapter four will indicate that the 
synchronous approach can have low energy consumption as compared to 
asynchronous listening technique and disproves this assumption. Fig. 2.3 
demonstrates the basic structure of each listening technique. With the asynchronous 
(sampling) scheme, there are two methodologies. The first one is based on 
transmitting preamble bytes and once the receiver detects these transmissions it will 
open its radio to receive the actual frame (which is transmitted directly after a 
specific amount of preamble bytes and determined by the network settings). The 
second methodology is consisting on sending the actual frame multiple times to 
ensure that the number of transmissions cover the check interval period. The check 
interval period is the interval between two successive radio scanning processes that a 
receiver performs to detect if there is any activity on the media. Maximizing the 
check interval period will increase data latency and decreasing this interval will 
maximize the energy consumption.   
Besides the ContikiMAC and LPL, other asynchronous listening techniques exist 
like B-MAC [27], WiseMAC [28] and X-MAC [29]. Moreover, there are two 
common synchronous (Instantaneous synchronization) listening techniques, which 
are T-MAC [30] and S-MAC [31]. In addition, two synchronous (pre-defined 
synchronization) techniques exist: LMAC [32] and DMAC [33]. [22] presents 
FLAMA [34] as TRAMA technique and consider it as pre-defined synchronization 
while [34] introduces the FLAMA listening technique and not TRAMA. The 
TRAMA actually is presented in [35] and FLAMA is the successor of TRAMA. In 
addition, Corbllini et al. [22] define both of TRAMA and FLAMA as pre-defined 
synchronization techniques, while they must be considered as Instantaneous 
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synchronization techniques due to the dependency on exchanged control messages 
during the network initialization to achieve synchronization.  
Fig.  2.3: Asynchronous and synchronous listening techniques 
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2.3 Security Concept Under the IoT Context 
The security aspect is a wide field that composes several terminologies and different 
design methodologies. This section highlights the main principles and modelling 
techniques that are concerned with the trend of this research.  
 
2.3.1 Security Requirements and Challenges 
In order to provide authentic and reliable services and to ensure the availability of 
the IoT nodes, there are multiple crucial security requirements that need to be 
addressed prior network deployment. These requirements vary from network to 
network based on the type of application and the required level for security. In 
general, the common required security services are confidentiality, authentication, 
integrity and non-repudiation [36]. In the meantime, there are specific obstacles that 
withstand the adaptation of powerful security techniques and prevent the 
dependency on standardized security protocols. The main challenge here is the 
nature of these low power devices in term of computation and communication 
constrains that complicates the inheritance of any existed solid security technique. 
Accordingly, there must be a tradeoff between the desired security level and the 
overhead of achieving such security demands. 
 
2.3.2 Security Design principles 
This section presents a brief definition of the related cipher algorithms and key 
management approaches. 
2.3.2.1 Block and Stream Ciphers 
The cipher algorithms are classified into two sets, the block cipher techniques by 
which the cipher algorithm handles a block of data (i.e. 64,128, 256-bit) at a time. 
On the other side, stream ciphers process either one bit or a byte at a time. The 
common block cipher algorithms are AES, RC5, Skipjack and DES while the stream 
ciphers are like RC4, Salsa20 and its variant ChaCha. 
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2.3.2.2 Symmetric and Asymmetric Cipher Techniques 
The cipher algorithms are categorized according the type of key used in encryption 
and decryption processes. The symmetric algorithms use the same key for 
encrypting and decrypting (ciphering and deciphering) while the asymmetric 
techniques use different keys for each process. The asymmetric techniques also 
called public key cipher algorithms since the key used for encryption is always 
public while the key used for decryption must be secret and private. Example on the 
asymmetric techniques are RSA, ElGamal and ECDSA while for the symmetric 
there are AES, DES and RC5. 
 
2.3.2.3 Ciphering Versus Hashing Techniques 
Another sort of algorithms used in the context of security are called the hash 
functions. These algorithms have the property of being one-way functions by which 
from the output of these functions there will be no way to obtain the input data. 
Unlike the hash algorithms, the cipher techniques (as AES, DES, RC4) take the 
plain text and encrypt it to generate the ciphered text and this resultant output can be 
fed into a deciphering algorithm to regenerate the original plain text. In addition to 
the one-way property, the hash functions have a strong collision resistance such that 
for any pair of blocks X and Y, it will be computationally infeasible to obtain 
hash(X)=hash(Y) [2]. Examples on hash algorithms are SHA (and its derivatives 
SHA-1, SHA-2 and SHA-3), MD5 and BLAKE.  
 
2.3.3 Key Management Approaches  
One of the important issues that delimit the reliability of the cipher techniques is 
how to securely distribute the keys between the nodes in the network. The common 
approach is relying on the asymmetric cipher algorithms which impose no security 
threats to the key distribution process. The public key system is the simplest scheme 
by which each node announces its public key that will be used to encrypt any traffic 
destined to it. In the meantime, each node keeps securely its private key which is 
used to decipher any incoming traffic. 
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The issue with symmetric cipher techniques is the need for secure channels to share 
the keys between the participants. One of the possible methods is based on a public 
key protocol called Diffie-Hellman key exchange that allows two nodes to set a 
shared key over an insecure link. This process is based on the assumption that both 
nodes have to share (publically) a prime number and an integer number that is a 
primitive root of the first prime number. Fig. 2.4 simplifies the mechanism of setting 
a shared key between two nodes. It shows the process of generating a shared key 
between two nodes A and B. The issue with Diffie-Hellman is the high computation 
overhead required for each key generation process and this escalates as the nodes are 
mobile and need to perform several association procedures with their correspondent 
key establishment.  
 
2.3.4 Block Cipher Operations Modes 
There are multiple modes of operation that easily integrate the cipher algorithms 
with different kind of applications and used to increase the security of these cipher 
techniques. The stream of data that needs to be encrypted will not always fit the 
block size of the cipher algorithm. Hence, the block cipher operation mode 
technique can handle this incompatibility and manages the blocks of data that are 
larger than the block size of algorithm. Moreover, these modes of operation are 
designed to add security to the generated ciphered data and are used to compute the 
Fig.  2.4: Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol 
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message authentication code (MAuC). MAuC values are utilized to validate the 
authenticity of transmitted data. There are several operation modes as ECB, CBC, 
CFB, OFB and CTR. Fig. 2.5 shows the infrastructure of the two main modes, CBC 
and CTR. The modes are taking a block of plain text P and partition it into fixed 
block sizes [P1, P2, …, Pn] that matches the correspondent block cipher input size. 
The output cipher text is the concatenation of resulted ciphered blocks [C1, C2, …, 
Cn]. 
 
2.4 Summary 
This chapter briefly introduced the basic attributes of node mobility and the 
differences between synchronous and asynchronous listening techniques. In 
addition, the types of cipher algorithms and their functionalities have been presented 
to provide an overview over the basic security components under the IoT context. 
The next chapter will address recent mobility issues and the impact of node 
movement regarding both TSCH and LLDN modes. 
 
Fig.  2.5: CBC and CTR block cipher operation modes [2] 
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Chapter 3. Mobility of Low Power IoT 
Devices: State of The Art and Issues 
Realizing the target of high reliability and availability is a crucial concept in the IoT 
context. Different types of IoT applications introduce several requirements and 
obstacles. One of the important aspects degrading network performance is the node 
mobility inside the network. Without a solid and adaptive mechanism, node mobility 
can disrupt the network performance due to dissociations from the network. Hence, 
reliable techniques must be incorporated to tackle the overhead of node movement.   
This chapter has two folds, the first one examines the current aspects and scenarios 
of handling node mobility. The second one is concerned with implementing and 
studying the overhead of node mobility under both IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH and LLDN 
modes. 
 
3.1 Mobility of Constrained IoT Devices 
The current approaches to handle node mobility within the IoT paradigm have been 
addressed in this section. The recent state of art is categorized based on several 
layer-based MMP scenarios and mobility patterns. In addition, both detailed 
classification and visualization scenes have been presented to shape the attributes 
and limitations of the current MMPs. Security in relation to node mobility is also 
considered to highlight the overlap of mobility and security within the scope of the 
IoT. Finally, this section is concluded with the possible future trends that need to be 
addressed in order to tackle the IoT mobility issue.  
 
3.1.1 Related Work 
Several surveys have been conducted to address mobility with each focusing on a 
dedicated layer and missing the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC approaches. The mobility with 
respect to the entire communication stack layers has never been introduced. The 
previous surveys address either some proprietary protocols that are not related to the 
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IoT context or handle some of the IPv6- based (or 6LoWPAN-based approaches). 
This chapter considers all the up-to-date approaches with the inclusion of one of the 
most important elements, which is the link layer-based MMPs (IEEE 802.15.4). 
Moreover, this chapter addresses some recent approaches with regards to the 
upcoming industrial technologies and operating systems that provide an influential 
core infrastructure for the IoT paradigm. 
In order to efficiently cover the mobility issue within the IoT, the MMPs designated 
for each layer must be evaluated to provide a general visualization of the real impact 
of mobility. Based on [3] and [19], the standardized contributions to manage macro 
mobility can be visualized and it has been depicted in Fig. 3.1 Although some of 
these protocols can be utilized to handle node micro mobility, it will incur high 
overhead if handled through link layer approaches.  
Fig.  3.1: Standardized macro MMPs 
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3.1.2 Mobility Under IEEE 802.15.4  
 Mobility can be considered as an issue for the IEEE 802.15.4 since the standard is 
designed for static LoWPAN networks. Thus, cooperating mobile nodes with IEEE 
802.15.14 networks must be studied while identifying the existing drawbacks that 
complicate the adaptability of this standard to node movement. The association 
process, which must be carried by each orphan mobile node seeking to join a new 
coordinator, is a key problem of mobility management  [38]. This is also contributed 
by the CSMA/CA mechanism, since it tends to maximize the required time prior to 
transmission [39]. Hence, the core problem of IEEE 802.15.4 is the inability of 
nodes to manage contentions and is affected by CSMA/CA mechanism. So, any new 
design must either resolve this issue or has to define a new approach to address node 
contention inside the network.  
In order to handle node mobility efficiently through the IEEE 802.15.4 link layer, 
there are several important elements that all of the proposed approaches are 
utilizing. Such parameters are: 
 Beacon interval (BI): corresponds to the time duration between each two 
successive broadcasted beacons. Increasing BI period will maximize the 
mobile waiting time to associate since only through beacons a mobile node 
can determine the existence of a coordinator.  
 aMaxLostBeacon value: this parameter is set by the network to indicate the 
maximum number of lost beacons before announcing the node is 
disconnected and has lost connection with the coordinator. 
 Superframe duration (SD) corresponds to the active period duration in a 
superframe by which the coordinator is active and can accept the association 
requests through any free time slot in this SD. 
 Number of frequency channels: increasing the number of available frequency 
channels will burden the association process through maximizing the 
required time to indicate at which channel a given coordinator is 
broadcasting beacons.  
Recent approaches mainly focus on optimizing the response of the standard in order 
to provide fast mobile node association. This can be obtained by manipulating the 
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aforementioned parameters that influence association response time, like BI and SD, 
fixing beacons broadcast to a single frequency channel or by reducing 
aMaxLostBeacon waiting time. This will in turn lead to raise other problems like 
collision, low packet delivery ratio and latency. So, recent solutions make a trade-off 
between fast node association, high collision and high latency.  
Involving the IEEE 802.15.4 in mobility, opens the gate to the MAC layer mobility 
problem since it is considered as a network-based issue rather than MAC-based 
issue. Authors in [40] and [41] present surveys regarding recent MAC protocols 
which are designed to support nodes mobility. The studies mainly focus on 
proprietary MAC-aware protocols like MS-MAC [42], MMAC [43], M-TDMA 
[44], MA-MAC [45], MobiSense [46], MCMAC [47], MHMAC [48], MOBMAC 
[49] and MLMAC [50].  
Similarly, the research community contributes via several approaches to mitigate the 
mobility issue in IEEE 802.15.4 due to the increased demands for a standardized IoT 
MAC protocol that can support mobility, especially with the existence of several 
applications that require mobility as a crucial service in IoT infrastructure. Table 3.1 
concludes the current mobility approaches regarding the IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-
enabled and beacon-less modes while identifying the possible issues and advantages 
of each one. It’s clear that two important IEEE 802.15.4 modes (TSCH and LLDN) 
have not been considered before while they are gaining an increased interests in 
different upcoming IoT applications. Accordingly, section 3.2 concerns with these 
two modes and studies the impact of node movement with regards to them.   
 
3.1.3 MMPs for 6LoWPAN-Based Networks 
This section addresses recent methodologies that are dedicated for 6LoWPAN-based 
networks. For the majority of approaches in this topic, 6LoWPAN adaptation layer 
is acting as a passive element that does not take any role in the process of handling 
mobility but only performing its allocated task as a linchpin between IPv6 and IEEE 
802.15.4 standards. Table 3.2 concludes and classifies the recent 6LoWPAN 
mobility-based protocols.  
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Table 3.1: IEEE 802.15.4-based MMPs 
 
 
 
Approach Methodology Pros Cons 
Zen et al. [51] - Based on link quality 
indicator (LQI) to estimate 
the dissociation and 
predicting any lost LQI 
value 
- Minimizing the 
inaccessibility time by 
interrupting 
amaxLostBeacon waiting 
time value to initiate 
association quickly. 
- Predicting LQI value of 
lost beacon 
- False predicted LQI value 
that will lead to initiate 
association even the node still 
connected. 
- Beacon interval (BI) still 
has the impact on 
dissociation time 
Chaabane et 
al. [52] 
- Hierarchical 
infrastructure which is a 
centralized approach to 
handle mobility with LQI 
indicator. 
- The coordinators decide 
the next point of 
attachment and based on 
super coordinator 
 
- Network-based 
approach by which the 
network decides the next 
attachment which 
minimizer he overhead on 
the MN. 
- Minimizing the 
dissociation time caused 
by the proactivity feature 
the tis based on the LQI 
- Centralized process that is 
based on what is called the 
super coordinator (SC) to 
manage mobility. 
- The SC can be considered 
as single of point of failure. 
- Excessive communication 
overhead. 
Bashir et al. 
[53] 
- Reduced BI interval to 
expedite the association 
- Coordinators are 
exchanging mobility-
related information to 
manage MN movement 
between two 
coordinators. 
- Low association time by 
minimizing the beacon 
interval 
- Proactive, based on LQI 
indicator 
- Excessive coordinator-to-
coordinator communication 
overhead 
- Requires every two adjacent 
coordinators to be within the 
coverage of each other which 
increases the interference and 
the probability of collision 
Sthapit et al. 
[54] 
- Broadcasting beacons 
on  affixed frequency 
channel 
- Minimizing the 
scanning time sic the MN 
will scan only single 
frequency channel 
- BI interval issue is still 
existed. 
- amaxLostBeacon waiting 
time issue is still existed. 
Yu et al. [55] - Weighted LQI scheme 
to initiate a new re-
association process. 
- increasing the threshold 
value of initiating a re-
association 
- Mitigating the ping-
pong issue caused by low 
threshold value 
- Predicting the LQI value 
of a lost beacon 
- BI is still an issue 
- Faulty re-association caused 
by LQI value 
- Maximizing the association 
time since the threshold of re-
association has been 
increased 
Li et al. [56] - Providing what is called 
access routers (AR) to 
handle mobility 
- Presenting an 
addressing scheme to 
assist  mobility 
management 
- Introducing a table that 
will trace a MN route 
- Keeping a route to a 
MN when moving 
between ARs 
- Increasing the 
communication overhead that 
are between ARs to manage 
mobility 
- Gateways, if utilized as 
points to connect AR, will be 
considered as single point of 
failure. 
- Else, the ARs overlapped 
coverage will increase 
interference and collision 
probability 
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Table 3.2: 6LoWPAN-based MMPs 
 
 
Approach Mobili-
ty type 
Addressing 
technique 
Initiation 
process 
Handling 
process 
Device 
mobility 
layer approach Security feature Base 
protocol 
Kim et al. [57] macro/
micro 
devised (called 
GDID) 
proactive network-
based 
group 
mobility 
network ID/LOC 
separation 
technique 
CGA to provide 
authentication 
IPv6 
Wang et al. 
[58] 
micro devised (based on 
prefix and location 
info.) 
proactive network-
based 
node 
mobility 
MAC 
and 
network 
location-based 
IPv6 address 
structure 
none IPv6 and 
6LoWPAN 
Teo et al. [59] micro  reactive network-
based 
node 
mobility 
network  none PMIPv6 
Shahamabadi 
et al. [60] 
macro N/A reactive network-
based 
group-
based 
network  reduction of 
control messages 
none NEMO 
Koster et al. 
[61] 
micro/m
acro 
two routing tables, 
one for MIPv6 and 
one for MANET 
reactive node-
based 
node 
mobility 
network combine MIPv6 
and MANET 
(OLSR) 
based on IEEE 
802.15.4 security 
metrics (AES) 
MIPv6 and 
MANET 
(OLSR) 
Kim et al. [62] macro default addressing 
(IPv6 and 
6LoWPAN) 
reactive network-
based 
node 
mobility 
network PAN attachment 
detection and 
utilize RA/RS 
messages 
none PMIPv6 
Bag et al. [63] micro/m
acro 
16-bit address for 
MNs and static 
6LoWPAN nodes 
proactive network-
based 
node 
mobility 
6LoWP
AN and 
network 
deploying static 
6LoWPAN nodes 
to relay messages 
and track MN 
none / but add 
later the LEAP as 
secure key 
management in 
updated work 
partially 
PMIPv6 
and 
HMIPv6 
Rong et al. [64] macro default NEMO reactive network-
based 
group 
mobility 
network cluster network 
and the 
coordinator 
performs NEMP 
none NEMO 
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Approach Mobili-
ty type 
Addressing 
technique 
Initiation 
process 
Handling 
process 
Device 
mobility 
layer approach Security feature Base 
protocol 
Jara et al. [65] macro IPv6 addressing reactive network-
based 
node and 
group 
mobility 
network using fixed IPv6 
addressing and 
reduce mobility-
related signalling 
message 
security based on 
a challenge 
scheme 
partially on 
MIPv6 
Ha et al. [66] macro default MIPv6 
addressing 
proactive network-
based 
node 
mobility 
network dedicated static 
node that track 
MNs and send 
related info. To 
visited PAN 
none MIPv6 
Zininos et al. 
[67] 
macro 
and 
micro 
IPv6 network prefix 
and link layer 
addressing 
proactive network-
based 
node-
mobility 
network dedicated static 
node that track 
MNs 
using secured 
keyed association 
(no info. on how 
to generate the 
keys) 
MIPv6 
Montavont et 
al. [68] 
macro/
micro 
default MIPv6 proactive host-based node 
mobility 
network overhearing 
neighbour 
transmission to 
detect whether it 
has moved 
none MIPv6 and 
ND (RFC 
6775) 
Fotouhi et al. 
[69] 
micro not considered proactive host-based node 
mobility 
network modifying trickle 
timer and assess 
link quality 
none RPL 
Jara et al. [70] macro fixed IPv6 addressing 
and short addressing 
for inside a PAN 
reactive host-based node 
mobility 
network simplified MIPv6 
through eliding 
addressing stages 
challenge scheme 
and cryptographic 
SIM card  
MIPv6 
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3.1.4 IoT Purpose-Based MMP  
In this section, different types of MMPs will be addressed that are nominated for 
specific sorts of platforms or services and can be considered as good candidates in 
the IoT context. These MMPs are not suited in the default communication IoT stack 
layer but are presented to tackle the mobility issue for proprietary platforms, OSs, 
RPL-based approaches, industrial technologies and SDN-based protocol. For each 
technique, the related approach has been identified and discussed  
 
3.1.4.1 Multiple Gateway 
A new mobility approach is presented in [71] which proposes a soft handover 
scheme (SH-WSN6) for 6LoWPAN-based WSN. This scheme reduces both the 
connection loss factor and the number of unnecessary handovers associated with 
multiple gateways (gateways can be mobile). This work is based on a network 
architecture designed in SENSEI project. According to SH-WSN6, instead of 
deleting a connection with a recent gateway (GW) upon receiving router 
advertisements (RA) messages from different one, the sensor node adds the new 
GW to its list. Following this technique, the sensor node will have a new route-to-
resource directory (RD) in a SENSEI network which in turn enhances connectivity 
by realizing route diversity. The sensor node can delete any of registered GWs in the 
case of unreliable link problems occurring with a given GW. The conducted analysis 
shows that the SH-WSN6 has lower handover latency as compared with PMIPv6 
[72] and MIH-PMIPv6 [73].  
      
3.1.4.2 RPL-Based Protocol 
Instead of handling mobility from inside the link layer, another approach has 
devised the possibility of handling node movement through the network layer and 
specifically the RPL protocol. mRPL in [69] has been introduced which supports a 
smart-hop handoff mechanism and provides fast mobility service for the RPL 
protocol [74]. The proposed work considers health monitoring applications and 
provides an efficient handoff mechanism in RPL while avoiding collision during the 
handoff period. The smart-hop mechanism consists of two phases, the discovery 
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phase and data transmission phase. During the data transmission phase, MN checks 
the quality of the link with its access point (AP) based on the reply packets from the 
AP. For each n packets, the average RSSI (ARSSI) value is computed and once 
ARSSI starts degrading, MN initiates the discovery stage. Four additional timers in 
RPL are included to support and control the monitoring process of link quality. In 
addition, in the case of existing multiple APs, the MN can prioritize the selection 
process based on ARSSI that can be gained through forcing MN to broadcast DIS 
message and each AP replies with its ARSSI.               
     
3.1.4.3 IoT Middleware MMP Approach         
Moving away from standardized techniques, a new methodology is based on a 
proprietary middleware element of the IoT. An IoT middleware is presented in [75] 
which operates on user handled devices and dedicated for post-emergency networks. 
The proposed approach is based on analyzing user’s context data that can be 
collected from surrounding devices as RFID tags and mobile devices. Acquiring 
context-related information helps to determine the best evacuation route that 
optimizes both traffic congestion and delay. The IoT middleware monitors two 
contexts, static object locations and user’s physical context in order to decide the 
evacuation route without user’s supervision. Two objectives have been considered 
for optimization, minimizing the evacuation delay and maximizing the number of 
access points to ensure high service coverage. Based on this model, with a 
conflicting nature, the Pareto principle has been utilized to determine the Pareto 
optimal point.  
 
3.1.4.4 Software Defined Network SDN-Based MMP 
Recently, there is a focus towards the concept of SDN-based network and their 
advantages to tackle existed issues as security, scheduling and mobility. In [76], a 
software defined IoT MMP called (UbiFlow) is presented that can effectively 
manages node mobility in an urban multi network. UbiFlow divides an urban 
network into different geographical partitions that are controlled by multiple 
controllers. Mobility management tasks as access point (AP) selection, handover 
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optimization and flow scheduling are performed by controller coordinators. To 
maintain network stability and consistency, an overlay structure that is based on 
distributed hashing is proposed. The UbiFlow categorizes the SDN controllers into 
two types, associated (the controller that an MN is currently connected to) and a 
supervisory controller (the first one an MN associated to it and maintains a record of 
MN’s mobility-related information). Each controller has what is called a finger table 
which is considered while forwarding any mobility-related information (via the 
closest controller) to a supervisory controller and based on a hashing address. Based 
on the proposed scheme, a newly associated controller can identify the supervisory 
controller of an MN and forwards lookup information via the overlay structure and 
through the closest controller to the destination. Accordingly, the associated 
controller can fetch the previous session between MN and its previous controller to 
reroute traffic to its current partition. 
 
3.1.4.5 OS-Based MMP 
The emergence of IoT has been incorporated with the development of multiple 
operating systems (OSs) that are dedicated for constrained devices. OSs such as 
Contiki OS [11], TinyOS [12] and RIOT [77] can be considered as preferable OSs 
for IoT applications. A comprehensive survey in [78] provides a review on the 
current operating systems that are devoted to IoT.  Contribution in [79] enhances 
Contiki collection protocol [80] by supporting it with a light mechanism to manage 
mobility. The proposed modifications allow MN to quickly allocate new parents 
after dissociation. In addition, the scheme overcomes the loop problem while 
combining the receiver initiated MAC layer with routing beacons. The proposed 
approach, which is called mobility collect, is shown to have less energy 
consumption and high reliability as compared with the default Contiki MAC in a full 
mobility scenario (both sink and source nodes are mobile) . 
 
3.1.4.6 Industrial MMP 
There are several industrial technologies that can contribute to the IoT paradigm like 
WirelessHART, ZigBee and ISA100.11a. These technologies can provide efficient 
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platforms for low power devices and maintain the required reliability and 
availability for IoT applications.  [81] has evaluated the impact of node mobility on 
Wireless HART technology [82].  The analysis has considered several network 
topologies and the impact of multihop communications and shows that default 
Wireless HART can’t efficiently handle node mobility. Accordingly, listen, 
advertise, network neighbor discovery (LAN-ND) scheme proposed in [83] that 
reduces the required time needed by an MN to detect neighbor devices. Instead of 
listening to transmitted data link protocol data units (DLPDU) on a discovery link 
(required to associate with a network), the nodes can also listen on the advertised 
link to facilitate and expedite association. The existed nodes are preconfigured by 
network manager (NM) to transmit information regarding when and how MNs can 
access the network and finalize association. 
Moving to the ZigBee infrastructure, authors in [84] address the impact of mobility 
on ZigBee networks for both ZigBee devices and ZigBee routers. Under different 
mobility scenarios, the end devices suffer from high data loss rate in several 
mobility models while ZigBee routers shown to have less data loss. According to the 
authors, this performance is traced back to the routing capability of router nodes that 
end devices could not maintain. Dhaka et al. [85] have evaluated the impact of sink 
mobility on ZigBee networks. The analysis shows that for different types of sinks 
movement trajectories, the performance of static sink is better. This is caused by the 
time overhead required by nodes to establish a new route after each sink movement. 
Moreover, [86] addresses the mobility issue in ZigBee networks and proposed an 
enhancement to maximize delivery ratio in real-world scenarios. The proposed 
approach is based on managing a router deployment strategy that can be constructed 
in a tree topology and matches with the highest probabilities of the MNs movement 
trajectories. Hence, this technique maximizes the settle time of MNs in the router 
coverage areas and minimizes number of dissociations to increase PDR. The 
approach provides a low-complexity heuristic algorithm that positions the routers 
along the possible MN movement’s routes. Based on MN’s historical movement 
information, the possible router positions can be determined and the reliability can 
be increased as long as MNs move with regularity. Finally, authors in [87] address 
the mobility regarding ZigBee-based health inpatient monitoring applications. The 
authors present a mobility manger (ZiM2) which handles node mobility. The 
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proposed ZiM2 provides handoff management, location management and paging 
service. ZiM2 design concept is based on two parts, ZiM2 mobile (provides mobility 
management) and ZiM2 frontier (provides location database to support both paging 
and location management). 
 
3.1.5 Application Layer-Based MMP 
One of the approaches to handle node mobility is through the application layer by 
which MMP ensures a continuous session with the server or any destined application 
provider. There are several contributions in this field but majority can’t be 
considered appropriate for low power devices due to excessive signaling overhead. 
SAMP [88] is presented as an application MMP which shows low session setup 
latency and is more scalable as compared to MIPv6, but it doesn’t consider the 
energy overhead. Chun et al. [89] present CoMP MMP that is based on CoAP 
protocol [16]. The authors address several limitations of the default CoAP protocol 
in case of mobility. CoMP follows the concept of sustained tracking of IPv6 address 
for a node that changes network domains instead of a tunneling technique as in 
MIPv6. The network architecture is composed of three basic components, web of 
things mobility management system (WMMS) which contains a mobility 
management table (MMT), CoAP client and CoAP server node. The MMT keeps 
track of MN CoAP location to ensure that WMMS is always updated with MN’s 
location information. CoAP has two basic layers, request/response layer and 
message layer. The message layer controls message communication between two 
end points over UDP. In addition, at the request/response layer, the CoAP utilizes 
PUT, POST, GET, DELETE messages to support mobility management process. 
The CoMP keeps track of the IPv6 address through defining permanent address P-
Addr and temporary T-Addr fields in MMT. The T-Addr changes with each access 
point change. Moreover, the CoAP node also maintains a similar table called local 
binding cache (LBC) that also holds P-Addr and T-Addr. Through analytical and 
simulation analysis, CoMP shows lower packet loss as compared with MIPv6 and 
HMIPv6 beside lower handover latency as compared with MIPv6.     
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3.1.6 Secured-Based MMPs 
The security issue within the IoT is closely related to node mobility due to the high 
number of link and network changes accompanied with each node movement. 
Hence, it will be preferable to consider the security challenge with regards to MMP 
design phase. Hopefully, this will reduce the overhead of deploying a standalone 
security protocol that might be incompatible with the node mobility pattern. There 
are several security requirements for IoT applications and authors in [36] present a 
list of the possible challenges and approaches for security within IoT context. One of 
the approaches in this topic is presented by [90] which demonstrates the infeasibility 
of both MIPv6 and IPsec protocols deployment on constrained devices. 
Accordingly, authors present light versions of both MIPv6 and IPsec protocols and 
show that realizing an integrated MIPv6 and IPsec is still achievable in low power 
devices. The presented approach is a node-based technique and proposes 
modifications to both binding update (BU) and binding acknowledgement (BA) 
messages in order to minimize overhead of the default MIPv6. Regarding the 
security aspect, authors addressed the incompatibility of IPsec ESP with MIPv6 
regarding route optimization due to the lack of security association (SA) 
establishment with all correspondent nodes (CNs). In the meantime, the proposed 
scheme preserves protection for traffic due to dependency on the route optimization 
scheme as in default MIPv6. Authors suggested to utilize the AES-CCM mode with 
IPsec instead of AES-CBC in order to minimize the overhead of security. In this 
thesis, chapter 7, a new modified scheme is presented that will show even AES-
CCM has a high energy consumption.  In [91], the security threats and the possible 
vulnerabilities associated with ID/LOC mobility management scheme have been 
analyzed (this technique can be seen in [70] and [57]). This work indicates the 
possible security drawbacks concerning such technique as theft of device ID, 
spoofing location update and denial of service (that could be either basic denial of 
service (DoS) (diverting traffic to a random node) or flooding (directing traffic to a 
victim node)). Moreover, the authors indicate that route routability RR (in MIPv6) 
can be considered as a part of solution since the communications between HA and 
MN are authenticated through tunneling but it only provides authenticity for MN 
and not CN. Accordingly, authors have proposed the deployment of ECC Diffie-
Hellman key exchange protocol between CN and HA in order to provide 
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authenticity and overcome the aforementioned vulnerabilities. Finally, the presented 
scheme provides three generated keys that are dedicated for MN to Home gateway 
(GW), Home GW to Foreign GW and MN to Foreign GW. Finally, the CoAP 
protocol also involved in this area via [92] which presents an external authorization 
service called (IoT-OAS) under the IoT paradigm which is based on OAuth protocol 
[93]. The objective of IoT-OAS is to minimize overhead on constrained smart 
objects caused by processing incoming requests while mitigating the burden of 
authorization-related information. Additionally, service providers that run HTTP or 
CoAP will be efficiently integrated with the authorization layer regardless the 
burden of any implementation. Accordingly, HTTP or CoAP providers can 
disseminate their services without the overhead of implementing OAuth logic. The 
proposed IoT-OAS shows less memory footprint overhead as compared with OAuth 
protocol. In addition, the presented external authorization mechanism shows better 
dynamicity to remotely configure access control policies without requiring direct 
intervention to devices that are already deployed. Although the proposed protocol 
did not consider the mobility, but it can provide an efficient secure architecture for 
mobile constrained devices. 
 
3.1.7 Research Questions and Suggestions 
Mobility has become an essential factor that needs to be managed efficiently through 
dedicated protocols in the IoT stack or merged into one of the existing elements 
(CoAP, IPv6, 6LoWPAN or IEEE 802.15.4). The issue here is which layer will 
passively handle node mobility. In this section, the factors that influence mobility 
and affect the association and dissociation process have been summarized. Fig. 3.2 
illustrates the parameters that influence and increase the complexity of mobility and 
the factors which mobility, in turn, influences.  Based on the observed contributions 
in the field of mobility and the addressed challenges with their possible approaches 
in the literature, the possible obstacles which complicate the process of managing 
mobility in the IoT paradigm can be concluded.  
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A.  IoT MAC layer: The IEEE 802.15.4 standard and its amendments can be 
considered as the de facto MAC layer within the IoT infrastructure. Thus, 
this standard must have the capability to efficiently handle node mobility 
(micro mobility). Unfortunately, until now there is no defined standardized 
scheme to tackle mobility from inside the IEEE 802.15.4 while the current 
association mechanisms (default association and FastA) are seen to show low 
response time to node dissociation and have a maximized association 
latency. In addition, for the provided three modes of operations in 
amendment [1], TSCH, LLDN and DSME, there is a real problem with the 
existence of node mobility and especially with the case of TSCH and LLDN 
as described in [94, 95] respectively. In turn, regarding the IoT MAC layer, 
IEEE 802.15.4, there must be a standardized tool within this standard that 
can provide: (i) fast coordinator discovery mechanism to ensure low 
scanning time and to allocate the required coordinator and associate, (ii) fast 
and reliable handover service for nodes moving inside a single LoWPAN 
(consisting of multiple  coordinators), (iii) fast link association for nodes that 
have migrated from a different LoWPAN and hand it to the network layer to 
finalize the association address (i.e. assign IPv6 address and enforce any 
required security measures).      
      
Fig.  3.2: Possible elements that have an impact on or impacted by mobility 
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B. 6LoWPAN Adaptation Layer: Although there are several approaches that are 
considered for 6LoWPAN networks, these are not implemented in the 
6LoWPAN layer except in [63] which integrates the 6LoWPAN layer in the 
mobility handling process. This can be traced back to the actual functionality 
of 6LoWPAN which composes compression/ decompression and 
fragmentation/defragmentation only. Therefore, it can be incorporated only 
in the case where the mesh header structure is changed through this layer. 
Accordingly, majority of contributions that are designed for 6LoWPAN-
based networks are not modifying the 6LoWPAN infrastructure for the sake 
of handling mobility  
 
C. Network layer: The network layer in the IoT structure is presented by the 
IPv6 protocol and the possible MMPs that are dedicated for this protocol. It’s 
clear in previous sections that there are significant contributions aimed to 
minimize the overhead of the two important protocols MIPv6 and NEMO. 
But all the proposed models lack the ability to handle the micro mobility or 
even if they can, then they incur a huge overhead caused by the default 
mechanisms that are based on either MIPv6 or NEMO. Thus, here must be 
an inclusive protocol that can operate in two modes of operation (simple link 
handover in the 2nd layer or both link and network handover in the 2nd and 3rd 
layers) to efficiently support both micro and macro mobility respectively. 
Hence, the amount of overhead is reduced since the MMP here is calling 
only the required functionality based on the type of mobility.      
 
D. Application layer: inside the IoT paradigm and till now, CoAP can be 
considered as the de facto application protocol. An MMP inside this layer 
must ensure a continuous application session or at least having low 
disruption time. This is a crucial concept especially in applications that 
impose real time services and presume the existence of an uninterrupted 
session with the destined application. Examining the outcome of an analysis 
conducted in [96] led us to conclude that there is a good potential of 
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achieving better utilization of handoff application layer protocols (e.g. SIP 
[97]) to handle mobility. Thus, this area needs to be addressed since there is 
interest in designing MMPs that can utilize an application-based handoff 
protocol or any other application layer based protocols for the IoT such as 
CoAP.     
 
3.2 Mobility Impact on the IoT MAC Infrastructure 
In this section, the overhead of mobility on both IEEE 802.15.4e timeslotted channel 
hopping (TSCH) and low latency deterministic (LLDN) modes is investigated. 
These two modes can be considered as the MAC layer of the IoT paradigm because 
of their importance and resilience to different network obstacles. In addition, the set 
of metrics and limitations that influence the network survivability will be identified 
to ensure efficient mobile node handling process. Both TSCH and LLDN have been 
implemented via the Contiki OS to determine their functionality. 
 
3.2.1 LLDN and TSCH Description 
The IEEE 802.15.4e standard has introduced several techniques and enhancements 
in this amendment as the coordinated sampled listening technique (CSL), 
deterministic and synchronous multi-channel extension (DSME), LLDN and TSCH 
modes. This section will focus on both LLDN and TSCH modes for their importance 
and crucial services that can influence positively the rise of the IoT concept. 
 
3.2.1.1 IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH Mode  
This mode has gained a lot of interest in the research community due its robustness 
that achieved through a hybrid technique which based on both time and frequency 
channel diversity. Due to its importance and robustness, the IETF has formed a 
dedicated group (6TiSCH) [98] to integrate the IPv6 and the TSCH mode. The 
default routing protocol has been set to the RPL routing protocol.  
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The coordinator in the TSCH network assigns a dedicated timeslot for each node 
and when each timeslot elapses the frequency channel will be changed. The 
mechanism by which the nodes and the coordinator determine the recent frequency 
channel for the current timeslot is based on the channel offset and the number of 
frequency channels and the number of timeslot. Each timeslot has a unique number 
called the absolute slot number (ASN). Hence, the nodes can indicate the frequency 
channel of the current timeslot via: 
PHchannel = FrequencyList [ASN + CHOffset % Nch] 
Where PHchannel is the physical channel, FrequencyList is the list of the available 
frequency channels, CHOffset is the channel offset and Nch is the number of channels 
in FrequencyList.  
Accordingly, the coordinator assigns each node a link, which is a combination of 
time and frequency to facilitate transmitting readings without any collision. In the 
meantime, the coordinators periodically broadcast the enhanced beacons (EB) to 
indicate the existence of a coordinator and to determine the ASN value. This will 
inform the nodes that seek to join the network on the current sequence of channels 
for the upcoming timeslots. The TSCH network has defined what is called a 
slotframe (as depicted in Fig. 3.3) that contains a number of timeslots, corresponds 
to the number of nodes, and this slotframe will be repeated (but with different ASN 
and channels) in each time based on the period of transmission. 
Fig.  3.3: TSCH slotframe architecture 
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The timeslots in the slotframe structure is categorized into three types; TX (which is 
allocated for a specific node to transmit reading), RX (for sending information from 
the coordinator to the nodes and SHARED TX (that is the nodes are contending on 
to send requests or readings). The type of each timeslot will be defined through EB.    
The mobile node that announces it status as ‘orphan’ will initiate the association 
process by scanning the available number of frequency channels in FrequencyList for 
a valid EB. Once it detects an EB, it sends an association request to request a link 
with the coordinator. Although the standard has identified the association process in 
the TSCH mode as optional, this will introduce several issues since the standard 
assumes that an orphan node can be synchronized with a network through only 
listening to the EBs and hence, deduce the structure of the slotframe. However, the 
coordinator has also to be identified about the new node wishing to join the network 
and to allocate a dedicate TX slot or increase the number of SHARED TX. Thus, the 
TSCH can preserve its targeted functionality by providing reliable and collision-free 
communication. In the meantime, the mechanism of the association process can be 
carried out either through the default association process defined in [4] or through 
the fast association technique FastA (expressed in Fig. 3.4) which is described in [1].  
 
Fig.  3.4: FastA association scheme [1] 
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The IEEE 802.15.4e defines the information element (IE) that will be included in the 
EB which includes the required information for a node seeking to join the network. 
The IE can define the number of slotframes and the number of links per slotframe in 
addition to the channel offset as in Fig. 3.5 and is preceded by five bytes ASN value 
and a one byte join priority field. Moreover, the above fields are followed by a 
macTimeslotTemplate which describes the format of a single timeslot and is up to 
25bytes. This can be omitted to ensure not exceeding the aMaxPHYPacketSize, but 
must be presented in the network initialization and for each reply to an association 
request. Finally, the IE defines the hoping sequence information that also can be 
omitted to prevent exceeding the aMaxPHYPacketSize. The value nSF corresponds 
to the number of slotframes while nTS is the number of timeslots in each slotframe. 
Hence the FFD can advertise EB in every ebP time (since the next slotframes are 
defined in IE). ebP can be expressed as in (1) where T corresponds to the timeslot 
duration (approximated to 10µs [99]):  
 
 
Hence, in order to reduce the waiting time for a mobile node wishing to join a 
network, the number of defined slotframes (nSF) must be reduced, since reducing 
nTS can negatively affect the association. Decreasing nTS leads to reduce the 
number of available shared slots that are required to accommodate the mobile nodes 
and permit communication with a FFD. 
 
 
𝑒𝑏𝑃 =  ∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑇𝑆 
𝑗=1
𝑛𝑆𝐹 
𝑖=1
 (3.1) 
Fig.  3.5: Information element (IE) structure 
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3.2.1.2 IEEE 802.15.4e LLDN Mode           
Several applications in the industry require deterministic systems to ensure low 
delay data aggregation services. Based on this, the IEEE 802.15.4e has presented the 
LLDN mode that according to the standard, within less than 10ms the coordinator 
must be able to collect data from 20 devices.  
The LLDN mode is considered as a preferable solution among the industrial 
applications due to its low latency (LL) advantage. LLDN achieved LL utility 
through employing two strategies; (i) assigning what is called the slot owner 
timeslot that is dedicated for each node inside the personal operating space (POS) of 
a coordinator, (ii) reducing the data frame MAC header to a single byte for data 
frames (excluding two frame check sequence  (FCS) bytes). This is achieved by 
omitting the address fields and relying on the timeslot (TS) index inside the 
superframe to determine the sender node identity. Hence, this eliminates CSMA-CA 
delay (caused by the contention process during each TS) and reduces 
transmitting/receiving time delay. 
The LLDN mode has three distinct transmission states and each has predefined 
superframe structure and purpose. The first transmission state is the ‘discovery state’ 
which is initiated either during the network setup or to handle new node associations 
to the network. The second phase is the ‘configuration state’, by which the nodes 
that managed to communicate with the coordinator during the discovery state shall 
receive network configurations during this state. The last state is the ‘online state’, 
where the nodes can transmit their readings to the coordinator within allocated 
timeslots assigned during the configuration state. The coordinator specifies the state 
of transmission through the periodically transmitted beacons. Each one of the 
discovery, configuration and online states has a defined number of superframes 
during its period that will be defined by the network administrator; nSD, nSC and nSO 
respectively as in Fig. 3.6.     
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The discovery and configuration states share the same superframe structure but with 
different network purposes. The discovery and configuration superframes contain 
only one beacon slot and two management TSs (uplink and downlink). Although the 
online superframe has beacon, management, uplink and bidirectional slots, the 
default setting has omitted both management and bidirectional slots (as 
macLLDNmgmTS is set to FALSE and macLLDNnumBidirectionalTS is set to zero). 
Beacons are broadcast periodically and used to synchronize the nodes, identify the 
present transmission state and contain an acknowledgment bitmap of the received 
readings in the previous superframe. The uplink management TS is utilized by 
dissociated nodes during discovery and configuration transmission states to transmit 
discovery response frames and configuration status frames respectively. During the 
downlink management slot, the coordinator responds to nodes’ requests by either 
replying with ACK messages (within discovery state) or a configuration request 
frame (within configuration state).  
Uplink timeslots are unidirectional (from nodes to coordinator) and the default 
number of TSs in the uplink is set to 20 (based on the macLLDNnumUplinkTS value) 
and its maximum value is 255.  Transmission failure can be refreshed by permitting 
the nodes to retransmit within the next superframe and is defined by the 
macLLDNnumRetransmitTS value, which specifies the number of retransmission 
timeslots within an uplink section. The bidirectional section has 
Fig.  3.6: LLDN transmission states 
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macLLDNnumBidirectionalTS timeslots and the direction of transmission is 
indicated within the beacon fields. Fig. 3.7 indicates the basic layout of a general 
LLDN superframe structure. 
Nodes seeking to join the network must follow a sequence of association steps 
determined by the transmission state of the upcoming superframes. Each node 
wishing to associate with the network must scan for beacons to determine both the 
existence of a coordinator and the transmission state of the current superframe. Once 
it has received a valid beacon that indicates a discovery state, the node sends a 
discovery response frame to indicate its willingness to join the intended coordinator.  
A node can transmit its request only during the uplink management slot (its time is 
defined through the beacon). The management TSs are treated as shared group TSs 
and the nodes commence transmission based on a simplified CSMA-CA. If the 
coordinator receives the request correctly, it will reply with an ACK message during 
the downlink TS of the next superframe. Each coordinator waits for 
macLLDNdiscoveryModeTimeout seconds until changing to the configuration state 
if no discovery response frames are received. The association process will transfer to 
the second phase if the coordinator indicates the configuration transmission state 
through an announced beacon. Once a node indicates this state, it sends a 
configuration status frame (during the uplink management TS) to request network 
configuration parameters. The correspondent coordinator will reply with a 
configuration request frame that contains the assigned timeslot, its duration, 
transmission channel and any related information based on the network settings. 
Finally, a node receiving the configuration request frame replies with an ACK 
Fig.  3.7: Superframe structure in LLDN mode [1] 
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message to confirm successful configuration. Fig. 3.8 depicts the mechanism of 
association in the LLDN mode based on the predefined three transmission states. 
 
3.2.2 Mobility-Related Issues of Both TSCH and LLDN Modes 
This section addresses the possible challenges that affect the network performance 
with regards to nodes movement. In addition, it will set the possible approaches that 
mitigate the overhead of node mobility in order to realize better network 
connectivity and functionality. Table 3.3 simplifies the potential issues that are 
caused by node mobility and degrade network availability. Later, the possible issues 
related to each mode will be individually addressed and tackled in chapters five and 
six.  
 
 
Fig.  3.8: Association procedure in LLDN mode 
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Table 3.3: Challenges and approaches for TSCH and LLDN modes 
TSCH LLDN 
Issue Impact Approach Issue Impact Approach 
Multiple 
frequency 
channels 
Increase the 
scanning time 
Fixing beaconing 
transmission to a 
single channel 
The mobile nodes 
are limited to 
associate only 
during the 
discovery state 
The mobile nodes 
will be 
disconnected 
during the whole 
online state period 
Facilitate the 
association process 
by forcing the  
coordinator to 
accepts association 
requests during the 
online state 
Undefined 
beaconing 
mechanism 
Mobile nodes can’t 
detect the existence 
of coordinator 
Provide beaconing 
strategy as in 
LLDN or beacon 
enabled mode 
The LLDN has no 
defined approach to 
change between the 
states 
The nodes will 
stay in a single 
defined state 
Setting the 
duration of each 
state based on the 
mobility metric of 
the nodes 
Undefined 
timeslots 
management 
scheme 
Mobile nodes 
added/deleted will 
change the number 
of timeslot; means 
changing ASN value 
and 
desynchronization 
Systematic 
approach that 
inform the nodes 
about any changes 
in the slotframe 
structure to keep 
ASN value 
consistent 
The nodes are 
obligated to 
transmit only 
during the online 
state 
During the 
discovery and 
configuration 
states, the node 
can’t send readings 
which will 
increase the 
latency of data 
Omit the discovery 
and configuration 
states while 
modifying the 
online state to 
accept association 
requests and 
configure nodes 
Undefined 
mechanism that 
defines the 
existence of 
SHARED TX 
slots 
Mobile nodes 
association; lack of 
these slots will 
prevent mobile 
nodes from 
associating to the 
network 
Ensures the 
existence of 
SHARED TX 
slots in each 
slotframe while 
determining the 
number of slots 
based on the 
mobility metric 
Star topology 
network and single 
hop communication 
Needs for high 
number of 
coordinators to 
cover the entire 
deployment area 
Facilitate the 
network 
infrastructure to 
include multihop 
tree network where 
even the leaf nodes 
can accept 
associations 
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3.2.3 Simulation Results and Analyses 
Determining the impact of node mobility is achieved through testing the 
functionality of both modes of operation within a real test platform. This is carried 
out via implementing the TSCH and LLDN modes within the Contiki OS. Two 
important parameters are evaluated, which are the RDC of the nodes (that contribute 
the energy consumption) and nodes connectivity.  In addition, two factors that affect 
the mobile node association process are considered in the analysis. These are the 
number of mobile nodes and the superframe /slotframe size (LLDN/TSCH). Table 
3.4 demonstrates the utilized simulation parameters. LLDN online superframe to 
discovery and configuration superframes ratio is 5 to 1. One of the drawbacks that 
degrades LLDN operation is the interference between the nodes (either coordinators 
or mobile nodes). This issue has no impact on the TSCH operation due to the 
principle of channel hopping. Therefore, in this analysis, two cases of the LLDN 
deployment have been provided, one with interference and one where the 
interference range has been set to be coincide with the active range of the nodes.  
 Table 3.4: Simulation parameters 
Parameter Value 
OS Contiki 2.6.1 
Scattering area size 240m×240m 
Microcontroller MSP430 
Transceiver CC2420 
Mobility model Random waypoint 
Nodes’ speed range 1-4 m/s 
Payload size 20 Bytes 
 
Fig. 3.9 presents the RDC performance of the three scenarios, LLDN with 
interference (LLDN,In), LLDN without interference (LLDN,NoIn) and TSCH. The 
RDC here corresponds to the total operation time of the transceiver (for the two 
states, transmitting and receiving) over total node’s running time since deployment. 
For slotframe/superframe size of 0.5s, the TSCH has lower RDC than the default 
LLDN (with interference) for both cases of 6 mobile nodes (6n) and 15 mobile 
nodes (15n) as in Fig. 3.10.    
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However, by increasing the number of nodes to 15n, the TSCH has an RDC that is 
slightly higher than the LLDN.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The issue in TSCH is influenced by the problem of contention between the mobile 
nodes and once a node fails to associate, it has to scan again and wait until it 
receives a valid EB on the channel which it scanning on. This waiting time is mainly 
influenced by the number of channels Nch in the FrequencyList, which has been set to 
16 (number of defined channels in the IEEE 802.15.4, 2.4 GHz). In the meantime, 
LLDN,NoIn shows better performance than TSCH and LLDN,In. Neglecting the 
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Fig.  3.9: RDC comparison between LLDN and TSCH, slotframe/superframe size 
=0.5s, transmission range=50m, no. of coordinators=9 
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Fig.  3.10: RDC comparison between LLDN and TSCH, slotframe/superframe size 
=2s, transmission range=50m, no. of coordinators=9 
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impact of interference has minimized the probability of collision and the need again 
for retransmission of data or association requests. Finalizing the association process 
from the first attempt will cancel extra waiting time for the next EB on the fixed 
scanning channel (in the case of TSCH) or waiting till the discovery state (as in 
LLDN). Consequently, this minimizes the scanning time and in turn realizes lower 
RDC activity. The mobile nodes incur lower RDC while increasing the transmission 
range to 100m as in Fig. 3.11 since the nodes reside longer time in the coordinator 
perimeter and hence, lower number of dissociations.   
Increasing the slotframe/superframe duration to 2s has resulted high RDC behaviour 
due the impact of lengthy periods of waiting between each consecutive beacons as 
shown in Fig. 3.12.  
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Fig.  3.11: RDC comparison between LLDN and TSCH, slotframe/superframe size 
=0.5s, transmission range=100m, no. of coordinators=4 
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Fig.  3.12: RDC comparison between LLDN and TSCH, slotframe/superframe size 
=2s, transmission range=100m, no. of coordinators=4 
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By maximizing the transmission range of the sensor nodes, the network gains the 
advantage of reducing the number of coordinators and thus, minimizing the impact 
of collisions. The only drawback will be during the network initialization phase 
where all the mobile nodes contend on the same time to associate and this can get 
worse especially when more nodes are located in the same coordinator perimeter. 
Hence, the RDC is at its peak through the initialization phase and then decreases as 
time passes. As the nodes running into the steady state of operation, the RDC 
declines since the nodes have already associated. In addition, even if the mobile 
nodes disconnected from the network, the nodes will easily associate again without 
the overhead of contention as during the initialization phase of the network 
deployment (since not all the nodes will be disconnected as the same time). 
According to the RDC performance, the ratio of connectivity can be visualized, 
since lower RDC for mobile nodes, means better node stability and less association 
attempts and thus, high node connectivity. This can be indicated through 
investigating the relation between the RDC behaviour of both LLDN,In and 
LLDN,NoIn with the connectivity metric. Nevertheless, the TSCH has different 
aspect, since although it has higher RDC than LLDN,In for case slotframe size 2s, it 
has demonstrated better connectivity in several cases as compared to LLDN,In. This 
is caused by the LLDN association procedure where the nodes manage transceiver 
activity during discovery and configuration states by relying on the schedule that is 
indicated in the announced EBs of each state. Hence, LLDN realizes efficient radio 
utilization by determining when exactly to switch on or off radio. On the second 
hand, the TSCH has no specific association schedule and has no defined beaconing 
structure. In turn, although the TSCH shows higher RDC in some cases, but the 
RDC activity can’t be used to deduce the connectivity. Therefore, TSCH shows to 
have better connectivity than LLDN,In (as in case 50m range 6n, 2s and 15n, 2s; 
case 100m range 6n, 2s).  
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Fig 3.13 shows the percentage of time that a mobile node was connected to the 
network since deployment for transmission range of 50m while Fig. 3.14 
corresponds to the connectivity with 100m range. As indicated earlier, TSCH 
demonstrates higher connectivity ratio in almost all scenarios as LLDN,In, but the 
LLDN,NoIn has the leading connectivity among them. This is traced back to the 
impact of collision caused by the inter-cluster interference (interference between 
adjacent clusters). Intra-cluster interference is negligible since the coordinator 
ensures that there is no overlapping between the assigned slots to the nodes in the 
cluster.  
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3.3 Summary 
Node mobility is an upcoming challenge in the IoT context due to the lack of a 
defined and standardized protocol that manages mobile node associations and 
dissociations dedicated to low power devices. In this chapter, a study that highlights 
the challenges which arise as a consequence of node movement has been presented. 
Two of the important IEEE 802.15.4e modes of operation have been implemented in 
an IoT-based OS and tested against node mobility. The obstacles of each mode have 
been identified and the possible approaches to tackle these issues have been 
indicated. Simulations show that TSCH has better connectivity but higher RDC than 
the default implementation of the LLDN. After neglecting the impact of 
interference, the LLDN shows better RDC and highest connectivity ratio than 
TSCH. The drawback with LLDN is operation on a single channel which incurred 
several collisions and in turn this complicates the association process and successful 
data transmission. Conversely, the defect with TSCH operating on multiple channels 
is that this complicates the association process caused by waiting a longer time to 
receive a beacon. The coordinator in TSCH announces the beacon on a different 
channel at each time and thus, the mobile node has to scan for a longer time until it 
receives the beacon on the relevant channel (or searching the whole available list of 
channels which means extra scanning time). Hence, the best approach for the LLDN 
mode is to combine the concept of channel hopping and only to the uplink slots 
while fixing the beaconing to a single channel, where all the nodes adjust the 
scanning channel to it. In addition, the management timeslots in the LLDN have also 
to be set to a fixed channel that is known for all nodes prior to deployment. 
Moreover, facilitating the association process during the online state through 
activating the management slots will mitigate the overhead of waiting to associate 
until the discovery state. Regarding the TSCH mode, the appropriate practice for 
tackling node mobility is by defining a beaconing strategy that sets the beacon 
structure which facilitates the association process. In addition, the beaconing has to 
be fixed to a single frequency channel that is predetermined by all the nodes prior to 
deployment and thus, leads to a low scanning time.                      
The following chapter will address the issue of IEEE 802.15.4-based network 
initialization prior considering the problem of node mobility in chapters 5 and 6. 
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Chapter 4. Network Initialization Phase: 
Mesh-under Cluster-based Approach 
 
This chapter investigates the initialization phase of the IEEE 802.15.4 network via 
determining the best strategy to organize the nodes into the network. Two important 
metrics are considered in this stage, the RDC and the shortest path to the coordinator 
(data aggregator node). The RDC of low power nodes can be considered as a crucial 
factor that determines the constrained-based IoT network lifetime and its service 
availability. Clustering would be a preferable solution to minimize node radio duty 
cycle by electing multiple cluster heads around the network to schedule node 
transmissions and collect readings. This chapter presents a mesh-under cluster-based 
routing (MUCBR) protocol that will divide the network into multiple clusters and 
perform the routing function within the IEEE 802.15.4 platform. MUCBR is 
implemented via the Contiki operating system. It reschedules the structure of the 
802.15.4 standard in order to reduce the RDC of the sensor nodes and minimizes the 
number of collisions. The election of the CHs is density-aware and determined by 
the routing direction inside the network which in turn reduces the number of hops 
and minimizes the number of collisions caused by the existence of multiple CHs in a 
single area.  
 
4.1 Mesh-Under Routing Philosophy 
The rise of the 6LoWPAN layer has inspired the research community to bring a new 
term of classification to the routing world in the field of IoT, this classification is 
based on which layer will make the routing decision and accordingly there will be 
two types of routing: mesh-under and route-over [100]. This classification is 
simplified in Fig. 4.1. Unfortunately, neither IEEE 802.15.4 nor 6LoWPAN define 
how mesh topology will be achieved [101] to route towards the coordinator, which 
is considered the sink. 
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Comparing to other network topologies, the cluster-based networks have: better 
performance and scalability [102], lower communication overhead which in turn 
reduces the energy consumption [103] and can be considered as an energy efficient 
solution for low power nodes data routing [104].  
All these facts led the research here to propose a mesh-under cluster-based routing 
(MUCBR) protocol that provides the following services: clustering technique under 
the IEEE 802.15.4, reduced RDC schedule listening technique, routing to the sink 
through the shortest path and transmissions with low collisions as compared to IEEE 
802.15.4 standard. 
The clustering process will take into account the density of the nodes within a 
specific area. The dependency on the density factor is necessary to reduce the 
number of CHs, since increasing the number of CHs inside a single personal 
operating space can increase the number of collisions due to the fact that multiple 
coordinators within a POS increases the risk of assigning matched time slots and 
leads to transmission collisions. In addition, the node with the least depth to the sink 
and the highest weight (according to the MUCBR weighting mechanism) will be 
elected as CH. This will ensure the election of a CH on the upward edge of each 
cluster and in turn minimizes the number of hops to the sink as depicted in Fig. 4.2.  
Fig.  4.1: Mesh-under versus route-over 
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Fig.  4.2: MUCBR cluster network 
The CH in each cluster (corresponding to the coordinator) will assign a random time 
reference for each node within its cluster to reduce the inter-cluster interference. 
This time reference is used by each node to start transmitting or receiving. The idea 
behind randomizing and spreading nodes access is to reduce collisions encountered 
in IEEE 802.15.4. The proposed algorithm has been implemented within the Contiki 
OS based on the IEEE 802.15.4 platform. The simulations show low RDC and in 
turn an improved energy efficient routing technique while achieving a shortest path 
to the sink. Moreover, the collision parameter has been reduced by a factor of 40% 
as compared to the default 802.15.4. 
 
4.2 Related Work 
Several works have been presented regarding WSN clustering techniques, one of the 
pioneers within this field is the LEACH [105] protocol. Due to its simplicity and 
effectiveness it has inspired other contributions that optimized its performance and 
led to new clustering approaches. Here we will commit ourselves to work that 
considered the 802.15.4 standard as the underlying infrastructure. Regarding cluster-
tree utilization and analysis, authors in [106] present directed acyclic graph structure 
within the beacon-enabled mode to form a cluster-tree WSN. The authors minimize 
delay and improve the robustness of the network by permitting every node to have 
more than one parent in order to mitigate the parent/CH failure or sleeping. The 
paper also indicates that the synchronization process within the beacon-enabled 
mode can lead to a collision between the superframes with the same depth. With 
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respect to clustering techniques and impact on network performance, authors in 
[107] indicate that clustering can reduce the number of collisions in the beacon 
enabled mode. Hence, the authors suggest allocating different frequency channels to 
each cluster which can be assigned by the base station. 
In terms of inter-cluster interference, both [108] and [109] have tackled this issue 
but both presented techniques incur high overhead and do not fit the infrastructure of 
the IEEE 802.15.4. 
 
4.3 MUCBR Design Principles 
The basic feature of the proposed MUCBR is to provide a routing service within the 
link layer (mesh-under). This will add an advantage to the network in terms of 
reduced energy consumption.  
Operating with the IEEE 8021.5.4, there is a possibility of inter-cluster interference 
due to the synchronization process of the beacon-enabled mode [106]. In addition, 
the node’s radio has to stay ON within the contention period of the slotted 
CSMA/CA period until a free slot is located. This will increase the energy 
consumption. On the other hand, for the non-beacon enabled mode, the nodes have 
to always be awake to avoid deafness [108] which in turn leads to 100% radio duty 
cycle. 
Accordingly, since the IEEE 802.15.4 standard did not indicate how the clustering 
will be achieved [108], the MUCBR approach is based on clustering the IEEE 
802.15.4 standard to reduce nodes RDC. The proposed MUCBR resembles the 
beacon-enabled mode by which the coordinator is assigning the timeslots to the 
nodes but in with the MUCBR, the CHs allocate a random time-reference to each 
node instead of sequential slots. This time-reference represents a solid time by 
which the node will either starts sending or receiving (not a time slot) and simulates 
the guaranteed time slot (GTS) that no other nodes will contend on this timing. 
During these time-references, nodes will transmit to their CHs while the CHs must 
listen during these reference times.  
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This will gain a significant reduction in the duty cycle for both the non-CH and CH 
nodes. Fig. 4.3 shows the basic differences between the patterns of communication 
carried out by three nodes for the IEEE 802.15.4 and MUCBR. TRA, TRB and TRC 
are time references assigned randomly, for nodes A, B and C respectively by a CH 
in order to identify the transmission initiation time. Thus, the CH and any member 
within the cluster will only be required to open radio through Tf  intervals.  
 
According to the conducted simulation tests through Contiki OS, the value of Tf  
ranges between (0.54ms for 12-byte) and (4.2ms for 128-byte) while the default slot 
duration within the 802.15.4 is 15.36ms. This mechanism managed to reduce the 
RDC. On the other side, if node C in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard tries to transmit, 
then it must contend with nodes A and B and if it was not able to utilize slots S1 and 
S2, then it has to open the radio for time duration T3. Moreover, there is a probability 
of collision that might occur at a collision point (C points) due to the contention. 
Thus, retransmission is required while a time slot has been lost due to the contention 
of two nodes. 
The dependency of MUCBR on randomly distributed time references over the 
beacon interval minimizes the probability of collisions that might occur at Cp points 
and eliminates the needs for retransmission, hence saving energy. 
Fig.  4.3: Patterns of slot/time reference allocation in IEEE 802.15.4 and MUCBR 
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4.4 MUCBR Protocol Description 
The proposed algorithm is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 infrastructure and appends 
four types of frames to the defined frame type list in this standard. These frames are: 
Establish_Cluster, Broadcast_Weight, CH_Elect and CH_Request as depicted in 
Table 4.1. The frame type values are reserved for future use within [110]. The 
amendment 1 MAC sublayer, IEEE std. 802.15.4e [1] has not yet been implemented 
within the Contiki OS environment, so the reserved frame type values of the earlier 
standard version [110] have been considered.  
Table 4.1: Appended frames indexes 
Frame type 
value b2b1b0 
Frame_type 
100 Establish_Cluster 
101 Broadcast_Weight 
110 CH_Elect 
111 CH_Request 
 
Seeking to reduce the size of the packets required to initialize the nodes into 
clusters, the PAN ID compression bit within the frame control field is set to one due 
to the existence of the source and destination addresses. Hence, the source PAN 
identifier field in the IEEE 802.15.4 frames will be omitted which gains a reduction 
of two bytes (utilized feature based on the 802.15.4 specifications).  
Analyses in [111] indicate how the CCA within CSMA/CA can increase the delay, 
so the MUCBR (during clusters initialization) does not utilize the CSMA/CA 
technique to access the medium but another technique has been devised that will 
omit the RDC time required for checking medium prior to transmission. Therein, 
each node will generate a random number that represents a time indicator for 
transmission called (rand_tick) and chosen within the phase_state time duration. 
The phase_state represents one of the clustering process stages: phase_ranking, 
phase_weighting, phase_election, phase_requesting and phase_scheduling.  
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These phases are separated by a guard time (GT). The time duration of any phase is 
equal to the summation of the GT and preceding timing indicator, subtracted from 
the current timing indicator, i.e.: 
phase_election = election_timing – (weigting_timing + GT) 
The values of ranking_timing, weighting_timing, electing_timing, 
requesting_timing, scheduling_timing are adjusted with regards to the number of 
nodes in the network (the user must adjust these values prior to initialization), high 
number of nodes leads to choose high timing values in order to decrease the 
probability of collision. These timing intervals are set fixed for all the nodes and 
ensure all the nodes to be synchronized and committed to the clustering phases. The 
timing alignments are demonstrated in Fig. 4.4.  
The mechanism of MUCBR is as follows. The initialization of the cluster network is 
basically started by the PAN coordinator (sink) via broadcasting an 
Establish_Cluster message. The message will embed a rank field (1-Byte) which is 
set to one as an indication to the coordinator, and will be incremented by one as 
passing each hop across the network. Each node within the PAN will first act as 
FFD device and enter the passive scan mode waiting for the Establish_Cluster 
message. Each node which receives this message has to increment the rank field in 
the message and store the value as its rank in the network. Once a node has its own 
rank, it will update the rank field within the message to its rank (R_current) and the 
Fig.  4.4: MUCBR clustering phases timing 
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source address to its short address. Thereafter the node has to retransmit the message 
to its neighbors at a time tick, called rand_rank, which is randomly generated and 
lies within the phase_ranking period. Fig. 4.5 presents the message sequence chart 
carried out by the nodes to initialize the 802.15.4 network into clusters. 
Fig.  4.5: MUCBR clustering process (message sequence chart) 
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In order to avoid the count-to-infinity routing problem [112], the nodes will not 
forward any message that carries the same rank or higher while recording these 
messages. The phase_ranking period will ensure that the Establish_Cluster message 
has been forwarded down to all nodes within the network. After the phase_ranking 
time has finished, each node computes its weight and generates a time tick, 
rand_weight, within the phase_weighting period to announce its weight at this time. 
The weight of a node (W_current) is equal to the number of D (Downward) nodes 
within the POS.  
The D value corresponds to the number of received announcements 
(Establish_Cluster messages) that have a rank value (R_received) larger or equal to 
the rank of the current node R_current. In accordance with the computed weight 
W_current, the node will announce its weight at rand_weight time using the 
Broadcast_Weight frame and waits for phase_weighting period to finish while 
recording the received nodes weights (W_recived) for F (Forward) nodes. F nodes 
are those where R_received ≤ R_current. Considering only F nodes is necessary to 
select a node with a highest weight on the upward direction of a cluster to achieve 
the shortest path to the sink. 
Regarding the received announced weights from F nodes, each node will check if 
W_current ≥ W_recived. If the current node has a higher weight than F nodes, then 
it will announce itself as CH (because it’s the only node with highest weight and 
shortest path for the D nodes) and broadcasts the CH_Elect message at time 
rand_election, randomly generated within the phase_election interval. For nodes 
which have the highest weight within their POS, they have to broadcast the 
CH_Elect message and act as CHs to wait for the association request messages 
CH_request from adjacent nodes. Thus only one CH within each POS will be 
elected. When nodes receive CH_Elect announcement they will decide to which CH 
to connect, based on the rank value indicated by each CH_Elect announcement and 
send a CH_Request message at rand_request, randomly generated within the 
phase_requesting time duration. The destination address in the phase_requesting is 
set to the source address of selected CH. Any node that has not received a CH_Elect 
announcement (deserted node) will send CH_Request to one of the neighbour nodes, 
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(4.1) 
the intended node then acts as CH to this unconnected node and proceed to the next 
step.   
The last step is determined by the CH, which will generate a random time reference 
(time_ reference_child) for each member in the cluster, where 0 < time_ 
reference_child < TP. TP is the period that nodes are programmed to transmit and 
resemble the beacon interval value. This randomness with an adequate TP value will 
reduce the inter-cluster interference. Subsequently, the probability of a collision-free 
clustered network is: 
P𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 1 − (
D𝑝𝑜𝑠  ×  𝑇𝑓
𝑇𝑃
)  
Dpos indicates the density of sensor nodes within a POS and Tf is the required time to 
transmit a single frame.  
The TP is limited by the interval of the adjusted period timing to transmit readings 
and matches the BI impact in IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled mode. A low value of 
BI will increase collisions while a high value increases the delay. The CH (during 
the sensing phase) switches its radio ON only during time references that are 
generated for its members.  
Meanwhile, the CH transmits the collected readings of the members along with its 
reading within a specified time reference (time_ reference_self) allocated by a CH 
which it has been connected to.  
During the remaining time the radio is OFF. Each member node upon the received 
time_reference_child, will transmit strictly at this time and next at (time_ reference 
_child + TP). After each transmission, the nodes will increment this value by the 
transmission period time (TP). The issue of rotating the CH task around the nodes, 
which utilizes the residual energy of each node as factor for CH election, has not 
been addressed by this work. Prior to the initialization process all nodes were 
assumed to have fixed residual energy. 
Fig. 4.6 shows a flow chart that represents the process carried out by each node in 
the network in order to determine clustering. 
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Fig.  4.6: MUCBR clustering process (node-based activity) 
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In order to accurately adjust the radio operation, the MUCBR relies on the rtimer 
time library within the Contiki OS. rtimer always gives feedback on the number of 
ticks, called clock_tick, which corresponds to the MCU clock frequency, Thus 
achieving high time resolution. The MUCBR handles the radio states through this 
time library to achieve the required light RDC. Through simulations, multiple 
payload size has been fed to the network in order to get the exact radio time required 
to transmit IEEE 802.15.4 frame. Since the sky sensor node, used as the node test 
platform, utilizes the MCU MSP430 with a clock frequency 32768. Then, the radio 
has been adjusted with a timer that counts to 165 clock_tick which corresponds to 
approximately 5ms, the time required to receive IEEE 802.15.4 frame. Only during 
these timer counts the radio will be active, else, the radio goes to sleep to save 
energy. The problem with the rtimer is a 2-byte register that will overflow after 
every two seconds. Thus, an extra 32-bit time variable in the Contiki has been 
defined in order to overcome this problem.     
 
4.5 Low Latency Data Forwarding Scheme 
In order to realize low end-to-end data aggregation process, the MUCBR utilizes the 
principle of ranking-based priority slots allocation. This scheme consists of 
allocating the first slots of the superframe structure to the nodes with the highest 
ranking values (bottom of the network) as nodes a, b, c, d and e in Fig. 4.7. As 
example, slot assigned to node f in the superframe schedule is after the slots of 
nodes a and b. This will let node f to collect the readings from both node a and b 
prior sending its data and thus, avoiding the defer of data forwarding (readings from 
nodes a and b) to the next superframe. The same procedure applies with node k, 
where its slot in the superframe schedule is commencing after the slot of node f to 
give the opportunity of collecting required readings from nodes a,b and f. Hence, 
minimizing the incurred data latency caused by buffering data on the relay nodes (k 
and f) and waiting for the next superframes. The MUCBR varies the slots duration 
sizes as regards to the size of transmitted data. Since node f is relaying data from 
nodes a and b, then its slot size will be triple the slot size of node a. Fig. 4.7 
simplifies the sequence of relaying readings based on the above strategy. 
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Fig.  4.7: MUCBR ranking-based scheduled data forwarding 
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(4.2) 
(4.3) 
4.6 Latency Overhead of Sampling and Scheduling Listening 
Techniques 
This section determines the impact of latency for both scheduling and sampling 
techniques. For both schemes, the number of hops has the main influential impact on 
increasing data latency. Regarding scheduling technique (utilized by MUCBR), the 
number of hops and the number of intermediate nodes (attached to CHs through the 
route to the sink) are the main factors that maximize end-o-end delay. The latency in 
this case is determined by the amount of time to forward a frame by each node and 
can be based on the length of payload (LP), long interframe space LIFS and 
aTurnaroundTime values (both set by IEEE 802.15.4), number of hops (h) and 
number of nodes attached to a CH in the route for each hop (n (h)):  
 
𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = ∑ ∑ ((𝐿𝐼𝐹𝑆 + 
8 × 𝐿𝑃
𝑏𝑎𝑢𝑑 
)
𝑗
+ 𝑎𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒)
𝑖
𝑛(ℎ)
𝑗=1
ℎ
𝑖=1
  
 
The aTurnaroundTime is the required time to change the state of transceiver from 
receiving to transmitting and vice versa. The baud rate value for IEEE 802.15.4 
(2.4Ghz) is 250Kbps.   
In the meantime, for the sampling technique, since there is no synchronizations in 
the network and the nodes can transmit readings at any given time, the latency is 
influenced by the mean forwarding rate of each relay node (FR) and the mean rate of 
the received frames (RR) for any relay node. Therefore, the utilization (U) of each 
relay node can be expressed as U = RR / FR.  
The mean forwarding rate in the sampling technique is determined by the impact of 
CSMA/CA technique and can be expressed by: 
 
𝐹𝑅 =
 
1
(
2𝐵𝐸−1
2
×𝑎𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑)+(
8×𝐿𝑃
𝑏𝑎𝑢𝑑
)+𝑚𝑎𝑐𝐴𝑐𝑘𝑊𝑎𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝐶𝐶𝐴𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑎𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒+ 
8×𝐴𝑐𝑘_𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝑏𝑎𝑢𝑑
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(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
aUnitBackoffPeriod is the backoff time prior transmitting and corresponds to 20 
symbols in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard while macAckWaitDuration is the required 
waiting time for an Acknowledgment message and according to the standard is 54 
symbols. 
The delay overhead here can be considered as an M/M/1 queuing problem and the 
resulted buffering delay can be estimated accordingly. The number of frames that 
are buffered (BF) and are waiting to be forward is:  
 
𝐵𝐹 = 
𝑈2
1 − 𝑈
 
 
Meanwhile, the delay time at each relay node in the route can be expressed as: 
 
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 
𝐵𝐹
𝑅𝑅
+ 
1
𝐹𝑅
 
 
Accordingly, the total buffering latency for a route with h hops in the sampling 
scheme is: 
𝐵𝑢𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = ∑(
𝐵𝐹
𝑅𝐹
+ 
1
𝐹𝑅
)
𝑖
ℎ
𝑖=1
 
  
4.7 Hosting Security 
The MUCBR process produces a chain of connected CHs by which any CH is acting 
as a leaf node to another CH (lowest ranking) and as a CH to other nodes attached to 
it (higher ranking). Accordingly, after the key bootstrapping scheme (discussed later 
in chapter 7), all the adjacent CHs can share their CH node-base key. The strategy 
here is to enforce each CH for distributing the node-base key of all the CHs attached 
to it (sending only to its leaf nodes that are acting as CH). The CH_Elect message 
transmitted by each CH will contains the required key credentials for above parent 
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CH (hop 1) while the response message to CH_Request frame contains the related 
non-CH nodes’ keys of members of the same cluster (hop 2). This technique will be 
exploited later in chapter 7 to facilitate the key establishment procedure and is 
following every association process. 
Although during the initialization stage all the nodes are keeping radio ON which 
will increase the energy cost, this action is mandatory to force the CH nodes for 
listening and recording all security credentials of neighbour CHs. The process by 
which the key management scheme will utilize the designed cluster network here is 
demonstrated later in chapter 7. 
As example, suppose that CH node F as in Fig. 4.8 (this example assumes all the 
leaf nodes have become CH nodes only to simplify this procedure) has its own node-
base key KF. Then during deployment, this node obtains adjacent CH keys KE, KB 
and KC via its parent CH node B while receives KG through listening to transmitted 
key credentials by node G. In some cases, node F and G are not within the range of 
each other, for that reason the CH nodes have been obliged to forward the keys of 
their child CH nodes to the lowest two hop nodes. 
   
 
Fig.  4.8: Lists of acquired keys of neighbour CHs 
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4.8 Results and Analysis 
The RPL and RIME implementation within the Contiki OS are based on the 
ContikiMAC RDC technique, which is a sampled RDC listening technique and 
considered as low power RDC MAC protocol [113]. The analysis highlights the 
importance of the scheduled RDC listening technique (utilized by MUCBR) over the 
sampled RDC listening technique (utilized by RPL and RIME).  
The analyses are based on three classifications: Route-over/sampled-listening 
(RPL), Mesh-under/sampled-listening (RIME) and Mesh-under/scheduled-listening 
(MUCBR). The implementation of the RPL within Contiki is said to be route-over 
since it utilizes the IPv6 protocol.  The derivation of this classification will state the 
differences between two basic important design aspects (mesh-under over route-
over) and (scheduled over sampled-listening).  
The analyses differentiate between the basic two types of nodes in the network: 
leaf/non-CH (RFD nodes) and router/CH (FFD nodes). Furthermore, these analyses 
will address two life-time phases of a network, initialization (clusters formation) and 
steady (basic readings forwarding).  
In order to provide more realistic analysis, the Powertrace tool [114] has been 
utilized which is believed, according to the developers, to assure 96% accuracy 
comparing to power measurements obtained through the hardware-based tool. This 
tool is based on assigning timestamps to the transceiver states, receiving and 
transmitting. Hence, a timings profile will be formed to indicate the exact time 
activity of each radio state. 
 
4.8.1 Simulation Parameters 
All the nodes within the network are running the Contiki OS 2.6 and 100 nodes are 
deployed randomly utilizing the Contiki OS Cooja simulator [115] while only one 
sink exists at the edge of the network. Table 4.2 presents the basic network 
parameters utilized in the MUCBR simulations. 
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Table 4.2: MUCBR simulation parameters 
Parameter name Value 
OS Coniki 2.6 
MAC Protocol NullMAC 
Radio duty cycling algorithm MUCBR Scheduling 
No. of nodes 100 
Scattering area size meter 400m*400m 
Ave, no. of nodes within a POS 6 
Transmission range 50m 
Interference range 100m 
Microcontroller MSP430 
Transceiver CC2420 
 
4.8.2 Performance Analysis 
The nodes for the three protocols were adjusted to transmit a fixed payload size 
every 2 seconds. Periodic packet generation has been utilized since it is more 
realistic to conduct reporting on the network performance [39]. On average, the 
number of runs (simulation) are 24 for each scenario and the mean output of the 
nodes’ performance is considered. Increasing the number of runs has no impact 
since the variation of the collected results after this value is relatively small.  Fig. 4.9 
demonstrates the energy consumption of the two radio states of operations 
(transmitting and receiving) regarding CH nodes (in MUCBR) and router nodes (in 
RIME and RPL), all having on average three child/members. Fig. 4.10 considers the 
non-CH and leaf nodes. During the clustering initialization time (first 7 seconds), 
MUCBR consumes more power than RIME and RPL because of the 100% radio 
activity required to initialize the nodes into clusters. Then subsequently the nodes 
will act either as CH or non-CH nodes which will reduce RDC power. After running 
the nodes for 1000 seconds, the required radio energy of MUCBR (CH/ router) is 
only 43% of the required energy by RIME and 21% of the consumed energy by 
RPL. Moreover, the radio energy of MUCBR (non-CH/leaf) is only 38% of the 
consumed energy by RIME and 29% of the required energy by RPL. 
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Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 depict the radio duty cycle through the initialization phase of the 
three protocols for both CH/router and non-CH/leaf nodes respectively. MUCBR 
requires 100% RDC through the first 7 seconds to initialize the network and lead to 
maximize the total radio energy consumption.  
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Fig.  4.9: CH/Parent energy consumption 
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Fig.  4.10: Non-CH/leaf energy consumption 
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The MUCBR enters the steady state operation of the RDC in the 8th second where 
the scheduled radio operation took place; therein the CH nodes will transmit and 
receive only during defined time indicators and the non-CH nodes will transmit to 
their CHs also within a defined time reference. 
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Fig.  4.11: RDC-initialization phase (CH/Parent) 
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Fig.  4.12: RDC-initialization phase (Non-CH/leaf) 
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Fig. 4.13 and 4.14 show the RDC through steady state (steady period) time of the 
three protocols for both CH and non-CH nodes. The CHs nodes within MUCBR 
achieved 1.3% RDC while the router nodes in RIME have an average 5.7% RDC 
and 7.5% RDC in RPL.  
Similarly, the non-CH nodes in MUCBR achieved 0.08% RDC while the leaf nodes 
in RIME have an average 2.2% RDC and 2.8% RDC in RPL.   
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Fig.  4.14: RDC-steady phase (Non-CH/leaf) 
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Fig.  4.13: RDC-steady phase (CH/Parent) 
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The analyses indicate the advantage of the scheduled-listening considered by the 
MUCBR over the sampling-listening technique. The excessive energy consumption 
of transmission for RIME and ContikiRPL is due to the sampling-listening 
technique which requires the sender to continuously transmit readings in order to 
permit correct message reception.  
In term of collision, Fig. 4.15 presents the probability of collision-free for the 
802.15.4 standard while increasing both macSuperframeOrder (SO) and the number 
of nodes in POS.  
 
The SO value determines the active slot superframe duration (SD) while the Beacon 
Order (BO) determines the beacon interval (BI) duration, and obtained as follow: 
BI= aBaseSuperFrameDuration * 2BO 
and 
SD= aBaseSuperFrameDuration * 2SO 
Where aBaseSuperFrameDuration is a time constant and corresponds to 15.36ms 
while SO and BO must satisfy: 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14.  
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Fig.  4.15: Probability of collision-free (IEEE 802.15.4) 
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Increasing the value of SO will reduce the collision but maximizes the RDC. Thus, 
increasing SO to mitigate the collision is not preferred due to the excessive rise in 
the energy consumption.  
On the other side, Fig. 4.16 demonstrates the probability of collision-free regarding 
MUCBR. The MUCBR is dependant only on the BO value (BI duration). So, the SO 
value has no influence on the MUCBR which is only affected by nodes density, thus 
the collision has been reduced. Even with the worst case of 9 nodes in each POS, the 
probability of collision-free does not fall below 0.99. For fairness in comparing with 
802.15.4, since the Tf in MUCBR is dedicated for only single frame while the time 
slot in 802.15.4 can convey three frames, the number of nodes in the POS regarding 
MUCBR is multiplied by 3. Thus, there will be the same number of frames for the 
MUCBR and 802.15.4.   
 
Regarding the required time to initialize the nodes into the correspondent 
architecture (clusters, tree, etc.), Fig. 4.17 demonstrates the actual required time to 
setup the nodes into the designated structure. The RIME has the highest 
initialization time as compared with MUCBR and RPL while the RPL manages to 
show less setup time as the number of nodes increased.  
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Fig.  4.16: Probability of collision-free (MUCBR) 
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The RPL mechanism, which is based on building the DODAG tree, shows better 
network initialization process by which it requires less energy consumption (little 
communication overhead) and a minimal routes setup time. However, eventually 
this has an insignificant impact on reducing the total energy overhead of the RPL 
that is mainly caused by routing through the network layer as depicted earlier. In the 
meantime, the MUCBR has the lowest initialization time but increasing the number 
of nodes above 120 will lead to degrade the initialization process as the time 
windows (Fig. 4.4) need to be enlarged to ensure efficient frame commands 
forwarding to the deepest node in the network.   
Regarding the latency issue and the difference between the MUCBR and both RIME 
and RPL, the following analyses will show the variations between both sampling 
and scheduling methodologies. The sampling technique is basically determined by 
the check interval period (section 2.2 and Fig. 2.3) and the probability of collision 
caused by undefined synchronization strategy between the nodes. As discussed in 
chapter two, the check interval rate has an impact on the latency since by increasing 
this interval (to reduce the RDC), data latency will be maximized. 
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Fig.  4.17: Cost in terms of initialization latency 
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Fig. 4.18 shows how the latency increases with the RIME as the check interval is 
maximized to 500ms. By increasing the number of transmitted frames (to 100) and 
check interval to 500ms, the latency has reached 1.21s. 
  
In the meantime, for the RPL protocol, since the routing is determined by the 
network layer and the header has increased to accommodate the IPv6 packet 
information, the latency has slightly increased and reached 1.36s for the same 
previous check interval rate and number of frames, depicted in Fig. 4.19. 
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Fig.  4.18: Impact of check interval rate on RIME 
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Fig.  4.19: Impact of check interval rate on RPL 
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The analytical results have showed a close outcome to the simulation results as 
shown in Fig. 4.20. For the MUCBR, the difference between the results is 
influenced by the mismatching between the nodes’ clock timings. Although the 
implementation of the MUCBR within the Contiki OS has utilized the rtimer ticking 
rather than the Clock_time() library (to ensure a tight synchronizations), for several 
occasions there has been a small clock drifting that led to vary the latency.  
On the other hand, for both RIME and RPL, the probability of successful 
transmission is varying for each hop as the number of contending nodes is changing 
which has produced multiple margins of differences between both analytical and 
simulation results.  
Comparing the performance of MUCBR with RIME and RPL, the data latency has 
dramatically been reduced especially with the case of one-hop network. This traced 
to the independency on parameters that degrade latency as CSMA/CA, check 
interval rate or probability of successful transmission. For both RIME and RPL, 
three successful transmission probability scenarios have been considered, 1, 0.8 and 
0.5 as seen in Fig. 4.21. 
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Meanwhile, MUCBR performance starts degrading once the number of hops is 
increased as indicated in Fig. 4.22.  
This is caused by the delay, encountered in the relay node, to collect the readings 
from all child nodes prior forwarding data to the sink node. By increasing the 
number of hops to three (as in Fig. 4.23), the RIME (with both cases of successful 
transmission probabilities, for 1 and 0.8) has showed to have less latency as 
compared to MUCBR. Even the RPL (probability of 1) shows better performance 
for payloads with 80 bytes and below.  
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The same performance is realized as increasing the number of hops to four 
(presented in Fig. 4.24).  
For this scenario, majority of transmissions will encounter a cumulated collision 
probability of more than 0.6, especially with the case of having a successful 
transmission probability of less than 0.74 at each hop.  
Basically, for three hops and more, it will be difficult to realize a network with a 
cumulated probability of successful transmission of 0.8 or more. On the other hand, 
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due to both tight synchronization and slot randomness of the MUCBR, there was no 
collision encountered during the steady state of the network.  
 
4.9 Summary 
The proposed MUCBR protocol presents a mush-under routing technique that 
utilizes the clustering topology principle in order to divide the network into CH 
nodes and non-CH nodes. Therefore, the RDC has been minimized by allocating the 
nodes in each cluster with random time references instead of time slots to 
communicate with the CH and in turn route the data to the sink (utilizing the shortest 
path through CHs). In addition, routing within the link layer has a real advantage in 
terms of energy consumption that could be utilized for applications that require a 
timely-event based data aggregation within a single LoWPAN. The proposed 
MUCBR manages to provide 0.08% RDC for non-CH nodes and 1.3% RDC for CH 
nodes with timely-based transmissions of one message every two seconds and CHs 
with an average of three members. 
Furthermore, the randomness of the time references which are allocated to the 
members in each cluster reduces both the inter-cluster and intra-cluster interference 
with an appropriate value of TP and with respect to node density. Thus, the collision 
impact has been reduced by 40% as compared to IEEE 802.15.4.  Finally, the 
MUCBR CH election scheme provides a chain of connected CHs via a single-hop 
link and eliminates the need for a bridge node to connect two adjacent clusters and 
ensure connectivity to the sink through the shortest path.  
The MUCBR provided a reliable network initialization scheme that efficiently 
arranges the nodes into clusters and facilitates the adaptation of operating modes as 
TSCH and LLDN. Accordingly, the next chapter focuses on the issue of mobility 
under the TSCH mode which can be easily deployed based on the network topology 
that constructed through MUCBR.  
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Chapter 5. Mobility Aware Scheme for 
IEEE 802.15.4e Timeslotted Channel 
Hopping Mode 
Realization of the IoT concept needs to be addressed by standardization efforts that 
will shape the infrastructure of the networks. Although these standards provide a 
coherent and diffused system, several implications challenge these standards to 
achieve optimal performance and reliability. Node mobility can be considered as the 
delimited factor for realizing a fully connected network, especially with the 
inclusion of TSCH mode that will complicate the association process of the mobile 
nodes, as a result of the frequency hopping mechanism. In this chapter, the impact of 
mobility over the TSCH sensor network has been investigated and a Markov chain 
model is presented to determine the parameters that affect mobile node association 
process. Secondly, a proposed mobility-aware MTSCH protocol is introduced which 
facilitates the mobile nodes association and minimizes the latency incurred by 
leaving the nodes dissociated from the network. 
 
5.1 Mobility Issue in TSCH mode 
With all mobility-related issues discussed earlier in chapter three and with the lack 
of a defined approach that can be standardized for the IoT cloud, TSCH complicates 
the case of mobility by introducing the concept of channel hopping. The diversity of 
frequency channels will let the EBs be advertised on several channels and thus, the 
mobile nodes have to deduce on which channel the EB is being broadcast.  
This research has identified several issues in the TSCH mode and in order to support 
mobility, the IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH mode must provide the following services: 
1) The mobile nodes must be able to determine the frequency channel that EBs are 
being advertised on. Thus, minimizing the waiting time for association and 
reducing the packet loss rate. 
2) Since the standard does not indicate how the TSCH network should be 
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constructed [98, 116], the TSCH must provide an approach that defines how the 
EBs will be broadcast; which nodes broadcast and when to broadcast (period of 
transmission). 
3) The TSCH has to define an allocation scheme by which the nodes will have 
dedicated links. For two adjacent FFDs’ personal operating space (or clusters) 
that have the same channel offset, the absolute slot number (ASN) sequence 
values will be the same and thus, the links will collide. This issue has to be 
considered by the allocation scheme.  
4) The IE must indicate any alteration that might occur in the slotframe structure 
which is caused by deletion/ addition of new nodes that leave/join the FFD. 
5) Define the periodicity of EBs broadcasting to ensure fast scanning process 
while not compromising the energy consumption. The mobile nodes rely on the 
EBs to identify the existence of a coordinator and start association process to 
reconnect to the network. By increasing the number of advertised EBs, the 
mobile nodes will easily identify the existence of coordinator and then 
associate and synchronize with the network smoothly. In accordance, the 
coordinator will suffer from high energy consumption due to excessive EBs 
transmissions that required to facilitate nodes association. In the meantime, the 
coordinators must ensure that increasing the number of advertised beacons has 
less impact on energy consumption or collisions with other overlapped 
advertised EBs from adjacent coordinators. Therefore, a tradeoff mechanism 
must be existed to differentiate between either achieving better mobile nodes 
connectivity and high energy consumption, or low connectivity with less 
energy consumption. 
 
5.2 Related work 
The related work can be classified into two fields, the mobility within IEEE 
802.15.4 and the TSCH structure. There is a lack of effort towards investigating the 
mobility issue for TSCH. Regarding the mobility, a work by the IETF [117], is 
considering the existence of mobile nodes and is targeting the RPL routing protocol, 
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but there is no valid mobility management approach presented that can tackle the 
channel hopping issue. In the meantime, the architecture of the IPv6 over the TSCH 
[118] assumes the existence of mobile nodes, but left this issue to the RPL, where 
there is no clear mobility management protocol presented as mentioned earlier. 
Similarly, several contributions are presented towards the mobility within IEEE 
802.15.4 beacon-enabled and beaconless modes such as [51-55]  or introducing 
cross layer approaches as in [119]. Hence, there is no mobility management protocol 
dedicated for the IEEE 802.15.4e TSCH.  
In this section, the current contributions that are dedicated solely for optimizing the 
TSCH infrastructure are examined. 
Duglielmo et al. [120] investigate the problem of not defining an advertising 
algorithm by the IEEE 802.15.4e standard, hence the authors present a random-
based advertisement algorithm. Accordingly, they investigate the impact of the 
number of channels used by advertisers over the joining time for a node seeking to 
associate a TSCH network. The random-based advertisement model is, according to 
the authors, derived from [121]. The presented model aims to reduce the impact of  
collisions caused by advertising two or more EBs on the same link and thus, each 
advertiser will commence broadcasting EBs based on a probability (Peb) that is 
derived locally according to specific network conditions (i.e., the number of 
neighbors). In turn, this technique will minimize the probability of collision since 
each advertiser has different Peb. Vilajosana et al. [122] model the energy 
consumption of the TSCH network and provide an experimental validation based on 
nodes running the OpenWSN [121]. The paper provides analyses of the overhead for 
both the scheduling process and control signal on energy consumption. The analyses 
are based on classifying the source of energy consumption for each slot type: Rx, 
Tx, off and idle listening slots. The experimental validations are performed on two 
types of hardware, GINA and OpenMote-STM32 platforms. 
Stanislowski et al. [99] emphasize the problem of clock-drift and its impact on the 
TSCH network that requires tight synchronization between communicating nodes. 
The authors present an adaptive synchronization technique that permits each node to 
calculate with neighbors its clock drift and based on the information, each node will 
periodically performs internal rectification to track its neighbor’s drift. This 
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mitigates the desynchronization problem effect on the communicating nodes. The 
analyses were based on the GINA mote platform and running OpenWSN stack. 
Jianwei et al. [123] investigate the performance of both the TSCH and CSL 
techniques and compared between them regarding the energy consumption and 
latency. The analyses, were based on nodes running the Contiki OS utilizing the 
MSP-EXP430 microcontroller and CC2520 transceiver. The results show that while 
the TSCH has less energy consumption than the SCL, the CSL has much less 
latency than TSCH. 
Barcelo et al. [124] provide an extension to the 6TiSCH stack RPL routing in order 
to support node mobility utilizing a position-aware routing approach. The routing 
process is divided into two parts, default RPL routing among the static nodes and the 
proposed position-aware routing technique between mobile and static nodes. The 
static nodes, which are considered as the anchor points in this work, are location-
aware nodes while the mobile nodes with unknown positions. The technique shows 
an improvement, over some of existed geographic routing algorithm, and robustness 
to positioning inaccuracies. In the meantime, the presented work did not alter the 
TSCH mode and keeps the issue of mobility unresolved. 
Palattella et al. [125] present a traffic aware scheduling algorithm (TASA) that 
manages the distribution process of slots and channels to the nodes within the TSCH 
network. The TASA is a centralized approach and dedicated for static multihop 
network and targeting to achieve high parallel transmissions with a reduced number 
of channels. The process by which TASA allocates links is determined by two 
important factors, the network topology and data-traffic load. Hence, the objective is 
maximizing the throughput and minimizing latency. The presented work, which is 
an amendment to previous work for the authors in [126], shows how the TASA 
could be incorporated into the IoT stack. 
XU et al. [127] introduce a delay-aware resource allocation (DARA) model which 
carry out a resource allocation service for multi-camera TSCH networks. The 
concept of resources in the TSCH network is interpreted in term of links. Unlike the 
previous works, which require cross-layer information to allocate resources, DARA 
requires only limited statistical information as a packet delay-deadline. The 
presented work ensures not to exceed the delay-deadline limit for transferring a 
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video while preserving video quality. This is achieved through providing a slot 
weighting mechanism which is dependent on the video coding technique, video 
content and specific application requirements. Moreover, it assigns each sensor node 
an index that follows some parameters. Based on the indexing, the sensor with the 
largest index will get the current timeslot. Hence, minimizing the delay and 
preserving video quality. 
Peng et al. [128] present an adaptive TSCH (A-TSCH) that provides a blacklisting 
technique which selects the best channel with less interference to hop over. Hence, 
the channels with high noise will be eliminated from the channels hopping list. The 
A-TSCH has been analyzed and shows an improvement over the default TSCH.    
 
5.3 Evaluation of the Mobility Impact on the TSCH Network      
The association process in the TSCH network starts by scanning the available 
channels for advertised EBs. Although the channel hopping can be seen as an 
advantage by letting the EB be broadcast on a different channel in every period 
[129], but this will maximize the mobile waiting time to receive a valid EB. Once a 
node has received an EB, it will synchronize to the network based on the IE 
parameters. Then, the node should commence the association process, which is 
either the default association process depicted in [4] or the FastA approach presented 
in [1]. 
In this research, the terms CH, parent and coordinator will always have the same 
meaning and refer to FFD device. In a similar manner, the terms non-CH, mobile 
node and child are referring to RFD devices.  
According to IEEE 802.15.4e, sending an association request is optional in the case 
of TSCH mode. Hence, to maintain synchronization, a mobile node can rely only on 
an advertised EB. Based on this approach, the FFD will be unaware of any mobile 
node seeking to join the network (cluster). On the other hand, to achieve full 
connectivity, FFD device has to be alerted (through association request) regarding a 
node wishes to join the network. The FFD task here is to provide the required 
resources for handling the new mobile node through allocating a dedicated link or 
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adding new SHARED TX link. To sum up, the association request can’t be optional 
in TSCH mode.  
The timeslots (links) in TSCH are classified into three types (identified via the link 
option field), TX link, RX link and SHARED TX link. For a node wishing to join 
FFD, it has to send its association request during a SHARED TX link and then 
receives the association information during the RX link or SHARED link. Hence, 
the association process is completely dependent on the existence of a SHARED TX 
link in a slotframe and whether this link is free or busy (occupied by an already 
exited member or accessed by another mobile node). In the presence of a SHARED 
TX link (linkoptions bitmap set shared transmission), the node performs a clear 
channel assessment to check whether the link is idle. In the case of CCA failure (or 
did not receive a valid acknowledgment), the node has to invoke the TSCH-CA 
backoff mechanism seeking to reduce the number of collisions that may occur. 
Unlike the CSMA-CA, the TSCH backoff [1] (presented in Fig. 5.1) waiting is 
determined in terms of shared links rather than the aUnitBackoffPeroid.   
Fig.  5.1: TSCH CSMA-CA backoff process 
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So, each FFD must maintain an adequate number of shared slots that simulate the 
number of mobile nodes entering the POS of an FFD in a given slotframe period. 
Hence, the mobile nodes join the network immediately without any given delay. In 
order to determine whether a node will join a network or not, there must be an 
estimation to the time that a node will settle in a given POS and the required time to 
associate with an FFD. Fig 5.2 presents the possible trajectories that a mobile node 
may follow when entering a POS at a given point x.  
The assumption here is that in each POS, a mobile node will move at a constant 
speed and direction. The probability of traveling in a given trajectory is 1/n and is 
uniformly distributed. Thus, the expected settle time Ts elapsed in a POS of a FFD 
that has a transmission range R at a given dBm is approximately given by (based on 
assuming straight line of movement): 
 
 
 
𝑇𝑠 = 
∑ 𝑡𝑛𝑛
𝑛
 (5.1) 
Where, t is the settle time of a given trajectory and n is the number of possible 
trajectories in a POS. ln the meantime, the analysis in this research does not depend 
on the expected settle time since the random waypoint model is incorporated as the 
default pattern of node movement in the network. In all simulation scenarios of this 
research, the trajectories are changing in a single POS and do not follow a straight 
line. 
Fig.  5.2: Possible trajectories of a mobile node in a POS 
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Expected settle time cannot be defined as the connectivity time to an FFD, since this 
time will be divided into two parts, the requesting association time (time required to 
associate with the FFD) and join time or associated time (time by which the nodes 
are connected and can transmit readings to the FFD). 
The behavior of the TSCH can be modeled via a Markov chain that depicts the 
possible states a mobile node can encounter to join a TSCH network. The modeling 
is based on three fundamental stochastic processes {sf(t), tl(t), s(t)} which are the 
slotframe index sf(t) (by which a node receives a valid beacon), the status of the 
timeslot tl(t) and the status of the node s(t).  sf states ranges between [sfi ,sfi_f], where 
sfi indicates the i
th slotframe that a mobile node receives a valid beacon and sfi_f 
represents  a slotframe that a mobile node fails to capture a beacon. sfx denotes an 
arbitrary slotframe. The tl states varies between AC, B, nAc1 (received an ACK 
message to the association request, timeslot is busy and no ACK message received).  
Invalid ACK message to an association request will trigger the TSCH backoff 
process and thus, the possible tl states may vary in the range [nAc2, nACj], where j 
corresponds to macMaxFrameRetries value. Finally the s process has four possible 
states {Or, A, R, J} which are orphan (dissociated from the network), Accepted 
(association request has been accepted), Reject (association request has been 
rejected) and joined (mobile node has joined and synchronized with the network). 
Fig. 5.3 depicts the transition probabilities of the Markov chain model for the 
possible states within a TSCH network. The probability Peb(sf) of receiving at least 
one EB within a slotframe sf composed of  nTS will follow a binomial distribution 
and is given by: 
 
 𝑃𝑒𝑏(𝑠𝑓) =  ∑(
𝑛𝑇𝑆
𝑗
)
𝑛𝑇𝑆
𝑗=1
(
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ
)
𝑗
(1 −
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ
)
𝐹𝑐ℎ−𝑗
 (5.2) 
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Where Fch , is the number of available frequency channels that the TSCH hopped 
over. Moreover, with the case of a network where the mobile nodes require an 
association time larger than the settle time in a POS, the probability (Peb) that a 
mobile node receives an EB in a given slot index (tsn) is described in (5.3). Note 
Fig.  5.3: Markov chain model for a mobile node in TSCH network 
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here, the difference between tsn and tsn+1 is always dependent on the period of EB 
transmissions and the slotframe size (in links) where their maximum trial is i that 
correspond to the number of available frequency channels.  
 
 
The sequence of which timeslot a mobile nodes receives an EB is not only 
contributing the delay by which a node can join a network, but also maximizes the 
RDC and hence, increase the energy consumption. 
However, conducted simulations here verify that the mean settle time may always be 
larger than the required time for association.  
Ts > Tas + Tcon + Tma 
where Tas is the required time for a mobile node to associate with a coordinator once 
it receives an EB. Tcon is the time where the status of the node is connected and Tma is 
the time to indicate the node is disconnected due to missing ACK messages (which 
depends on the number of missed ACK messages to announce the node as orphan 
and start scanning for EBs). 
Thus, the coordinator or CH may always complete its period of channel hopping 
while the node is in its POS. In turn, the transmitted EB may always be advertised 
on all the available frequency channels while a mobile node is in POS.  Hence, the 
probability Peb(sfi) that a mobile receives an EB on a specific frequency channel in a 
given slotframe i is: 
 
 𝑃𝑒𝑏(𝑠𝑓𝑖) =  
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ − (𝑖 − 1)
 .∏(1 −
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ − 𝑧
) , 𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑖 ≠ 1
𝑖−2
𝑧=0
 (5.4) 
 
The probability (σ) of leaving a POS is based on the position of a node regarding 
FFD position and whether it is moving inside or outside the POS:  
 𝑃(𝑡𝑠𝑛 ) = 
(1 −
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ
)
𝑡𝑠𝑛−1
𝐹𝑐ℎ
     𝑡𝑠𝑛 = 1,2,3, ….      
(5.3) 
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 σ =
{
 
 
𝑅𝑑𝐵𝑚 − 𝐷𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼
2𝑅𝑑𝐵𝑚
, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑡+1 < 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑡 
𝑅𝑑𝐵𝑚 + 𝐷𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼
2𝑅𝑑𝐵𝑚
, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑡+1 > 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑡 
 (5.5) 
 
Where, DRSSI is the distance of the mobile node from an FFD based on the RSSI of 
the received ACK messages from the FFD. RdBm is the maximum transmission range 
of FFD at a given dBm transmission power. 
In order to address the probability (β) that a mobile node will gain a free SHARED 
TX link, there is a need to identify the relevant parameters that an FFD can provide, 
as: number of shared links sh, expected number of mobile nodes (Em) entering a 
POS at a given sf, number of attached nodes (An) to the FFD (children, non-CH) and 
number of dedicated links (LD). 
 
 𝛽 = 
𝑠ℎ
𝐸𝑚 + (𝐴𝑛 −  𝐿𝐷)
 ,     for 𝐿𝐷  ≤ 𝐴𝑛 (5.6) 
 
Moreover, the probability (φ) that a mobile node receives back an acknowledgement 
is: 
 φ =  1 − (𝛼𝑛𝐴𝑐1 + (1 − 𝛽)) (5.7) 
 
In addition, the probability (η) that an FFD accepts an association request is 
dependent on the number of available time slots (ε) that an FFD can additionally 
allocate without compromising the node lifetime, 𝐸𝑚̅̅ ̅̅  the mobile nodes that migrated 
out of the POS within the same sf, Re is the number of association requests and the 
channel error-free rate (θ).   
 
 η =  (1 −
𝑅𝑒
𝐸𝑚̅̅ ̅̅ +  ε 
)  θ         (5.8) 
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The transition probabilities of the possible states that a mobile node can encounter 
during the association process now can be easily derived. The probability of a 
SHARED TX slot being blocked is presented in (5.9) while the probability of a 
SHRED TX slot is free and the request has been sent correctly is indicated in (5.10).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In accordance, the probability of transmission failure within a SHARED TX slot is: 
 
 
 
 
 
Hence, the probability of failure to join after several backoff SHARED TX slots is: 
 
 
 
 
Finally, the probability that a mobile node will join a network is indicated in (5.13): 
𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥 , 𝑛𝐴𝑐1, 𝑂𝑟  𝑠𝑓, 𝑡𝑙, 𝑂𝑟) =  𝛼𝑛𝐴𝑐1 
 
𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥 , 𝑛𝐴𝑐1, 𝑂𝑟  𝑠𝑓, 𝑡𝑙, 𝑂𝑟) =  𝛼𝑛𝐴𝑐1.
 ∑
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ − (𝑛 − 1)
 .∏(1 −
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ − 𝑧
) 
𝑛−2
𝑧=0
   
𝑥
𝑛=1
 
 
1 1
𝑛−2𝑥
𝑛
 
+ 𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥, 𝐵, 𝑂𝑟 𝑠𝑓, 𝑡𝑙, 𝑂𝑟 )  
 
(5.11) 
 
𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥 , 𝐵, 𝑂𝑟 𝑠𝑓, 𝑡𝑙, 𝑂𝑟 ) =    1 −
𝑠ℎ
𝐸𝑚 + (𝐴𝑛 −  𝐿𝐷)
   
 
               ∑
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ − (𝑛 − 1)
 .∏(1 −
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ − 𝑧
) 
𝑛−2
𝑧=0
 + 1   
𝑥
𝑛=1
  
              
(5.9) 
 
𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥 , 𝑡𝑙, 𝑅)│𝑠𝑓, 𝑡𝑙, 𝑂𝑟) =  (1 − (1 −
𝑅𝑒
𝐸𝑚̅̅ ̅̅ +  ε 
)  θ ) 
 ∑𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥 , 𝑛𝐴𝑐1, 𝑂𝑟).
𝑗
𝑙=1
𝛼𝑛𝐴𝑐𝑙 +  𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥, 𝐴𝑐, 𝑂𝑟)  
 
.  ∑𝑃(𝑠𝑓 , 𝑛𝐴𝑐 , 𝑂𝑟).
𝑗
𝛼 +  𝑃(𝑠𝑓 , 𝐴𝑐, 𝑂𝑟) 
(5.12) 
𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥 , 𝐴𝑐, 𝑂𝑟  𝑠𝑓, 𝑡𝑙, 𝑂𝑟) = (1 −  𝛼𝑛𝐴𝑐1 + (1 − 𝛽) )   
 
+ 𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥, 𝐵, 𝑂𝑟 𝑠𝑓, 𝑡𝑙, 𝑂𝑟 ) 
 ∑
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ − (𝑛 − 1)
 .∏(1 −
1
𝐹𝑐ℎ − 𝑧
) 
𝑛−2
𝑧=0
 + 1   
𝑥
𝑛=1
  (5.10) 
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Once a node gets into the nAc state, it will not return to B state since the FFD has a 
sufficient shared links. Thus, from states nAci, the node will either be directed to j or 
to Or states. 
 
5.4 MTSCH Protocol for Mobile IoT Constrained Devices 
The concept of the proposed MTSCH is basically dependent on embodying the 
practice of beaconing that is adapted in the default IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled 
mode. Here, a novel passive beacons principle is presented by which the nodes can 
determine whether they have left a POS and to identify the presence of an FFD in a 
new area they have moved to.  Therefore, the MTSCH relies on the ACK messages 
that an FFD replies to a node in order to validate a successful transmission. Hence, 
the ACK messages are acting as passive beacons which announce the presence of an 
FFD. Instead of obligating FFD nodes to reply for each transmission individually 
and to utilize the ACK message in the sake of acting as beacons, the ACK message 
of the TSCH is to be modified. Each FFD has to respond, at the end of each 
slotframe, only once to verify a successful transmission for all the members. This 
concept resembles the concept of group ACK used in LLDN mode. In addition, each 
ACK will indicate: 
1. The time that a FFD will listen for any mobile node (radio is ON for 
receiving association requests). 
2. The nodes that whose transmissions were correctly received. 
3. Whether a modification has occurred in the cluster or not (due to join/leave 
a mobile node). 
All the ACK messages will be transmitted on a fixed frequency channel (FACK) 
while omitting this channel from the Frequency_List that the TCSH network 
hopping over.  
𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥 , 𝑡𝑙, 𝐽) =  η  𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥 , 𝐴𝑐, 𝑂𝑟) + ∑𝑃(𝑠𝑓𝑥, 𝑛𝐴𝑐1, 𝑂𝑟).
𝑗
𝑙=1
𝛼𝑛𝐴𝑐𝑙  
𝑃(𝑠𝑓 , 𝑡𝑙, 𝐽) =  η 𝑃(𝑠𝑓 , 𝐴𝑐, 𝑂𝑟) + ∑𝑃(𝑠𝑓 , 𝑛𝐴𝑐 , 𝑂𝑟).
𝑗
𝛼
(5.13) 
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Hence, the mobile nodes that seek to join a network have to scan only one channel 
which will save time and energy. Moreover, the FFD has to reply only one ACK for 
all the members which will save energy by (Et): 
 
 𝐸𝑡 = 𝑉 × 𝐼𝑡𝑟𝑎 × ∑ (𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑇𝑠𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐴𝑐𝑘)𝑚
𝐴𝑛−1
𝑚=1
 (5.14) 
 
macTsMaxAck denotes the maximum transmission time of a single ACK message, V 
is transceiver supply voltage and Itra is the transmission state current consumption. 
Each slotframe gains extra free time gt that contributes the additional resources 
which are affecting the number of mobile nodes that can be handled as in (5.6). 𝑔𝑡 
can be expressed as: 
 
 
 
 
Where macTsRxOffset and macTsTxAckDelay are guarding times within a single 
timeslot and are defined by [1]. 
𝑔𝑡 =   
 ∑(𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑇𝑠𝑅𝑥𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 + 𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑇𝑠𝑇𝑥𝐴𝑐𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑇𝑠𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐴𝑐𝑘)𝑚
𝐴𝑛
𝑚=1
 
 
𝑔 =  ∑ (𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑇𝑠𝑅𝑥𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 + 𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑇𝑠𝑇𝑥𝐴𝑐𝑘𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + 𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑇𝑠𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐴𝑐𝑘)
𝐴
(5.15) 
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For a mobile node that determines it has been disconnected from the network 
(invalid ACK) at time x in Fig. 5.4, the node shall switch its radio ON and starts a 
passive scan for ACK messages on frequency channel FACK (message #1 in Fig. 5.4). 
Once the mobile node detected an ACK message, it will determine the Lt time that is 
presented in the last field of the ACK frame and corresponds to the time by which an 
FFD will switch its radio ON to listen for any association request from a mobile 
node. For MTSCH, the waiting time (w) of a mobile node seeking to join an FFD 
will be 0 < w ≤ 2 sfD. (sfD denotes a single slotframe duration). Thus, with MTSCH, 
the mobile node can join an FFD with only two successive slotframes and 
commence sending readings within the third slotframe.  
Fig.  5.4: MTSCH mechanism to accommodate mobile nodes 
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After time Lt, the mobile node transmits its association request and waits for time tp 
(time required by a device to respond to a request) and then receives the association 
reply (message #3) that identifies the synchronization parameters required for a 
mobile node to join a network. This message contains the ASN, allocated ts (by 
which the node can transmit its readings within a slotframe schedule), recent timing 
slots (in order to let the mobile node knows exactly when to increment the ASN and 
keeps its schedule synchronized with the network) and finally the ACK time which 
depicts the time by which the FFD will transmit its ACK message to the nodes. 
The FFD node has to identify any change to the cluster by transmitting as usual the 
ACK, but this time alternative ACK format is proposed that comprises the new ts 
field and identifies ts timing of the new mobile node that joined the network. This 
will let the existed nodes in the POS (or cluster) to know exactly when to increment 
the ASN and prevent possible desynchronization. 
The slotframe structure within TSCH is slightly altered by dividing the sfD period 
into three parts. The first part is the usual timeslots part that composes dedicated 
links and SHARED TX links. The second part is called WLM section which the FFD 
listens for association requests. The third piece is WACK part where the FFD sends an 
ACK message (passive beacon) by which the existing members (connected to FFD) 
determine whether their transmissions were successfully received. Each FFD will 
pick up a random time (TLM) within WLM to open its radio ON for small duration of 
time and listen to any association request. In the same way, each FFD selects a 
random time (TACK) within WACK period to transmit the ACK message. The last field 
of each broadcast ACK message is always containing Lt, that is:  
 
𝐿𝑡 = (𝑠𝑓𝐷 − 𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾) + 𝑇𝐿𝑀   
 
Dependency on randomization within a predefined time window shows improved 
performance by reducing the probability of collision and this has been demonstrated 
in [130]. 
The mobile node can also keep its radio ON within Lt to determine if there is any 
other FFD beaconing with higher RSSI to ensure more settle time.  
(5.16) 
 
(16) 
 
(16) 
 
(16) 
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Fig. 5.5 shows the flow chart that demonstrates the tasks for both of an FFD device 
and a mobile node in the TSCH network. Finally, the mobile node is able to start 
transmitting readings at the allocated timeslot. Including the timings in message #3 
and #4 rather than the number of nodes can be seen here as an obligatory task, since 
there is a case that an FFD has to assign a ts which has been released by a node that 
migrated the cluster, like ts 1 or 2 or 3 as in Fig. 5.4. Hence, the nodes here in the 
cluster (POS) will increment the ASN each time new ts is started. 
Fig.  5.5: Handling association flowchart for FFD and RFD 
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5.5  Implementation and Analysis 
The analysis will emphasize three important aspects that determine the network 
lifetime and availability, these are: RDC, energy and association time (the total time 
that a mobile was connected to the network). 
In order to observe the real performance for both TSCH mode and the proposed 
MTSCH scheme, the two models are implemented within the Contiki OS and 
simulated through Cooja network simulator [131].  
The test-bed platform for each sensor node is composed of the MSP430 
microcontroller and CC2420 transceiver. Different scenarios have been adapted in 
the simulation process to investigate the impact for each number of mobile nodes, 
slotframe interval (EB period) and transmission range. Powertrace tool [114] has 
been utilized to assess the performance of the two models. In addition, since the 
periodic transmission is considered to be more substantial for determining 
applications [39], the nodes are programmed to transmit periodically based on the 
slotframe duration.  
Several deployments are considered within the Contiki OS implementation. These 
deployments are changing each time by varying the number of mobile nodes (mn), 
transmission range of the nodes (for both of CH and Non-CH) and slotframe 
duration sfD. Moreover, in order to handle mobility, both TSCH and MTSCH are 
configured to accommodate only a single association request in each slotframe. 
Hence, the TSCH has a single SHARED TX slot in each slotframe while the 
MTSCH will respond only to a single request per slotframe.  
In order to assure that advertised EBs are hopping over the entire frequency 
channels sequence. Either the number of timeslots within a slotframe should set to 
be prime [129], or the number of frequency channels 𝐹𝑐ℎ should also set to be prime 
[126]. Therefore, seeking to guarantee that EBs are broadcast over the whole 
channels sequence and since the number of links within a slotframe can’t be 
adjusted due to mobility, the number of utilized frequency channels in the available 
frequency hopping list 𝐹𝑐ℎ is set to 13.   
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The simulation of node movements is based on the random waypoint mobility that 
resembles the random walk mobility model while including pauses time metric to 
the model. Other different mobility models as Exponential Correlated Random 
Mobility model, Nomadic Community Mobility Model, Reference Point Group 
Mobility Model and Pursue Mobility Model also can be exploited but are dedicated 
for group mobility scenarios where the decision of node movement is based 
according to other nodes in the group [18], which is not related to the designated 
applications addressed in this research. Accordingly, the random waypoint has been 
adapted in this research and implemented within the Contiki OS to mimic the 
movements of mobile nodes.   
Before investigating the overhead of mobility over the TSCH network, the 
performance of TSCH regarding static nodes have to be evaluated to show how 
clearly the mobility can degrade nodes’ performance. Fig. 5.6 presents a simple 
example of the real outstanding performance of a TSCH network regarding static 
nodes.  
 
The average RDC for mn=6 and sfD =0.5s is 0.56% and for sfD =2s is 1.15%. Here, 
the RDC is representing the average radio operating time over the node running 
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Fig.  5.6: RDC of static TSCH network 
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time. Increasing the number of mobile nodes maximizes the RDC during the 
initialization of the network. This incurred delay is caused by the contention activity 
of the CSMA process. 
In the meantime, for long sf durations (less number of transmissions) there will be 
high RDC only during the initialization of the network that is caused by maximizing 
the waiting time for a valid EB (long intervals between consecutive EBs). 
Meanwhile, the accumulative RDC drops down after a period of operation to 
achieve less RDC values for long sf periods. Fig. 5.7 depicts the RDC for both of 
MTSCH (labeled M) and TSCH (labeled T) regarding six mobile nodes and at a 
transmission range of 50m. On average, the RDC of TSCH is 13% for slotframe 
duration sfD of 0.5s and increasing while maximizing sfD to reach 44% for 2s. This 
due to the impact of maximizing the sfD duration that increases the waiting time for 
the mobile node to receive an EB, whereas the RDC is supposed to be decreased due 
to maximizing the transmissions interval.  
On the other side, the MTSCH has an RDC of 4% for sfD of 0.5s and 3.6% for sfD 
=1s. In case of sfD is 2s, although the RDC must be reduced, the RDC has raised to 
5.5% since the waiting time for a valid EB has a greater impact on the RDC than the 
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Fig.  5.7: RDC for non-CH nodes with range=50m, mn=6 
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effect of increasing the transmission intervals. This case has been repeated with 
other scenarios as in Fig 5.8 (a), (b) and (c). Accordingly with TSCH, the RDC is 
increasing each time the sfD or mn is increasing. While with MTSCH case, the RDC 
is decreased when maximizing sfD to 1s and raised when sfD is increased to 2s 
whenever the mn is maximized.    
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Looking to the FFD (CH) side, the MTSCH also managed to reduce the RDC of 
FFD devices due to relying on a single ACK for all the nodes within the POS rather 
than individual ACK for each member. The FFD within MTSCH spent 13,620 mJ 
after running for 1,700s, sfD =0.5s and mn=9 and range 50m (Fig. 5.9 (a)). In 
accordance, the FFD within TSCH consumed 21,594 mJ for the same period of 
running time and simulation parameters. By increasing the number of mobile nodes, 
the MTSCH performed slightly better than TSCH, where it consumes 49,199mJ 
against 49,257mJ for TSCH regarding 15 nodes, sfD =1s and range 100m (Fig. 5.9 
(d)). Thus, the greater impact of the MTSCH, regarding FFD, will be achieved when 
increasing the number of EB announcements (shortening sfD). The MTSCH 
manages to gain this advantage due to the utilization of the ACK messages as 
passive beacons. This in turn has omitted the EBs and their overhead, which is also 
can be deduced through (5.14).  
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Referring to the total energy consumption of all transceivers’ states, the non-CH 
nodes of TSCH have consumed 26,578mJ for mn=6, sfD =1s and at a transmission 
range of 50m (Fig. 5.10 (a)). Similarly the MTSCH has depleted 4,207mJ when 
increasing the sfD to 2s (Fig. 5.10 (b)), the TSCH has a total of 46,423mJ while 
MTSCH has spent 6,105mJ. The next step is to increase the transmission range and 
determine the impact, which is set to 70m, the TSCH incurred 12,612mJ for sfD =1s 
while MTSCH is 2,998mJ. Maximizing sfD to 2s, led to increase the energy 
consumption for both of the models, where the TSCH consumed 25,936mJ and 
MTSCH 4,120mJ. The final selected range of transmission is 100m, where the 
energy consumption is dramatically reduced as compared to 50m transmission 
range. 
The energy consumption of TSCH has been reduced to 12,306mJ in the case of sfD 
=1 and to 23,201 for sfD =2 (Fig. 5.10 (c)). In addition, MTSCH minimized it 
consumption to 2,355mJ for sfD =1s and to 2,624mJ for sfD =2s (Fig. 5.10 (d)). Its 
notable here that by increasing the transmission range the energy consumption is 
reduced. Extending the coverage area POS of FFD devices will increase the 
connectivity and thus, less dissociations form the network. The energy consumption 
of TSCH is gradually increased by extending sfD while MTSCH has a similar 
behaviour as in Fig.5.7 and Fig. 5.8. Here the energy consumption of scanning for 
EBs has a higher impact than increasing the periodicity of transmitting readings.  
It’s clear how the mobility has a great overhead upon the TSCH network and how it 
increases the RDC and energy consumption. Back to Fig. 5.6, the average RDC for 
mn=6 and sfD =0.5s is 0.56% and for sfD =2s is 1.15%. Hence, the RDC has jumped 
from 0.56% and 1.15% to 13% and 44% for sfD =0.5s and sfD =2s respectively. 
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Fig.  5.10: Energy consumption of non-CH nodes, mn=6 
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The third important part that has been evaluated is the associated time (connected 
time), by which the total amount of time that a mobile node was connected since 
deployment. By maximizing the associated time, both the availability and packet 
delivery ratio will be increased.  
To shed light on this part, Fig. 5.11 indicates the percentage of associated time for 
each network scenario. It can be seen that the MTSCH improved the connectivity 
from 82.9% to 95.9% for mn=6 and sfD =0.5s and at range of 50m. Fixing to the 
same range, MTSCH raises the connectivity from 69% to 91.9% and from 36.7% to 
84.7% for sfD =0.5s and sfD =2s respectively, each with mn=15 nodes.  
Meanwhile, by shifting the transmission range to 70m, the TSCH has a percentage 
of connectivity equal to 90.6% and MTSCH lifts it up to 97.3% for mn=6 and 
sf=0.5s. Similarly, increasing mn to 15 with sf=2s, TSCH has 43.9% connectivity 
while MTSCH managed to achieves 85.7% of connectivity. 
The association time faces a severe degradation in the default TSCH which is 
originally affected by the amount of time that a node is spending on scanning. A 
mobile node first is waiting for amount of time to indicate whether it has left a POS 
and this process is based on either missed beacons or receives no ACK messages. 
Then, a mobile node consumes time to allocate a beacon on one of the available 16 
frequency channels. Lastly, contending with other mobile nodes seeking to join the 
same coordinator which in turn can force the node to wait for extra time until it 
determines a free SHARED TX slot.  
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Fig.  5.11: Percentage of time associated to the network 
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Furthermore, setting transmission range to 100m, both TSCH and MTSCH show 
there best performance as compared to previous ranges. At mn=15 and sfD =2s, 
MTSCH boosts node connectivity from 49.7% to 86.7%. Finally, Fig. 5.12 (a) and 
(b) present the whole picture of the RDC performance for mobile nodes with respect 
to different transmission ranges, sfD and mn.  
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The MTSCH managed to reduce the RDC of TSCH from 7% to 3% in the case of 
mn=6, sfD =0.5s and transmission range of 50m. Similarly, for the worst application 
scenarios, the MTSCH has RDC of 9.4% and the TSCH is 31% regarding mn=15, 
sfD =0.5s and transmission range=50m. In addition, the RDC has been reduced form 
50% to 4% for mn=15, sfD =2s and at a transmission range of 100m.  
For both Fig 5.11 and Fig. 5.12, in addition to the impact of sf, boosting the number 
of mobile nodes complicates the contention process (that is required to associate), in 
turn long waiting times are introduced. Accordingly, the dissociation periods are 
extended while degrading the connectivity. 
Finally, the simulation results show a relative behavior as the analytical results by 
which the margin of error for determining the probability of finding a blocked FFD, 
during an association process, did not exceed 0.06. This is indicated in Fig. 5.13 that 
compares the simulation with the analytical outcome for An values of 2 and 5, LD 
values of 1 and 2, and Em ranges [1, 4]. 
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In the meantime, the probability of joining an FFD device during the association 
process shows similar results for both analytical and simulation analysis as 
described in Fig. 5.14. The ε (epsilon) takes two values (2 and 4) while Re ranges 
between [1, 3] and 𝐸𝑚̅̅ ̅̅  ranges from [1, 4]. 
The simulation analysis shows slight variations form the analytical results due to the 
randomness of mobile node movement by which the number of nodes in a POS can’t 
be determined correctly. This is traced to the impact of changing trajectories inside a 
POS and in turn, mobile nodes have no steady settle time. In order to accurately 
determine the exact mobile node behavior, the stochastic properties for the utilized 
mobility model must be considered. 
 
5.6 Summary 
The proposed MTSCH framework is shown to provide a mobility service with low 
overhead on both of FFD and RFD nodes. Different implementation scenarios show 
the gain by reducing RDC of the mobile nodes and ranges between, on average, 7% 
to 50% for 6 to 15 mobile nodes respectively. MTSCH enhanced the connectivity 
metric (percentage of time the node is associated to the network) of the nodes by 
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reducing the listening time or waiting for a valid EB. MTSCH increased mobile 
nodes connectivity time by a ratio of 10% (mn=6) to 50% (mn=15) for 50m 
transmission range while it improves the connectivity by a ratio of 3% (mn=6) and 
36% (mn=15) for 100m range. On the other hand, after running the nodes for 1,700s, 
MTSCH reduces FFD energy consumption (for mn=9 and range=50m) by 7,000mJ 
and 1,200mJ for 0.5s and 2s sfD durations respectively. In addition, MTSCH 
achieves a saving in energy (for mn=15 and range 50m) averaged to 18,000mJ (sfD 
=0.5s) and 600mJ (sfD =1s). Hence, the advantage of implementing MTSCH to 
support node mobility has influenced the performance of all the nodes within the 
network, FFD and RFD. Furthermore, the proposed MTSCH overcomes the problem 
of advertising EBs and the impact of collision by defining a randomized period 
WACK. The FFD nodes can listen and deduce TACK of the adjacent FFD devices and 
thus, selecting a different TACK time within this window. This ensures that the closet 
one hop devices will avoid collisions. Finally, two issues exist in the implementation 
of TSCH and have been identified through the implementation within the Contiki 
OS. The first one is the handling process of the dedicated links in the presence of 
mobile nodes that imposes the dynamic nature on the allocations process. Hence, the 
abandoned links have to be utilized and reallocated again to new mobile nodes 
entering the POS. the second problem is the variations in the number of slots that 
lead to change the sequence of the ASN, which in turn existing nodes must be 
informed of to maintain synchronization with the network. Therefore, after each join 
process, if the new mobile node has not utilized an abandoned link, the FFD must 
inform the existed nodes regarding the addition of new timeslot which will affect the 
ASN sequence. Thereby, the existed nodes within each cluster shall maintain 
synchronization with the FFD. 
The next chapter considers the second IEEE 802.15.4e operation mode, LLDN, and 
studies the overhead of node mobility while providing a set of approaches to 
enhance this mode. 
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Chapter 6. Mobility under IEEE 802.15.4e 
Low Latency Deterministic IoT Network  
Providing reliable services for low latency (LL) applications within the Internet of 
things context is a challenging issue. Several IoT applications require deterministic 
systems that ensure a reliable and low latency aggregation service. The IEEE 
802.15.4e standard has presented the low-latency deterministic network mode 
(LLDN) that can fulfil the major requirements of low latency applications. 
Meanwhile, several LL applications, for example in the automotive industry, 
demand the support of node mobility which in turn affects network performance. 
Node mobility triggers several dissociations from the network that will increase 
latency and degrade node throughput. In this chapter, the impact of node mobility 
over the LLDN mode is investigated while defining the key factors that maximize 
latency and degrade throughput. In addition, an enhanced version of the LLDN 
mode is presented and evaluated that supports node mobility while maintaining the 
targeted limits of LL application requirements. 
 
6.1 Mobility Issues Under IEEE 802.15.4e LLDN Mode 
Studying the infrastructure of the LLDN can conclude several issues that rose by the 
association process and are escalated with the presence of mobile nodes. These 
issues can be summarized into the following: 
- There is no mechanism to change from transmission state to another after the 
network initialization phase. 
- During the online state (which is the dominant state through the network 
lifetime) any node seeking to join the network has no feasible procedure to 
communicate with a coordinator, especially with the macLLDNmgmTS is set to 
FALSE during the online state. 
- The size of the management TS and the contention mechanism must be 
reconfigured to accommodate multiple orphan nodes (or mobile nodes seeking (1
) 
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to join the network) and minimize the dissociation time to reduce latency. 
- In order to commence the association process, the network must transit to the 
discovery state and drop the online state. This means preventing the connected 
nodes from transmitting regular readings and wait till completion of both 
discovery and configuration states. This can get worse in the case of high 
mobility, where the network has several transitions from the online state to 
other states. 
- The LLDN is based on a simplified CSMA-CA where the 
macMaxCSMABackoffs value has been set to zero. This complicates the 
association process due to the announcement of a channel access failure after 
only a single unsuccessful clear channel assessment scan. Hence, the node has 
to scan for another beacon and superframe, which will maximize the 
dissociation interval. 
The default assumption of the LLDN is based on a star topology that considers 
single-hop scenarios, whereas in reality and for multiple application types a 
multihop infrastructure is required. Considering a single hop infrastructure for dense 
network, with mobile nodes and short range transmission can cause a flaw in the 
design phase. First, due to the increased required numbers of coordinators in order to 
assure single hop transmission, this will in turn increase deployment cost and 
complexity. Second, this will maximize the number of dissociations due to short 
range transmissions and high number of mobile nodes 
 
6.2 Related Work 
Other literature addressed the issue of latency in sensor network but do not address 
the mobility nor are dedicated for the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [132-135]. Similarly, 
the recent contributions that concern LLDN do not consider mobility. Therefore, a 
significant part of the IoT paradigm, which is the IEEE 802.15.4e LLDN mode, has 
not been addressed before and need to be evaluated comprehensively to optimize 
performance with regards to node mobility.  
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Here the current enhancements to the default LLDN structure are introduced. A. 
Berger et al. [136] improve data collection reliability of the default LLDN star 
topology by amending the structure with relay nodes. The objectives behind the 
relay nodes are to increase the transmission reliability via retransmitting 
unsuccessfully delivered packets and to extend the topology to two-hop networks. 
The authors indicate that the coordinator is stationary while the nodes might be 
mobile but did not address the issue of association since the target of the paper is 
realizing reliable transmission and 2-hop communication. The authors amended this 
work and improve its reliability in [137] through utilizing the combinatorial testing 
approach (CT) which is described in [138]. 
G. Patti et al. [139] introduce the multi-channel approach to reduce operational cycle 
times (superframe size). Maximizing the number of nodes increases the cycle time 
linearly, and hence the authors have divided the network into clusters (called 
subnetworks). Each cluster will have a different frequency channel to 
simultaneously operate without any interference with other clusters. Although this 
approach will minimize the cycle time for the individual subnetwork, but still the 
head coordinator operates for a full cycle related to the number of nodes in the total 
subnetworks that are connected to it. 
L. Dariz et al. [140] improve LLDN performance via optimizing the LLDN 
superframe duration. This is achieved through turning the timeslot allocation 
procedure into a flexible and efficient allocation process. Instead of fixing the 
number of base timeslots in the uplink and downlink slots to a fixed size in the 
superframe, the number of base slots will be variable based on each node’s 
requirement. In addition, the authors amended the superframe structure to 
accommodate more slots types as high-priority uplink and high-priority downlink 
slots to fulfil the requirements of some nodes with high priority data. 
M. Anwar et al. [141] provide an analysis for different LLDN configuration 
parameters during network control design. The analysis takes into account different 
LLDN configuration parameters such as base timeslot size, superframe size, enabled 
security or not and payload size. The target is to provide a tradeoff between LLDN 
configuration parameters that will aid the LLDN network control design phase. 
H. Kapil et al. [142] incorporate node relay placement strategy and error correction 
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(6.1) 
 
technique to minimize the number of retransmissions and hence, a reduced number 
of relays and better energy efficiency. The objective of the proposed approach is an 
adaptive retransmission technique by integrating a Reed Solomon error correction 
scheme with a relay placement mechanism (that is based on the rainbow ranking 
algorithm [143]). The advantage is less nodes and less energy consumption while 
high LLDN reliability is achieved. 
 
6.3 Mobility Overhead Over IEEE 802.15.4e LLDN  
The impact of node movement and the overhead upon the network performance 
needs to consider the lifecycle of a mobile node. The possible life stages that an 
LLDN-based mobile node encounters since deployment can be categorized into four 
basic steps as explained in Fig. 6.1. Based on this classification, the elapsed time in 
each state can be estimated. From this point, the possible time duration of each 
superframe type in LLDN can be defined, as for each transmission state there will be 
a different superframe duration. Discovery and configuration superframe intervals 
are closely related where the discovery superframe interval (SD) can be defined as: 
 
𝑆𝐷 =
 𝐵𝑝 + (𝑇𝑠𝑧  × 2) + (3 × 𝑆𝐼𝐹𝑆) + 𝑃𝐴 
𝑅𝑠
  
BP is the beacon period in symbols and corresponds to physical header plus MAC 
(2) 
 
(2) 
 
(2) 
 
(2) 
Fig.  6.1: LLDN-based mobile node lifecycle 
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(6.3) 
header lengths (in bytes) and is multiplied by the number of symbols per byte (for 
the 2.4 GHz band both physical and MAC are 2). TSZ is the real slot size (excluding 
interframe spacing) of a slot and the short interframe space (SIFS) corresponds to 
macMinSIFSPeriod while RS is the symbol rate. PA is the interval time between each 
beacon announcement, since the network administrator may extend the period 
between each superframe (in this research, PA is set to zero) to utilize energy (where 
PA is the inactive period). The BP can be estimated to be (6+7) ×2 symbols and TSZ   
is equal to (6+4+14) ×2 symbols, where the maximum payload (in the discovery 
stage messages) is 14 bytes. In addition, configuration superframe duration (SC) can 
be estimated as in (6.2). Where TSZ here is equal to (6+4+14+ additional_payload) × 
2 and long interframe space (LIFS) corresponds to macMinLIFSPeriod. 
additional_payload depends on the application and could be the frequency channel, 
assigned timeslot, etc. 
 
𝑆𝐶 =
 𝐵𝑝 + (𝑇𝑠𝑧  × 2) + (2 × 𝑆𝐼𝐹𝑆) + 𝐿𝐼𝐹𝑆 + 𝑃𝐴 
𝑅𝑠
  
 
Finally, online superframe (SO) can be estimated as indicated in [1] while identifying 
the MAC payload size: 
 
𝑆𝑂 =
 𝐵𝑝 + 𝑆𝐼𝐹𝑆 + (𝑁𝑇𝑆  × 𝑇𝑆𝑍 ) + (𝑁𝑇𝑆 × 𝐿𝐼𝐹𝑆) + 𝑃𝐴 
𝑅𝑠
  
 
Where NTS represents the possible number of timeslots in the uplink unidirectional 
field and can be either set to macLLDNnumUplinkTS value or can be varied based 
on the number of nodes in a POS. Here TSZ is the actual slot size of a single base 
timeslot (excluding interframe spacing) in the uplink and equal to (6 + 3 + 
payload_size) × 2.  
As in Fig. 6.1, there are four states that a mobile node may encounter, scanning for 
beacon interval (SCB), requesting association (ASTreq), fully Associated to network 
(AST) and indicating disconnect (Dis) (or orphan). The first phase of the mobile 
(6.2) 
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𝑆𝐶𝐵 ≅
{
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑆𝐷
2
(
𝑆𝑂
2
) +
(
 
 
∑ 𝑆𝐷(𝑗)
⌈
𝑂𝑐
(𝑀𝑚+𝐷𝑚)/2
⌉
𝑗=1
)
 
 
 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑃𝑡ℎ 
(𝑡2 − 𝑡1)
2
𝑇
+ 
 (𝑇 − 𝑡1) − 𝑡2 
2
𝑇
 
𝑆𝑂 + (𝑛𝑆𝑂  × 𝑆𝑂) + (𝑛𝑆𝐶 × 𝑆𝐶)
2
  
 
(6.9) 
 
𝜎2 + 𝔼[𝑆]2
2 𝔼[𝑆]
 
lifecycle that will be estimated is Dis, where it can have two values based on the 
methodology followed to indicate the dissociation (announce the node is orphan), 
which is either based on the number of lost beacons or missed ACK messages.  
 
𝐷𝑖𝑠 =  {
 𝑎𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐵𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 × 𝑆𝑜   ( beacon − dependent)           
 𝑛𝑚𝐴𝐶𝐾 × 𝑆𝑜    ( Ack message − dependent)
 
 
where nmACK represents the number of missed ACK messages. Regarding the 
second phase, scanning for beacon interval (SCB) can be expressed as: 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
In these four scenarios, (6.5) is the case where the coordinator is in the discovery 
transmission state. The analysis here is assuming perfectly scheduled timeslots, but 
in the case of different superframes durations, it will follow the random incidence 
paradox [144, 145] and expressed as: 
 
 
 
However, since the LLDN deals with tightly synchronized nodes, perfectly 
scheduled and fixed superframes duration are assumed, so SCB = (S/2), where S is 
any superframe (SD, SC or SO).  
In the case of the coordinator in the online state, the scanning and waiting time is 
(6.5) 
 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.4) 
(discovery state) 
 
(online state) 
 
(two coordinators exist) 
 (defined transmission 
states) 
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(12
) 
 
(12
) 
 
(12
) 
 
dependent on the interval that is adjusted to transfer from the online to discovery 
state as in (6.6). The approximated scenario is to harness both the mobility metric 
(Mm) and density (Dm), which can both be derived based on [146, 147] and [148] 
respectively, to determine the duration between each transfer. (Oc) in (6.6) 
represents the preferred number of online superframes in each period before flipping 
to a discovery state while Pth is the maximum number of online superframes after 
which there must be a discovery state.  Based on these parameters it will be easy to 
efficiently provide a tradeoff between latency and dissociation time. Increasing 
mobility and density metric will increase the number of discovery superframes per 
online superframe in order to accommodate more mobile nodes and reduce the 
scanning waiting time. This will ensure that whenever either of the mobility or 
density metric increases, the number of online superframes will be reduced to 
minimize the scanning time and hence, realizing fast association. According to 
[147], the mobility metric can be considered as the average relative speed of nodes 
over the possible number of node pairs and running time. Hence, for a given graph 
G = (N, P), where N is a set of nodes and P is a set of links between the nodes and ∈ 
N, the mobility metric Mm can be expressed as [146, 147]:  
 
𝑀𝑚 = 
1
 𝑃 
 ∑ ∑
1
𝑅𝑡
 ∫  𝑉𝑥1(𝑡) − 𝑉𝑥2(𝑡)  𝑑𝑡
𝑅𝑡
0
 𝑁 
𝑥2=1
 𝑁 
𝑥1=1
 
 
Where Rt is the total running time, Vx(t) is velocity of node x at time t. In addition, 
according to [148] the density metric Dm can be expressed as: 
 
𝐷𝑚 = 
 𝑁  𝜋 𝑅2
𝐴
 
 
Here A is the scattered area and R is the transmission range. Returning to (6.7) 
which holds the condition that two coordinators exist. For a given period of time T, 
if the first coordinator announces at t1 and the second announces at t2 and t1, t2 ∈ T, 
then there are two inter-arrival times, (t2-t1) and ((T-t1)-t2). Thus, the expected 
(6.11) 
(6.10) 
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waiting time can be expressed as in (6.7).  
The fourth scenario, as in (6.8), is applied when there is a defined structure of the 
network transmission states.  The scanning time in this condition is based on the 
number of online superframes (nSO) and the number of configuration superframes 
(nSC) that are both defined prior to network deployment.   
The third phase of the mobile node lifecycle is the ASTreq, which will be completely 
dependent on the ratio of the number of both discovery and configuration 
superframes to the online superframes. In addition, it will follow the impact of the 
number of mobile nodes entering the same POS at the same time besides the nodes 
speed and transmission range. Accordingly, Fig. 6.2 presents a Markov chain that 
models the possible states for a mobile node during the association process. A 
mobile node’s condition can be described in three stochastic processes; node status, 
backoff condition and CCA outcome (s(t), b(t) and c(t) respectively). The possible 
states of s(t) are orphan, received beacon, discovering, configuring, 
configuring_ACKing and associated, which will be presented as s= {so, sd, scr, sca, 
sa}. Meanwhile, b will be varied in the range [0, 2
BE-1] and presented as b = {b0, b1, 
…, bn}.  
The backoff exponent, BE, will be set to macMinBE value.  Finally, c represents the 
possible states of the two CCA processes as CCA1_free, CCA1_busy, CCA2_free and 
CCA2_busy and presented as c= {c11, c12, c21, c22}. The probability (α) of receiving a 
valid beacon depends on the amount of coverage percentage within the scattered 
area (there is an adequate number of coordinators to cover the whole area of 
deployment).  The analysis here always assumes having a well scattered 
deployment, α =1. The probability (β) of the received beacon determines a discovery 
state is based on the adjusted ratio of discovery state to other transmission states. 
During the network initialization period, β =1 for at least a period of 
macLLDNdiscoveryModeTimeout if no node requests association. 
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(6.12) 
  
Meanwhile, within the network steady state period, β can be expressed as in (6.12). 
Where, xD is the number of mobile nodes that have successfully transmitted 
discovery response frames and received ACK messages.  
 
𝛽 =  
𝑚𝑎𝑐𝐿𝐿𝐷𝑁𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡
 ∑ 𝑆𝐷(𝑗)
⌈
𝑂𝑐
(𝑀𝑚+𝐷𝑚)/2
⌉
𝑗=1   𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑃𝑡ℎ + (𝑆𝐶  × 𝑥𝐷)
 
Fig.  6.2: Markov chain for mobile node transitions in LLDN 
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(6.14) 
(6.13) 
The probability that the first CCA (during discovery state) γD returns a free channel 
within a given BE value (bi) depends on whether the node has selected a given bi 
and whether the previous bi backoff slots have not been utilized by the other 
remaining nodes and can be expressed as in (6.13).  
 
𝛾𝐷(𝑏𝑖) = 
1
2𝐵𝐸
  (1 −
1
2𝐵𝐸
)
𝑁𝑚−1
 
𝑏𝑖−1
 
 
Similarly, transmitting the request successfully depends on the probability (𝛿𝐷) that 
the node has selected a given bi and no other remaining nodes have already selected 
the same bi backoff slot: 
 
𝛿𝐷 = 
1
2𝐵𝐸
(1 −
1
2𝐵𝐸
)
𝑁𝑚−1
 
 
Where Nm corresponds to the number of mobile nodes seeking to associate with the 
coordinator within the same superframe and can be derived as: 
 
𝑁𝑚 = 𝔼⟦ 𝑁𝑐𝑟𝑡 −   𝑁𝐴  ⟧ + ∑𝐴𝑑(𝑗) +  𝑁𝑤 
𝑛𝑒
𝑗=1
 
 
Ncrt is a set of existed nodes in the POS and NA is a set of active nodes, where NA ∈ 
Ncrt. Ad(j) represents the number of mobile nodes entering from the  j
th adjacent POS 
and (ne) is the total number of adjacent POSs. Nw is a set of nodes already in the 
POS and waiting for the discovery state.   
Moreover, during the configuration state, the probabilities of the first and second 
CCA return free channel states and the node transmits successfully (γC, δC) are 
expressed in (6.16) and (6.17) respectively.  
 
(6.15) 
(22
) 
 
(22
) 
 
(22
) 
 
(22
) 
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(6.20) 
 
𝛾𝐶(𝑏𝑖) = 
1
2𝐵𝐸
  (1 −
1
2𝐵𝐸
)
(𝑋𝐷×𝑛𝑆𝐷)−1
 
𝑏𝑖−1
 
 
𝛿𝐶 = 
1
2𝐵𝐸
(1 −
1
2𝐵𝐸
)
(𝑋𝐷×𝑛𝑆𝐷)−1
 
 
XD denotes the number of nodes managed to receive ACK for the discovery 
response frame. Finally, the probabilities (γCA, δCA) during the acknowledgement 
phase of the configuration state are obtained as:    
 
𝛾𝐶𝐴(𝑏𝑖) = 
1
2𝐵𝐸
  (1 −
1
2𝐵𝐸
)
(𝑋𝐶×𝑛𝑆𝐶)−1
 
𝑏𝑖−1
 
 
𝛿𝐶𝐴 = 
1
2𝐵𝐸
(1 −
1
2𝐵𝐸
)
(𝑋𝐶×𝑛𝑆𝐶)−1
 
 
XC denotes the number of nodes which managed to receive a configuration request 
frame.  
Accordingly, the relevant probabilities of each transmission mode can be calculated 
to conclude the probability of associating to a coordinator. The probability of 
receiving an ACK message during the discovery state is: 
 
𝑝(𝑠𝑐𝑟 , 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑜 , 𝑏, 𝑐) =  𝛼 𝛽 𝛿𝐷  ∑
1
2𝐵𝐸 
2𝐵𝐸−1
𝑏𝑖=0
 𝛾𝐷(𝑏𝑖)   
 
And the probability of receiving the required synchronization information during the 
configuration state is described in (6.21):  
 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
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𝑝(𝑠𝑐𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑐𝑟 , 𝑏, 𝑐) = 𝑝(𝑠𝑐𝑟 , 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑜 , 𝑏, 𝑐) 𝛿𝑐 ∑
1
2𝐵𝐸 
2𝐵𝐸−1
𝑏𝑖=0
 𝛾𝐷𝐶(𝑏𝑖)   
 
Finally, the probability of associating to the coordinator is:  
 
𝑝(𝑠𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑐𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) = 𝑝(𝑠𝑐𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑜 , 𝑏, 𝑐) 𝛿𝐶𝐴 ∑
1
2𝐵𝐸 
2𝐵𝐸−1
𝑏𝑖=0
 𝛾𝐶𝐴(𝑏𝑖) 
 
The latency during either discovery or configuration state is determined by the 
number of mobile nodes, since (as defined in the standard) the assumption is that the 
coordinator shall stay at each state until responding to all requested nodes within 
POS. Therefore, ASTreq can be derived based on the incurred expected latency at 
each state. The latencies (LD), (LC), (LCA) during the discovery, configuration and 
acknowledging configuration states respectively can be estimated as: 
 
𝔼(𝐿𝐷) =  
∑ 1 −  𝑝(𝑠𝑐𝑟 , 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑜 , 𝑏, 𝑐) 
𝑗−1
𝑝(𝑠𝑐𝑟 , 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑜 , 𝑏, 𝑐) (𝑆𝐷 ×  𝑗)
𝑛𝑆𝐷
𝑗=1
 
 
 
𝔼(𝐿𝐶) =  
∑ 1 −  𝑝(𝑠𝑐𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑐𝑟 , 𝑏, 𝑐) 
𝑗−1
𝑝(𝑠𝑐𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑐𝑟 , 𝑏, 𝑐) (𝑆𝐶 ×  𝑗)
𝑛𝑆𝐶
𝑗=1
 
 
𝔼(𝐿𝐶𝐴) =  
∑ 1 −  𝑝(𝑠𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑐𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) 
𝑗−1
𝑝(𝑠𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑠𝑐𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) (𝑆𝐶 ×  𝑗)
𝑛𝑆𝐶
𝑗=1
 
(6.21)  
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6.22) 
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(6.27) 
Hence, the expected waiting time during the association request phase ASTreq is: 
 
𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑞 = 𝔼(𝐿𝐷) + 𝔼(𝐿𝐶) + 𝔼(𝐿𝐶𝐴) 
 
In order to determine a successful association, the required time to associate must be 
less than a settle time (ts) in a POS. Thus, the probability (θt) to complete 
association is basically dependent on the expected amount of time to associate with 
a coordinator to the expected settle time in a POS. In other words, this will match 
the time where the node status is considered as associated since according to the four 
phases, Dis, SCB and ASTreq are representing the total dissociation period in a POS 
and AST is where the node is considered as connected.  
 
𝜃𝑡 = 1 − 
𝐷𝑖𝑠 + 𝑆𝐶𝐵 +  𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑞
𝑡𝑠
 
 
The ts parameter is dependent on several elements as node speed, possible 
trajectories inside a POS and coordinator coverage. Therefore, for a mobile node 
under the random waypoint mobility scenario, there will be three basic elements; 
node speed, possible moving distance and pause time. For a node speed sp in the 
range [sp1, spn], distance D in the range [d1, dn] and pause time p in the range [p1, 
pn], the expected settle time can be defined as: 
 
𝑡𝑠 =  
∑ 𝔼[𝑑]𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1
𝔼[𝑠𝑝]
+ ∑𝔼[𝑝]𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1
 
 
= 
∑ (∫ 𝐷 
1
𝑑𝑛 − 𝑑1
 𝑑𝐷
𝑑𝑛
𝑑1
)
𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1
∫ 𝑠𝑝 
1
𝑠𝑝𝑛 − 𝑠𝑝1
 𝑑𝑠𝑝
𝑠𝑝𝑛
𝑠𝑝1
 + ∑(∫ 𝑝 
1
𝑝𝑛 − 𝑝1
𝑝𝑛
𝑝1
𝑑𝑝) 𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1
 
 
 
(6.26) 
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(6.30) 
(6.29) 
 
(29) 
 
(29) 
 
(29) 
Hence, settle time is: 
 
𝑡𝑠 =  
∑ (
𝑑𝑛 + 𝑑1
2 )𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1
𝑠𝑝𝑛 + 𝑠𝑝1
2
+ ∑(
𝑝𝑛 + 𝑝1
2
)
𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑖
 
 
Where k is the possible number of movements (or the possible epochs before leaving 
POS) and is affected by the transmission range of the coordinator and D. (i) 
represents a specific epoch in a POS and varies from 1 to k. The focus of this 
research here is not interested in investigating the stochastic features of the random 
waypoint mobility model while a comprehensive analysis can be found in [149, 
150].   
The probability of leaving the POS (η) will be dependent on the transmission range 
(R) of the nodes and the total number of movements inside a given POS (assuming a 
straight line trajectory in a POS), expressed in (6.29).  
 
η =
1
2 𝑅𝑑𝐵𝑚
 ∑𝑑𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1
   
For a better network performance in a mobile IoT network environment, a 
dissociation function must be introduced, which is a measure of the number of nodes 
that are dissociated.  Thus, the target of a mobile network must always seek for low 
dissociation function (low number of dissociated nodes) to gain high network 
connectivity and availability. This measure can be derived based on the Kaplan-
Meier estimator [151]. Thus, for n distinct event times t1 < ti < … < tn, the 
dissociation function (Ŝ(t)) for a total time t, that t1, ti, …, tn ∈  t, can be expressed as 
in (6.30). Where, Na(i) represents the number of dissociated nodes at a given time ti 
and Nm(i) is the total number of mobile nodes at time ti,  
 
Ŝ(𝑡) =  ∏[1 − 
𝑁𝑚(𝑖) − 𝑁𝑎(𝑖)
𝑁𝑚(𝑖)
]
𝑛
𝑖=1
 
(6.28) 
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(6.32) 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
(6.31) 
(31
) 
 
(31
) 
 
(31
) 
 
(31
) 
One of the issues that need to be highlighted is the node throughput that is crucial 
for several LL network applications, especially that requires streaming [152, 153]. 
The throughput of LLDN network is related to the amount of time that the 
coordinator is within the online state. Therefore, the number of lost data frames 
(LosD) after each transfer from the online to other states must be computed, which 
can be expressed as:  
 
𝐿𝑜𝑠𝐷 = ⌈
𝑛𝑆𝐷 × 𝑆𝐷 + 𝑛𝑆𝐶 × 𝑆𝐶
𝑆𝑂
⌉ 
 
In the meantime, the effective throughput (Ethr) in (bps) of the network can be 
defined as: 
 
𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑟 = (
𝑀𝑆𝐷𝑈 × 8
𝑆𝑜
) (1 − 
𝑛𝑆𝐷 × 𝑆𝐷 + 𝑛𝑆𝐶 × 𝑆𝐶
𝑛𝑆𝑜 × 𝑆𝑂
) 
 
Where nSO is the number of online superframes and the data payload (MAC service 
data unit, MSDU) is the actual payload data size in octets as defined by the standard.   
Furthermore, the packet delivery ratio, which is related to the impact of dissociation, 
during a given ts time can be expressed as: 
 
𝑃𝐷𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 
𝑡𝑠 −  𝐷𝑖𝑠 + 𝑆𝐶𝐵 +  𝐴𝑆𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑞 
𝑡𝑠
 
 
The impact of transferring each time from the online state can lead to PDR 
degradation and can be calculated as:  
 
𝑃𝐷𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 = 1 −
𝐿𝑜𝑠𝐷
𝑛𝑆𝑜
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6.4 Proposed Enhanced and Mobile-Aware LLDN Scheme 
From the previous sections, two main requirements to achieve better network 
performance can be concluded, which are low latency and multihop infrastructure. 
Since the LLDN is designated for a star topology, then there must be a mechanism 
to facilitate the multihop feature which supports both node mobility and LL. 
Comparing the star topology to other different topologies for the case of IEEE 
802.15.4 infrastructure, it has less latency but unfortunately has less success 
probability [154]. Conversely, if the application is looking for low dissociations, 
then the network has to be assisted with multiple coordinators to guarantee low 
waiting time prior to achieve association. This leads the research here to the strategy 
of increasing the number of coordinators, but this will unfortunately open the gate to 
another issue, which is beacon collision. Beacons of adjacent coordinators collide 
due to overlapped communication range and this issue has been addressed in several 
works [155-157]. Therefore, the objective of the proposed approach here is: 
- To minimize the dissociation time and increase the mobile node 
connectivity. 
- Determining how the latency and collision can be minimized. 
- To support a multihop paradigm while omitting extra coordinators.  
- Combining the advantages of both tree and star topologies.  
A comprehensive analysis in [154] shows that the tree topology outperforms the star 
topology in terms of transmission success probability, but the problem with a tree 
strategy is significant latency. Thus, the trend here is to figure out an approach that 
provides multihop (tree infrastructure) while minimizing the encountered delay. One 
of the approaches that could be utilized is clustering [158], this technique is suitable 
to minimize the impact of collisions and maximizes transmission success rate but in 
turn increases the latency in the tree infrastructure. Hence this problem must be 
tackled through modifying the existed LLDN superframe infrastructure. 
Accordingly, the proposed approach is based on two principles; first, defining the 
concepts of proxy coordinator and passive beacon and second, modifying the LLDN 
superframe.  
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The concept of passive beacons can be realized by forcing each node to add an extra 
two bytes to the MAC header of data frames, one byte preamble (preamble_1) and 
two bytes for the time that the proxy node can receive an association request. The 
nodes need not include the extra three bytes in each data frame, but this can be 
performed in every interval of time and this interval is influenced by the mobility 
metric. This concept has been called the passive beacon since the nodes are not 
beaconing but are indicating passively (through data frames) the minimum relevant 
information regarding node association and thus, the data frames are acting as 
beacons. Therefore, the nodes are acting as a proxy to the original coordinator 
within the LLDN. Any node that acts as a coordinator will be denoted as a proxy.  
A mobile node that can’t detect any beacons can listen for existing data frames and 
scan the header for the preamble byte. If preamble_1 exists, then the next two bytes 
is the time (TMgts) by which the proxy node is accepting association requests (as in 
Fig. 6.3). TMgts is the time interval between the transmitted data frame and the time a 
proxy switches the radio on to receive a request. In order to mitigate any chance of 
collision with the coordinator, the proxy utilizes the F slots (additional free slots the 
Fig.  6.3: 2-hops mobile node association in MA-LLDN 
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coordinator allocates for the purpose of permitting proxy node to accept association 
requests freely). Each proxy adjusts the time to accept association requests within 
defined slot boundaries (called image timeslot (i-Mgts)) that coincide with the first 
bidirectional (F1) slot in the superframe. The duty of the coordinator in this case is 
to ensure that there are always at least two free F timeslots in the bidirectional field 
of the superframe to be used by the proxy nodes. This will ensure that the 
management timeslots i-Mgts (of proxies) are not overlapping with the current 
utilized (transmitting data) slots in the superframe. The coordinator will always 
utilize the first n/2 bidirectional slots as uplink and the second n/2 slots as downlink, 
for slots [F1-Fn], where n here is the number of slots in the bidirectional field.  
Once a proxy receives an association request (message #2 in Fig. 6.3) during the i-
Mgts, it will relay the request to the coordinator within the same slot (message #3), 
since this slot has been freed within the superframe for the purpose of this task. 
During the next timeslot, the coordinator responds with the required information 
(message #4) in order to synchronize the mobile node (allocated timeslot, 
transmission channel, etc.). The proxy has to relay the information back to the 
mobile node (message #5) and finalize the association process. Hence, the entire 
process is accomplished within only two consecutive timeslots (in the case of two 
hops).   
The coordinator upon the addition of a new mobile node will add four additional 
timeslots to the uplink and bidirectional fields for each upcoming superframe. This 
will be one for transferring data from mobile node to proxy (slot S4), one for 
transferring data from proxy to coordinator (slot S5) and two (slots F1 and F2) for 
the purpose of i-Mgts slots. The i-Mgts slots are harnessed by the proxy nodes to 
permit more mobile nodes in the future to join the network.  
The modified superframe has reduced the latency by instructing the proxies to relay 
the data frames of the nodes, which are not within the first hop, within the same 
superframe. Hence, the latency Lh for a node in a given hop (h) is: 
 
𝐿ℎ[𝑚𝑖𝑛] ≤ 𝐿ℎ  ≤ 𝐿ℎ[𝑚𝑎𝑥] 
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(6.35) 
(6.36) 
(6.37) 
 
(37) 
 
(37) 
 
(37) 
Lh[min] and Lh[max] can be calculated as: 
 
𝐿ℎ[𝑚𝑖𝑛] = 
 ∑(
𝑖(𝑖 + 1)
2
− 1)𝑛𝑃𝑖
ℎ
𝑖=2
+ (ℎ − 1) + 𝐿ℎ−1 (𝑇𝑆𝑍 + 𝐼𝐹𝑆) 
 
𝐿ℎ[𝑚𝑎𝑥] =
{
 
 
 
  (
ℎ(ℎ + 1)
2
− 1) + ∑(
𝑖(𝑖 + 1)
2
− 1)𝑛𝑃𝑖
ℎ
𝑖=2
 
                                   × (𝑇𝑆𝑍 + 𝐼𝐹𝑆) ;  𝑓𝑜𝑟 ℎ > 1
(𝑇𝑆𝑍 + 𝐼𝐹𝑆);                                        𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 
 
Where the IFS corresponds to the interframe spacing that could be either 
macMinSIFSPeriod or macMinLIFSPeriod. nPh refers to the number of mobile 
nodes attached to a given proxy (within the route) at hop h.  Since the maximum 
configuration request size (Reqs) is 48 symbols (physical and MAC header plus 
configuration status payload), then the required time to commence transmission of 
two messages is always less than timeslot size (TSZ). Hence, a single timeslot TSZ in 
the uplink field of a superframe can accommodate two transmissions, sending an 
association request and replying with an ACK message. Thus, this property will be 
always true: 
 
𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑠 + 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑘 +  𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑠 + 𝑆𝐼𝐹𝑆 < 𝑇𝑆𝑍 
 
ACKs is the ACK message size which can’t exceed 48 symbols (physical and MAC 
header plus configuration request payload) and Tack is the turnaround time and 
corresponds to aTurnaroundTime value, which is 12 symbols. According to the 
standard, the required time for a node to switch from receive to transmission mode 
and vice versa is equal to aTurnaroundTime symbols. Thus, it has been included in 
this analysis.  
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(6.38) 
Considering more than two hops is also still feasible, but the coordinator must 
provide at least four F slots in the bidirectional field to accomplish an association. 
This is caused by the TSZ size limitation, where it is impossible to handle three 
transmissions in a single TSZ. The required time is larger than the size of individual 
TSZ: 
3 × 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑠 +  2 × 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑘 +  3 × 𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑠 + 𝑆𝐼𝐹𝑆 > 𝑇𝑆𝑧  
 
Therefore, for 3-hops and 4-hops mobile nodes, the coordinator has to allocate at 
least four slots to complete the association process as in Fig. 6.4. The coordinator 
must be adjusted based on the number of permitted hops in the network. Hence, for 
a network that allows three hops, the coordinator is forced to allocate four slots [F1-
F4] in order to guarantee smooth mobile node association. 
 
 
Fig.  6.4: 3-hops mobile node association in MA-LLDN 
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Seeking to avoid the hidden-node problem [159, 160] in multi hop networks, 
transmitting regular readings to the coordinator must be accompanied with the 
allocation of extra slots to the superframe. These slots will be called “saved” and the 
coordinator may stay inactive during these slots to save energy. The saved slots are 
required for the purpose of transferring data between mobile nodes and proxies as in 
{S4} in Fig. 6.3 and {S4, S5, S6} in Fig. 6.4. 
For a given network, if at hop h=2 the set of proxy nodes Prox2=[R
2
1
 - R
2
n
 ] and at 
h=3 the set of proxies Prox3=[R
3
1
 - R
3
m
 ] are existed. The negotiations between a 
given mobile node Mx, proxy and coordinator C during the association phase at h=2 
and h=3 described as in Table 6.1. 
 
Table 6.1: Multihop communication messages 
h=2 h=3 
F1: Mx → R
1
x
  
F1: R → C 
F2: C → R
1
x
  
F2: R
1
x
 → Mx 
F1: Mx → R
2
x
  
F2: R
2
x
 → R
1
x
  
F2: R
1
x
 → C 
F3: C → R
1
x
  
F3: R
1
x
 → R
2
x
  
F4: R
2
x
 → Mx 
 
Regarding the case of h=4, it will still be feasible to conduct the association within 
four slots [F1-F4] due the property of (6.37) and (6.38).  
On the other hand, there are two important drawbacks in the structure of the LLDN. 
The first one is its dependency on three transmission states and the second is the 
sequence of the Mgts in the superframe. The first issue is caused by the types of 
transmission states which influence two crucial aspects in the network, throughput 
and association. The throughput is affected due to the transfer from the online state 
to other states, which will make the nodes refrain transmitting data until the 
coordinator switches again to the online state.  
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The association issue has already been indicated previously.  Accordingly, the first 
enhancement can be achieved through swapping the D_Mgts with the U_Mgts (Fig. 
3.7). Therefore, the coordinator can reply within the same superframe to the 
requested node instead of waiting to the next superframe. Thus, during U_Mgts, the 
mobile node requests association and the coordinator responds immediately at 
D_Mgts.  
The second enhancement can be realized through modifying the structure of the two 
Mgtss. These two slots must be existed in each superframe and not optional as 
indicated by the standard, at least the superframe includes the Mgts in every period 
of time that corresponds to the mobility metric. In addition, in order to preserve 
network throughput and to minimize the dissociation time, the structure of the 
transmission states must be altered.  
According to the LLDN, the nodes can only associate through the sequence of 
discovery then configuration states. These two states can be observed during the 
initialization phase of the network while during the steady state and since the 
coordinators is forced to keep Mgts in each superframe, these states can be omitted. 
Hence, the network keeps operating inside the online state without switching to 
other states and considers the Mgts to accomplish the required association process, 
as indicated in Fig. 6.3 and 6.4.   
For limited power coordinators and multihop network, there will be some limitations 
regarding beaconing. This affects the period of beaconing and then maximizes the 
superframe duration SO. This issue also can be caused by increasing the number of 
LLDN devices within the POS that in turn maximizes SO. In this case, Nm and SO 
influence the number of nodes Nw waiting to associate and this value could be 
increased as the coordinator increases SO. Thus, there must be a mechanism to 
facilitate multiple mobile nodes associations within the same superframe.  
In addition, restructuring the Mgts to accommodate multiple nodes and maintain 
these slots properly will preserve the functionality of the Mgts as dedicated by the 
standard which can be utilized for other purposes instead of association. Therefore, a 
backoff mechanism is proposed in this chapter to manage mobile node access during 
Mgts.  
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The proposed backoff technique relies on amending the Mgts size that can be 
achieved through utilizing the timeslot size field in the beacon. In addition, bits 5-7 
in the flag fields of the beacon are utilized to define the number of base time slot in 
each Mgts. Hence, the Mgts can be constructed as a slotted access field by which it 
can resemble the contention access period (CAP) in the beacon enabled mode. The 
size of each slot (SBmgts) inside the Mgts can be estimated to be (in symbols): 
 
SBmgts = Max_Backoff_Time + Total_CCA_duration  
+ Maximim_transmission_time + SIFS 
 
𝑆𝐵𝑚𝑔𝑡𝑠 = [(2
𝐵𝐸 − 1 )  × 20] + (2 × 8) + 48 + 12 
 
Hence, the maximum SBmgts size can be 216 symbols. The maximum transmission 
time has been set to 48 symbols with the assumption that the association request 
payload contains (full address, short address and 4-Byte for application-specific 
purposes). The proposed backoff mechanism is an amended version of the simplified 
CSMA-CA and the number of contentions is limited by the number of slots in a 
single Mgts (nSBmgts). Regarding the proposed backoff algorithm, CW and BE are set 
to 2 and 3 respectively as indicated by the standard for LLDN mode.  
Fig. 6.5 simplifies the proposed backoff scheme by which to handle multiple mobile 
nodes access during the management time slots. 
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Fig.  6.5: Proposed MA-LLDN backoff scheme 
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6.5 Results and Analyses 
This section highlights three important aspects that are influenced by node mobility 
in LLDN network. PDR in static networks can be affected primarily by the number 
of collisions and interference within a network, but for mobile nodes new factors are 
included that degrade network PDR. Moreover, in LLDN networks there are two 
additional factors that reduce PDR. These are the excessive dissociations (due to 
changing POS) and the regular transfers from online state to other states. Thus, the 
first part of this section presents two factors related to PDR, one concerns the 
overhead of dissociation (named PDRdissociation, for dissociated nodes) and the second 
considers the impact of transferring away from the online state (named PDRtransfer, 
for nodes already connected) that prevent the node from sending readings until the 
end of both discovery and configuration states.  The PDRtransfer is depending here on 
seven parameters that are SO, SC, SD, nSD, nSC, nSO and the number of slots in the 
superframe (corresponds to macLLDNnumUplinkTS). Increasing the number of slots 
maximizes the SO value. SC and SD values are always fixed to 2.976ms and 2.528ms 
respectively since the structure of the superframe in these two states rarely changes 
(fixed number of fields in the superframe).  
In addition, the values of nSC and nSD will always be equal since there must be an 
equivalent number of configuration superframes to accommodate the possible 
number of mobile nodes that have been considered in the discovery stage.  In order 
to tackle the node mobility and achieve better network connectivity, the network 
administrator must increase the number of discovery and configuration superframes, 
nSD and nSC. Accordingly, this approach will minimize network PDRtransfer due to 
the maximization of the period that the nodes are obliged to refrain transmitting 
readings prior the completion of discovery and configuration states.  
The SO duration (influenced by the number of slots) can worsen the case for low 
durations as indicated in Fig. 6.6 (a) and (b) that show a varying number of slots. 
The important feedback here is determining the ratio of discovery and configuration 
to online superframes ((nSC+ nSD)/nSO).  
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Accordingly, to achieve a PDR no less than 98%, for slots (macLLDNnumUplinkTS) 
=1, 8, 20 and 40, then the ratio of the number of discovery and configuration to 
online superframes must be no larger than 0.08, 0.2, 0.33 and 1 respectively 
(nSC&nSD fixed to 50). Here the ratio corresponds to the number of online 
(a): Slots=1, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, SO=1.004ms 
 (b): Slots=40, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, SO=168.48ms 
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Fig.  6.6: PDR (case of the impact of transfer from the online state) 
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superframe to one discovery and one configuration superframe.  
The second parameter is PDRdissociation which is affected by the number and interval 
of dissociations periods from the network. The PDRdissociation is basically dependent 
on the transmission range and node mobility metric. Fig. 6.7 shows the impact of 
increasing the transmission range from 50m to 150m on the PDR.  In this scenario, 
the impact of nSO has the inverse effect to its impact on the PDRtransfer in the case of 
transfer. Here, by increasing the nSO, the value of SCB is also maximized and hence, 
increasing the dissociation time which will reduce the PDRdissociation. Unlike in 
PDRtransfer case, here the target is looking for low nSO to ensure high PDRdissociation. In 
addition to the nSO value, the number of slots per superframe influences the 
PDRdissociation, where for few slots, better PDRdissociation can be achieved. This is 
traced to the impact of SO on both SCB and Dis that also maximizes dissociation time 
and in turn minimizes PDRdissociation. Although the associated AST phase is 
deterministic, the remaining mobile node’s lifecycle phases (SCB, ASTreq and Dis) 
are stochastic and thus, the impact will vary depending on the node’s mobility 
metric. 
Comparing Fig. 6.6 to Fig 6.7, it will be deduced that both nSO and SO have a 
contradictory role in both PDRdissociation and PDRtransfer. Fig. 6.7 (a) shows that for a 
transmission range of 50m, in order to achieve a PDR no less than 90%, the 
maximum number of nSO has to be no more than 150. Meanwhile, for the case of 
150m, the maximum nSO value to gain no less than 91% PDR is 500. In summary, 
maximizing nSO will increase the PDR for the connected nodes while reducing the 
PDR for the dissociated nodes. The dissociated nodes have to wait longer time until 
connecting due to long SCB time that caused by large nSO value.   
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Fig.  6.7: PDR (dissociation), 𝔼[s]=6m/s, 𝔼[d]=9m, 𝔼[P]=6s, nSC & 
nSD=50 SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, 
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In order to comprehend the advantage of the proposed MA-LLDN over LLDN, Fig. 
6.8 (a) and (b) show how the MA-LLDN gains higher PDR than LLDN with regards 
to nSC & nSD =50, which is considered the best scenario for LLDN. By increasing 
nSO value, the default LLDN realizes lower PDR as indicated earlier in Fig 6.7.  
Even while varying the number of slots or transmission range, MA-LLDN exhibits 
slightly different variations not as LLDN where maximizing number of slots has a 
significant drawback on the PDR. This is contributed by the dependency of MA-
LLDN on the Mgts inside online state to accommodate mobile node association 
rather than flipping to discovery and configuration states (as is the default structure 
of LLDN). Moreover, the flexibility of MA-LLDN to make the online state accepts 
associations, led to ignore the impact of nSC & nSD on the dissociation issue. 
 (a): slots=8, SO=34.208ms, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, nSC =50 
 (b): slots=20, SO= 84.576ms, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, nSC =50 
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Fig.  6.8: Comparison between the PDR of both LLDN and MA-LLDN 
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In the meantime, in order to highlight the differences between MA-LLDN and 
LLDN in term of dissociation time, Fig. 6.9 (a) depicts how the MA-LLDN manages 
to obtain low dissociation time while nSC & nSD & nSO =50. At these settings, the 
LLDN has its low dissociation time (increasing these parameters will maximize the 
dissociation time). The most influential factor to the dissociating time is the SCB 
time which is depicted in Fig. 6.9 (b). The SCB is mainly affected by SO value which 
is raised by increasing the number of slots in each superframe. The demonstrated 
dissociation time in Fig. 6 (a) represents the expected time that a node will be 
disconnected from a network once it has left a POS.  
 
 
 (a): SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, nSC & nSD & nSO =50. 
 
 (b): SD=2.528ms, nSC & nSD & nSO =50 
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Fig.  6.9: Comparison between LLDN and MA-LLDN dissociation time 
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Fig. 6.10 describes the expected dissociated time with respect to the number of slots 
and nSO. It identifies a real problem with LLDN that violates the target of low data 
latency caused by dissociation. It’s clear that for large nSO values the dissociation 
can be over 800s. Hence, for each dissociation, the node has to buffer data until it 
establishes again a connection with the network. Therefore, reducing the 
dissociation time will reduce dramatically the data latency of the buffered data.  
Accordingly, to meet the required target of LLDN for macLLDNnumUplinkTS=20 
and a latency less than 10s, the maximum nSO can be no greater than 200 as in Fig. 
6.11. The realized PDRdissociation (regarding nSO=200) could be about 87% for 50m 
range and 95% for 150m range. In addition, the maximum PDRtransfer that can be 
ascertained based on these settings is 74%.     
Fig. 6.11 shows the impact of latency incurred by dissociation versus throughput. 
The disadvantage at this point is that increasing nSO here will rapidly raise the 
latency due to increasing the dissociation time, but in turn it has a slight advantage 
on the achieved throughput.  
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Fig.  6.10: Total dissociation time of LLDN, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, nSC & 
nSD =50. 
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Fig. 6.12 demonstrates the relation between the PDRtransfer and the encountered 
average latency plus the ratio SD, SC over SO. Seeking to reduce the latency (caused 
by dissociation) and to achieve higher connectivity intervals, the nSO value must be 
reduced against nSC and nSD (increasing the SO to SD & SC ratio). In turn, the 
PDRtransfer is unfortunately dropping to its lowest rates of 20% and 68% for 0.81 and 
0.32 ratios respectively (while fixing nSO at 100). For low nSC value as 50, the 
PDRtransfer is rarely impacted and keeps a steady low degradation against decreasing 
nSO. In summary, Fig. 6.12 shows the overhead of maintaining low latency (caused 
by data buffering for the dissociated nodes) on the PDRtransfer of the associated nodes 
to the network.  
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Fig.  6.11: Data latency caused by dissociating from the network in LLDN 
SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, nSC & nSD =50. 
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Finally, Fig. 6.13 (a) and (b) give a snapshot regarding the LLDN node’s 
throughput. The case of slots=1 (i.e. just a single node exists in the POS, 
macLLDNnumUplinkTS=1) has not included here, but in general the average 
throughput to meet a dissociation of no more than 10ms is 165kbps. Fig. 6.13 (a) 
(for slots=8) clearly shows an advantage over slots= 40 since the SO size is being 
maximized with each slot number increase. In order to gain a dissociation less than 
10ms, for the case of slots=8 and nSC & nSD=50, the average throughput is 23.5kbps. 
Regarding macLLDNnumUplinkTS=40 nodes and nSC & nSD=50, the throughput has 
declined to 4.7kbs which is caused by increasing the size of the superframe which 
means less transmission data rate. Hence, the throughput metric must be carefully 
considered in order to meet the target constrains of LL applications. Regarding this 
analysis, the transmission failure impact, caused by packet collisions, has been 
ignored due to the fact of assuming the nodes are running with a tight 
synchronization that can cancel any probability of collision.     
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Fig.  6.12: Impact of (SC & SD/SO) ratio on PDRtransfer, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, 
slots=20 
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Similarly, Fig. 6.14 demonstrates clearly the throughput of LLDN mode with 
regards to both analytical and simulation analyses with an LLDN superframe 
structure of 10 slots. 
 
 
 
(a): slots=8, SO= 34.208ms, BP=30symbols, MSDU=102B, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms  
 (b): slots=40, SO= 168.48ms, BP=80symbols, MSDU=102B, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms  
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Fig.  6.13: LLDN nodes throughput 
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In the meantime, in order to determine the reliability of the network in term of 
handling node mobility, the dissociation function can be utilized to analyse this 
metric. Fig. 6.15 describes the dissociation function of both default LLDN mode and 
the proposed MA-LLDN scheme.  
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Fig.  6.14: Throughput of LLDN mode, MSDU=102B, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, slots=10 
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Fig.  6.15: Dissociation function, SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, nSC & nSD =50. 
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During the initialization phase, the LLDN suffers from high dissociation factor due 
to the discussed mobility-related issues earlier in this chapter. Meanwhile, the MA-
LLDN manages to push forward the network towards the steady state with less 
required time as in the case of LLDN. The new backoff mechanism (Fig. 6.5) 
manages to expedite the process of associating the mobile nodes with the network. 
In addition, eliminating both discovery and configuration states led to introduce low 
dissociation metric as compared with LLDN after network initialization phase. 
Finally, the connectivity ratio of the LLDN mode is impacted mainly by three 
factors, transmission range, superframe duration and number of contending mobile 
nodes as presented in Fig. 6.16.  
 
Maximizing the superframe interval from 0.5s to 2s has a significant impact for low 
transmission ranges and causes a mild overhead for high ranges (i.e. 100m). 
Moreover increasing the number of nodes has increased the dissociation time due to 
the impact of the nodes’ contending process that reduces the probability of 
associating from the first attempt. 
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Fig.  6.16: LLDN connectivity ratio, nSC & nSD=50 SC=2.976ms, SD=2.528ms, 
number of coordinators: 4 (range 100m) & 9 (range 50m). 
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6.6 Summary 
The objective of the IEEE 802.15.4e LLDN operation mode is to provide a 
deterministic network behaviour for several application types, especially industrial 
ones that require low latency.  Unfortunately, the default IEEE 802.15.4e LLDN 
infrastructure suffers with the existence of mobile nodes. Accordingly, the objective 
of providing deterministic and LL services has been violated. This chapter has 
provided a comprehensive analysis to the impact of node mobility upon the LLDN 
while presenting a feasible approach to tackle the overhead of node movement.  
Even with a static scenario, the assumption of collecting sensor readings of 20 
sensor nodes in less than 10ms is not valid unless the frame payload is only one byte 
as in (6.3). The proposed MA-LLDN model manages to reduce the dissociation time 
to be less than the interval of two online superframe durations. MA-LLDN reduces 
the dissociation delay in different scenarios by a factor of 75%. In addition, the MA-
LLDN enhances the PDR in several cases by more than 30%. In addition, MA-
LLDN provides a low latency multihop structure for the LLDN mode where the 
readings (of nodes that are more than one hop distance) can be delivered within the 
same superframe. Similarly, the relay nodes can advertise passively the existence of 
coordinator and act accordingly as proxies to the default coordinator. Hence, MA-
LLDN manages to reduce the deployment cost and the probability of overlapped 
beacon collisions (due to reducing the required number of coordinators). The 
proposed cooperative beaconing strategy between regular nodes and the 
coordinators has maximized the coverage area and ensures low scanning and 
association time and in turn, high network connectivity achieved. 
After providing a clustered IEEE 802.15.4 network through MUCBR and tackling 
the mobility via MTSCH and MA-LLDN protocols, the following chapter 
investigates the mobility-based security problem of the IoT MAC layer. Chapter 
seven highlights the main issues of mobile node security and presents a proposed 
key management scheme that supports the node movement under IEEE 802.15.4 
standard.  
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Chapter 7. Secure Key Bootstrapping 
Scheme for Mobile IoT Devices 
The security element is an upcoming crucial challenge within the IoT context. Its 
importance is traced to the way by which the security issue is affecting the 
availability of the network services and survivability. Several factors degrade the 
security of a network, specifically under the IoT paradigm, as node mobility, 
constrained resources, accessibility to the Internet and diversity of both IoT 
applications and requirements.  
In order to provide security, there are multiple steps need to be considered that will 
ensure a solid secure network. These steps can be: 
- Addressing which type of services to provide like confidentiality, 
authentication, integrity and access control.  
- Determining the security techniques that will support the aforementioned 
services as symmetric cipher or asymmetric cipher techniques.  
- Regarding selected ciphering technique, a key management scheme need to 
be established in order to support a secure key distributing mechanism.  
These steps will form the general paradigm of the network security system and 
define what elements are needed to realize the required security level.  
Under the IoT context, there are different approaches to provide security that are 
based on which layer handles network security. This can be either link-security, 
network security or application security.   
For mobile low power devices and within the IoT case, the security must be 
enforced through either IPv6 or IEEE 802.15.4. Regarding the IEEE 802.15.4, this 
standard provides both confidentiality and authentication via eight security levels as 
below: 
1) No security. 
2) Authentication: through AES-CBC (32-bit). 
3) Authentication: through AES-CBC (64-bit). 
4) Authentication: through AES-CBC (128-bit). 
5) Confidentiality: though AES-CTR. 
6) Confidentiality and authentication: through AES-CCM (32-bit). 
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7) Confidentiality and authentication: through AES-CCM (64-bit). 
8) Confidentiality and authentication: through AES-CCM (128-bit). 
The security information that are provided through this standard can be indicated 
though setting the security enabled bit in the frame control to one which will add 
accordingly the auxiliary security header (up to 21-byte) to the default IEEE 
802.15.4 frame (which is maximum 127-byte).  
Although the standard provides data authenticity and confidentiality, it doesn’t 
define a valid key management scheme to allocate the nodes in the network with the 
required set of keys that ensure the deployment of such security services. 
Meanwhile, regarding the network stack layers, the 6LoWPAN adaptation layer has 
no security approach [36] which can be resulted by the functionality of this layer 
that is only existed to provide fragmentation/defragmentation and 
compression/decompression. The IPv6 protocol relies on the IPsec protocol which is 
considered to have high overhead over the constrained devices [66, 161].  In the 
meantime, the SSL [162] can also be a good candidate for the IoT stack but it 
doesn’t match the constrained devices limitations since the SSL relies on the X.509 
certificate [163] public key system to distribute the required keys. Moreover, there is 
another solution represented by the S-HTTP security protocol [164] but it isn’t 
applicable for low power devices since the HTTP itself is not in use and the CoAP is 
utilized instead.  
The CoAP in [165] has been enforced with a light version of the DTLS protocol 
[166] by which the headers in the default DTLS have been compressed to minimize 
the communication overhead. However, the proposed work doesn’t support any key 
handling scheme.  
Based on the discussion earlier, it is clear that there is a lack to an energy efficient 
and secure keying scheme that will be integrated into the IoT structure of the low 
power mobile IoT devices. There are few contributions in this field that are 
completely employing the public key system to distribute the required network keys, 
which in turn maximize the computation burden on the nodes. Hence, any proposed 
architecture must bare in mind the exclusion of any sort of public key system while 
ensuring both security and scalability/flexibility that can be inherited through public 
key approaches.    
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7.1 Related Work: 
This section highlights recent approaches that address the security issue within the 
IoT context. Majority of contributions in this field have considered the impact of 
providing both data confidentiality and authenticity in order to reduce the impact of 
utilizing some of the current security approaches. Meanwhile, there is a little effort 
to tackle the issue of key management while others have just assumed deploying 
asymmetric key approaches due to their simplicity and security strength. 
j. Ramos et al. [167] have addressed the issue of providing both authorization and 
authentication services for constrained smart objects. For the bootstrapping phase, 
the authors suggest to utilize the extensible authentication protocols over LAN 
(WAPOL) [168] but in its lightweight version with integration of two protocols 
(EAP) [169] and (RADIUS) [170]. In addition, to provide authentication and 
authorization, the structure of the network has to provide four terminal points which 
are non-constrained devices, EAP authenticator, EAP server and Authorization 
server. The existence of such servers will maximize the network security but on the 
other hand will tend to maximize the communication cost and increase the network 
deployment cost. 
D. Altolini et al [171] study the impact of the link layer IoT security overhead and 
provide both software and hardware implementations. The link layer structure that 
has been considered is based on the AES cipher algorithm with multiple modes of 
operation (i.e. CTR, CBC and CCM). The authors have examined the energy 
overhead, memory footprint and latency. The analysis has showed that providing 
link-layer security hardware implementation has saved the energy consumption for 
up to six times as compared to SW implementation. In addition, the authors have 
introduced two types of code implementations, optimized code (minimizing memory 
usage through reducing code size) and the default un-optimized code.   
P. kumar et al. [172] have presented a secure key establishment scheme for 
constrained devices in a smart home environment. The proposed model relies only 
on the hash function and AES-based MAuC schemes instead of any asymmetric 
technique to preserve energy. The authors show that the proposed approach has less 
energy consumption as compared with literature. In addition, the authors manage to 
minimize the number of required messages to establish secure pair-wise keys to 
tackle the issue of security-based communication overhead.     
G. Piro et al. [173] present a security framework for the IEEE 802.15.4 standard that 
provide multiple security levels besides a key distribution scheme. The authors relies 
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on either RSA or Diffie-Hellman approaches to provide a key management services. 
The authors managed to fill the gap of the required security architecture for the 
IEEE 802.15.4 but did not provide any analysis over the impact of the proposed 
protocol as regards to energy consumption.  
S. Sciancalepore et al. [174] provide a full analysis over the impact of security over 
IEEE 802.15.4 standard in terms of the required time to encrypt a full MAC frame, 
communication-based latencies caused by deploying security mechanisms and 
overhead of the key establishment phase. The authors propose a key management 
approach for the IEEE 802.15.4 that utilizes the Diffie-Hellman methodology. 
Relying on the Diffie-Hellman has a major drawback on the network since it tends 
to maximize communication overhead due to the number of required messages to 
exchange the relative prime numbers to establish the link key. This is traced to the 
limitation of the IEEE 802.15.4 frame size while the minimum prime number sizes 
should not be less than 512-byte. 
Other previous approaches like [175], [176] and [177] are mainly focusing on how 
to adapt the public key system schemes into the IoT system and thus, the overhead 
of these public ley systems will be inherited and degrades network performance.  
 
7.2 Energy Efficient Key Bootstrapping Scheme for Mobile Low 
Power Devices 
The initializing process of the nodes with the required link-keys must ensure two 
important criteria, providing secure key distribution scheme and minimizing the 
energy cost of generating the required shared keys for the nodes in the network. One 
of the key strategical decisions here is to avoid the dependency on any sort of public 
key methodologies to overcome any resulted overhead. Hence, the devised approach 
must completely rely on both symmetric cipher techniques and hash functions.  
The proposed work here presents energy efficient secure key bootstrapping 
(EESKB) scheme that provides the nodes with the required keys for secure 
communication. The proposed scheme is utilizing the IEEE 802.15.4 
communication infrastructure and the proposed work (MUCBR) which has been 
presented in chapter 4. The approach here is to utilize the messages that have been 
used to initialize the nodes into clusters for distributing the required keys to activate 
the security service of the IEEE 802.15.4. Therefore, instead of dedicating different 
security-based communication phase during the network initialization lifetime, the 
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network initialization period will be shortened while the energy cost of deploying 
the nodes and engaging them into the field will be minimized. This traced to the fact 
that the same command frames, which are required for arranging the nodes into 
clusters, are exploited to manage the link-keys within each cluster in the network.  
The proposed EESKB provides two modes of operation, the first one is invoked 
during the network initialization phase by which the nodes will establish shared keys 
with the nearest CHs in the network based on the MUCBR (and can be with each 
adjacent node according to how the nodes will be structured in the network). The 
second mode is dealing with the mobile nodes that have already joined the network 
during the initialization phase but have been disconnect from the default CH (due to 
movement) and need to re-associate with a new CH (in the new visited perimeter). 
The proposed EESKB also matches the message sequence charts for both default 
association and FastA schemes of the IEEE 802.15.4. In addition, it can be exploited 
during the 6LoWPAN neighbour discovery protocol since it has the same required 
number of messages. 
 
7.2.1 Methodology: 
The proposed EESKB protocol is basically resembling the default Kerberos [2] 
technique (in term of ticketing) and handles mobile nodes while authenticating them 
in the network as they change CHs after each movement. The presented technique is 
relying on the previous shared CH-pairwise key to authenticate the identity of a MN 
with a new CH. In addition, it only utilizes a single a message in order to finalize the 
authentication/association process (by limiting the security-based information to the 
maximum payload limit of the IEEE 802.15.4). Moreover, the EESKB utilizes the 
multipath-routing feature of the MUCBR that suggests the familiarity of any 
coordinator with all surrounding coordinators to provide efficient routing and realize 
redundancy. Hence, all the coordinators/CHs have a list of pair-wised keys of all 
neighbour CHs. Thus, any mobile node that migrates form its own default cluster to 
a neighbour cluster, it will exploit the old CH pairwise-link key with the new CH in 
order to authenticate itself. The old key here is acting as a ticket to facilitate mobile 
node authentication and accomplish association.  
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7.2.1.1 Initialization phase: 
The first action, after the nodes are deployed in the field, is to arrange the nodes into 
clusters (can be trees or any sort of network structure based on the network 
scheduling scheme) and establishes the shortest roots to the network aggregation 
points through CHs. The EESKB exploits the IEEE 802.15.4 frames used by the 
MUCBR to initialize the required link-keys without affecting either MUCBR or the 
mechanism of the IEEE 802.15.4. As stated earlier, the EESKB also can be adapted 
to either IEEE 802.15.4 or 6LoWPAN messages sequence charts and not only 
restricted to the MUCBR. 
Each node in the network will be preloaded initially with a key called the master key 
(MAK) that will be generated (as described in Fig. 7.1) by the network coordinator 
and has a sequence in the hash chain. The network coordinator generates the 
Fig.  7.1: MAK generation procedure 
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required number of keys through a hash function (i.e. SHA2) and export the last 
generated key (MAK-0) to the nodes prior deployment. Fig. 7.1 states the derivation 
process of the first preloaded key (MAK-0) that has been generated, through several 
hash (i.e ith iterations) function iterations, originally from MAK-X. Hence, MAK-0 
= [SHA2-256]i (MAK-X). Note that keys in the range MAK-X to MAK-(X+i-1) are 
stored and will be released later whenever the network administrator seeks to update 
the recent key.  
After node deployment, the first step of the key establishment phase is generating 
the node-base key that is formed through hashing MAK-0, node ID (represented by 
the short address or EUI unique node address) and a random number generated by 
each node. As example, for node called A, the node-base key of node A is: 
KA = SHA2-256 (Ran_A || MAK-0 || A) 
A is the node ID and Ran_A is a random number generated by node A. (||) symbol 
denotes the concatenation process. The second step will be determined by the 
neighbouring discovery scheme (as 6LoWPAN discovery protocol [178]) since the 
proposed EESKB will utilize the advertising messages without any extra overhead. 
In this work, the MUCBR is the current platform to establish the network and the 
EESKB is embedding its key- related information into broadcasted frames. Each 
node will announce its generated node-base and encrypted/authenticated using 
MAK-0 (the ciphering is based on the AES-128 algorithm and the frames are 
authenticated using AES-CBC-128). 
MAuC [CIPMAK-0 (KA), MAK-0] 
Each node during this period will also listen for all neighbour nodes’ announcements 
and record received node-base keys. After a specific time (TS) that corresponds to a 
duration by which all the nodes within a single POS can exchange all the node-base 
keys without any issue, each node starts to generate all the related link-keys with the 
adjacent nodes (can be with only the CH if it’s a clustering structure). 
Fig. 7.2 presents the pseudocode of the establishment process and will be executed 
by each node in the network (except the coordinator).  
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Begin 
 Set A = node_ID; 
 Ran_A = random_rand(); 
 KA = SHA2-256 (Ran_A || MAK-0 || A); 
 Start_Broadcasting…// based on the scheduling or sampling technique 
  MAuC [CIPMAK-0 (KA), MAK-0]; 
 End_Broadcasting 
 Start_Listening… 
  WHILE (current_time < current_time + TS) 
   IF (received key announcement) && Authenticated 
    NGH_ID[i] = source_address; // i.e. node B 
    KB = DEPMAK-0 (payload); 
    IF (A_ID > B_ID)  
     KA,B = SHA2-256 (KA || KB || MAK-0); 
    ELSE 
     KA,B = SHA2-256 (KB || KA || MAK-0); 
    End_IF 
    i++;  
   End_IF 
  End_WHILE 
 End_Listening 
 MAK-1 = SHA2-26 (MAK-0); 
 Delete (MAK-0); 
End 
 
 
Fig.  7.2: Pseudocode of establishing shared link keys (EESKB) 
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Fig. 7.3 indicates how the nodes communicate with each other to establish the 
required pair-wise keys. The nodes can decrypt all the received frames utilizing the 
AES technique to extract the neighbour node-base key, if node B is an adjacent 
node: 
KB = DEPMAK-0 (payload) 
Accordingly, both nodes can generate the pair-wise key which is shared between 
these two nodes and will be unique in the network. In order to mitigate the issue of 
generating false keys caused by different blocks sequence of the hashing input data, 
the nodes will determine the correct sequence based on the node ID value. Hence, in 
this case, if node A address is higher than node B, then: 
KA,B = SHA2-256 (KA || KB || MAK-0) 
Otherwise: 
KA,B = SHA2-256 (KB || KA || MAK-0) 
This process will continue until each node generates its pair-wise key with all 
adjacent nodes based on their received node-base keys (in the case of clustering, this 
process will be conducted only with the CH). 
The final step is deleting the master key (MAK-0) to tackle the issue of node 
compromise and eliminate any chance for the attacker to generate more link keys 
with other nodes in the network. 
Fig.  7.3: Message sequence chart of the proposed EESKB establishment process 
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Fig. 7.4 shows the possible keys lists for each node after the establishment phase in 
a sample of network. Each node must first have the second generated MAK which is 
MAK-1, since MAK-0 has been deleted after the initialization process. In addition, 
the list of key has to include the node-base keys with the link-keys of each adjacent 
node. 
 
7.2.1.2 Secure Mobile Node Association: 
During the network steady state, after nodes deployment, and due to node 
movement, the mobile nodes tend to leave the current cluster associated with and 
need to join a new cluster. In order to ensure that there are no malicious nodes will 
have the ability to access and join the network, security measures have to be 
considered to mitigate this issue. Accordingly, besides providing mobility 
management schemes to handle movement and minimize the mobile node 
dissociation time as described in both chapters three, five and six, there must be a 
secure scheme to ensure only legitimate mobile nodes can join the network. 
Meanwhile, for any scheme that has to enforce secure association, it must ensure 
low overhead (both computation and communication) on the mobile nodes. 
Fig.  7.4: Shared keys lists (EESKB) 
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Accordingly, the proposed EESKB has to guarantee two aspects, energy efficiency 
and secure mobile node association. 
EESKB is considering the same messages, association requests, utilized in the 
process of associating to a new CH (or coordinator). This will reduce the cost of 
applying the security scheme since validating new mobile node authenticity is 
integrated into the communication infrastructure of the association process 
(examples on these processes can be seen in chapters three, five and six). 
A mobile node that has lost a connection with the network will start a new 
association process to join the network. Within the association request, the node 
embeds any security-related information in order to validate its authenticity and 
accordingly receive the permission to join the network. The EESKB utilizes the 
principle of “Ticket” from the Kerberos protocol by which the ticket here 
corresponds to the key with the old CH. Since every CH has a list of all adjacent 
node-base keys, then all CHs can prove whether the new mobile node was originally 
associated with the network through one of the neighbour CHs or not. 
Fig. 7.5 demonstrates the algorithm by which a mobile executes in order to 
authenticate itself with a new CH. The mobile node generates a random number 
(Ran_M) and sends it with the ID of the old CH as plain text (not ciphered) to the 
new CH. This information must be in plain to permit the new CH from fetching the 
required security credentials of the old CH.  
In addition, the node sends its base key encrypted by the old  CH’s base key with the 
hash value of old CH base key, random number and a time information stamp (TIS) 
that’s is required to tackle any chance of commencing a replay attack. 
Old_CH_ID, Ran_M, SHA2-256 (Kold_CH || Ran_M || TIS), CIPK_old_CH (KM) 
After successful request transmission, the mobile node listens for a response from 
the CH that is also embedded within the confirmation reply message for the request 
of association (also can be one of the association mechanisms depicted in chapters 
three, five and six). The CH upon receiving the mobile node base key, random value 
and TIS, will examine if this message is a replay attack by validating the TIS value. 
Based on a correct validation, the CH can decrypt the mobile node base key KM 
since it is aware of its neighbour CHs base key which the mobile node was 
previously connected with before. Accordingly, the CH encrypts its base key 
Knew_CH with also Kold_CH and send it back with the association reply.  
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Finally, both mobile node and CH can generate their new link key based on the same 
methodology during the initialization, with respect to the highest ID value: 
KM,New_CH = SHA2-256 (KM || Knew_CH || MAK-j) 
Begin 
 Ran_M = random_rand(); 
 Scan_for_Beacons… // scan for any network indicators 
 IF (received_beacon) 
  New_CH = source_address; 
  Fetch (association_configurations);//based on mode of operation 
 End_IF 
 Send… // based on the specified access scheme of the network 
  Old_CH_ID, Ran_M, SHA2-256(Kold_CH || Ran_M || TIS), CIPK_old_CH (KM); 
 End // if transmission was successful 
 Listen… // receive association and security-based information 
  Knew_CH = DEPK_old_CH (payload); 
 End 
 IF (M_ID > New_CH_ID) 
  KM,New_CH = SHA2-256 (KM || Knew_CH || MAK-j); 
 ELSE 
  KM,New_CH = SHA2-256 (Knew_CH || KM || MAK-j); 
 ENF_IF 
 Delete (Kold_CH); 
END 
Fig.  7.5: Pseudocode of mobile node association procedure (EESKB) 
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The pervious forma is assuming the ID of mobile node is higher than the ID of new 
CH. The required messages and their contents of this association scheme are defined 
in Fig. 7.6. 
 
The final step for the mobile node is deleting the link key and the base key of the old 
CH besides synchronizing with the new CH, based on the new CH configurations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  7.6: EESKB mobile node association message sequence chart 
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7.3 Confidentiality and Authentication Services for IEEE 802.15.4 
The default structure of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is exploiting the AES-CBC and 
AES-CCM modes to provide authentication and confidentiality services 
respectively. The AES-CBC mode is depicted in Fig.7.7 that utilizes the AES cipher 
algorithm to generate the MAuC value which will be transmitted by the sender with 
each outgoing frame. The receiver verifies the authenticity of the received message 
through re-generating the same value and compares it with the received incoming 
MAuC to validate the identity of the sender and data integrity.  
 
Similarly, the standard depends on the AES-CCM mode that is a hybrid technique 
between both CBC and counter mode to provide data encryption and authentication. 
The AES-CCM mode is described in Fig. 7.8 (visualised according to CCM scheme 
[2])  which explains how the CCM mode performs first the CBC mode (to obtain 
MAuC) and then the counter mode to encrypt the IEEE 802.15.4’s payload. C0 
represents the MAuC value while C={C1,C2,…Cn} correspond to the output cipher 
text.  
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard utilizes the AES cipher algorithm to provide the related 
link-layer security services. Hence, all the simulations in this research have adapted 
this algorithm in order to examine the advantage of the modified IEEE 802.15.4 
structure over the default one. 
Fig.  7.7: AES-CBC MAuC generation diagram 
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Few contributions in this area address the impact of modes of operations on the 
constrained nodes. [171] shows how these modes can be optimized through an 
alternative hardware implementation that can reduce the software-based energy cost. 
[179] indicates the overhead of IEEE 802.15.4-related modes of operation with 
different payload sizes and their incurred latencies. The study utilizes the TelosB 
hardware to investigate the impact of providing link security services through the 
IEEE 802.15.4 but did not provide any suggestions on how to minimize the energy 
cost. 
Accordingly, in this work, an alternative design is presented that minimizes the cost 
of providing both confidentiality and authentication services via the IEEE 802.15.4 
standard. The proposed approach here is relying on the hash MAuC (HMAuC) 
principle rather than the CBC mode to support authentication. In addition, data 
confidentiality is still achieved through the AES algorithm but integrated with the 
HMAuC rather than the AES-CCM mode.  
There are two main optimization points in the proposed alternative method. First, the 
hash technique here (i.e. SHA2-256) has less execution time and then less energy 
consumption. Second, the SHA2-256 takes an input block size of 512-bit as 
compared to the AES, which is 128-bit. Accordingly, this reduces the latency of 
Fig.  7.8: AES-CCM mode diagram 
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authenticating data to four times as the original mode. Fig. 7.9 shows an example on 
how to generate a HMAuC value via the hash functions. The (ipad) and (opad) 
values are used interchangeably to produce two different keys from a single key as 
indicated in [2]. 
 
 
7.4 Results and Analyses: 
In order to study the performance of the proposed key management scheme, the 
EESKB model has been implemented within the Contiki OS while its performance 
is compared to relevant approaches in the literature. This means that two algorithms 
have to be considered, which are AES and SHA2-256. Unlike the analyses 
conducted in pervious chapters, here with regards to the impact of security, the 
computation cost will be brought to light since the real impact of the cipher 
algorithms is based on the burden of these algorithms upon the node 
microcontroller. Accordingly, the analysis is based on the MSP430F169 
Fig.  7.9: Modified IEEE 802.15.4 MAuC generation process 
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microcontroller that its current consumption at 2.2V is 330uA. One of the important 
points to notice is the impact of microcontroller frequency operation value, where in 
this research the analysis is based on MSP430 8 MHz while in the literature is varied 
to reach 206MHz as for StrongArm as in [180]. 
Fig. 7.10 shows the overhead of the EESKB for both initialization and association 
processes. The initialization cost is only encountered one time which is during the 
network deployment. The association cost is associated with each join process while 
the node is changing cluster heads (or coordinators).  
In the meantime, the overhead over the coordinators (CHs) nodes has not been 
considered since the computation/communication cost for the methods (proposed 
and literature) can’t exceed the cost over the mobile node. 
 There are three related approaches in the literature that the EESKB has been 
compared with. These protocols are presented in [172], [174] and [173].  
The fist analysis examines the impact of the proposed EESKB on both computation 
and communication cost based on deployment with Contiki OS. Fig.7.11 shows that 
the EESKB association phase has the lowest energy consumption while Kumar et al. 
approach has less energy cost than EESKB initialization phase. As stated earlier, the 
association phase is the dominant process during the network lifetime since its 
related with the mobility of nodes while the initialization phase is occurred only one 
time during node lifetime. 
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Fig.  7.10: EESKB energy cost of both initialization and association phases 
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Both Sciacalepero et al. and Piro et al. have the maximum computation cost since 
the two processes rely on RSA and Diffie-Hellman approaches. The key issue with 
the RSA public key system is the overhead of generating both public and private 
keys and the process of encrypting and decrypting using these generated keys. The 
same issue exists with Diffie-Hellman method by which there is a high overhead 
that is caused by the process of generating the mutual keys between any pair of 
nodes. 
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Fig.  7.11: Comparison of the computation cost (overhead of microcontroller) 
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The communication cost is influenced by the required number of messages to 
distribute the keys. Hence, minimizing the number of messages must be the target of 
any keying scheme. Fig. 7.12 indicates the advantage of EESKB over other 
techniques. EESKB has the lowest number of exchanged messages and thus, has low 
energy consumption. Although Sciacalepero et al. has exploited the Diffie-Hellman 
which requires only two messages as the proposed EESKB, it has included the 
process of verifying mutual authentication which is as compared to the default 
Diffie-Hellman mechanism is not required. This process is not mandatory since the 
Diffie-Hellman itself can guarantee the mutual authentication. Fig. 7.13 
demonstrates the total cost of both communication and computation cost. EESKB 
and Kumar et al. tend to have the lowest energy overhead due their dependency on 
only symmetric techniques and hash functions.  
In term of the impact of mobility, the analysis is based on the LLDN mode since the 
standard-based TSCH mode has no defined association scheme and thus, the study is 
based on the LLDN default scheme to examine the impact of mobility on the 
proposed and relevant security models.  
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Fig.  7.13: Total security-related energy cost 
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Figures 7.14 and 7.15 present how the energy cost is increasing with time as 6 
mobile nodes are moving and changing their points of attachment accordingly.  
Although maximizing the superframe duration has to increase the energy overhead 
as it has been seen in chapter six, but here the mobility impact is caused by the 
number of association processes (i.e. increased energy overhead as maximizing the 
number of required associations to maintain full connectivity). Therefore, since 
increasing the superframe duration will minimize the number of attempts that a 
mobile node can perform, the security overhead has been reduced. 
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Fig.  7.14: Energy consumption, range:50m, superframe:0.5s 
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Fig.  7.15: Energy consumption, range: 50m, superframe: 2s 
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Changing the transmission rage to 100m shows less energy cost as compared to 50m 
range due to the increase of the settle time for the mobile nodes. This means less 
dissociations and accordingly, minimal association processes and less energy 
consumption. Both Figures 7.16 and 7.17 show a comparison between EESKB and 
related techniques for 100m range regarding both 0.5s and 2s superframe durations. 
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Fig.  7.16: Energy consumption, range: 100m, superframe: 2s 
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Fig.  7.17: Energy consumption, range: 100m, superframe: 0.5s 
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Fig. 7.18 demonstrates how the proposed approach for realizing authentication and 
confidentiality has a great energy utilization over the default IEEE 802.15.4 modes 
of operation. The confidentiality through the modified approach (HMAuC+AES) 
has realized a reduction of about 40% of the default AES-CCM mode. Similarly, the 
modified authentication (HMAuC) approach has achieved a reduction of 60% over 
the original AES-CBC mode. Hence, the proposed authentication/confidentiality 
scheme has manged to reduce the energy cost while still preserves the required 
security measure as long as the SHA2-256 is still actively a secure hashing function.     
 
Fig.  7.18: Energy consumption utilization of the modified IEEE 802.15.4 operation 
modes 
Finally, the modified structure of the IEEE 802.15.4 structure has reduced the 
latency which is caused by authenticating/ciphering outgoing frames. The 
dependency on the SHA hash function has led to minimize the required time of 
providing authentication/confidentiality services and is incurred through two factors. 
The hash function firsts deal with 512-bit as compared with 128-bit in AES. 
Secondly, the execution time of SHA-256 is less than the required time for the AES. 
Fig. 7.19 depicts the impact of the modified structure on latency as compared with 
the default IEEE 802.15.4 model. 
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Fig.  7.19: Impact of the default and modified IEEE 802.15.4 structures on latency 
 
7.5 Security Analysis:  
One of the important threats to the IoT networks is the node compromise attack. The 
only reliable approach is through providing a tamper resistant hardware. Although 
other approaches can be exploited to tackle this issue by which to examine the node 
behaviour, but these approaches can’t guarantee the elimination of such attacks and 
incur high computational overhead. In the meantime, the proposed EESKB follows a 
mechanism by which generates the required pair-wise keys with regards on a 
preloaded master key that will eventually deleted after the network initialization 
phase. Thus, if any node is captured by an adversary, the revealed keys form the 
compromised node can’t be exploited in other network parts to generate the relevant 
shared keys.     
On the other hand, the security strength of the proposed key management protocol is 
basically relies on both AES and SHA2-256 algorithms and whenever these 
techniques preserve security, the prosed approach is still secure and valid for 
application. 
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7.6    Summary: 
This chapter addresses the importance of security service for low power mobile IoT 
devices. The mobile nodes need regularly to change their points of attachment to the 
network and thus, need an authorization scheme that can tackle this issue. One of the 
obstacles here is how to facilitate the application of efficient cipher techniques 
without the existence of solid secure key distribution schemes. In this chapter, a 
proposed key bootstrapping scheme EESKB has been proposed to provide secure 
and energy efficient key management approach. The proposed EESKB manged to 
have the lowest energy cost as compared with other relevant methodologies in the 
literature. In addition, the integration of the EESKB with the association 
mechanisms (either in IEEE 802.15.4 or 6LoWPAN neighbour discovery) will 
expedite the join process to the network and minimize the energy consumption since 
the same messages are utilized for both securing and configuring the mobile node 
with the network. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusion and Future Work 
8.1 Conclusion 
It is clear that even with significant contributions regarding mobility, managing node 
movement still incurs a high overhead. Regarding the handoff process of mobile 
nodes inside a single LoWPAN, there is no standardized effort to address this issue 
especially with the problems related to IEEE 802.15.4 association techniques. The 
upcoming mobility pattern within the IoT context will significantly comprise of both 
micro and macro mobility. Hence, there must be standardized approaches that can 
handle simultaneously both mobility types while separating the scenarios of 
addressing both types with a single mechanism to omit the overhead of handling 
inter-domain mobility from intra-domain mobility. Accordingly, a given MMP can 
provide two callings processes dedicated to either micro or macro mobility.  
On the other hand, security arises as a crucial aspect in IoT applications using 
mobile nodes. The problem is how to ensure secure access control for the mobile 
nodes that are either moving within a single domain or between different domains. 
Due to the limited power and computation capabilities, it will be difficult to deploy 
strong security protocols on the mobile nodes. Hence, these mobile nodes will be 
seen here as a potential source of security breaches to the network. The possible 
research issues and questions that can be concluded are as follows: 
 How to provide a secure key management scheme that supports three 
services: (i) key bootstrapping, (ii) key update scheme, (iii) new node 
insertion scheme that can verify the authenticity of any new node seeking to 
join the network which has moved from either the same LoWPAN or a 
different one.   
 How to provide a light and efficient node anonymity service that keeps the 
node identification information private. 
 How the default security protocols for unconstrained devices i.e. IPsec and 
SSL and others, can be adapted for constrained devices to minimize the gap 
of heterogeneity caused by using multiple types of protocols.   
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Overall, the field of mobility for low power IoT devices is still in its infancy, and 
especially when considering security, there is much work still to be done. 
Regarding the clustering and managing the RDC for IEEE 802.15.4, the analysis in 
this thesis points to the superiority of the mesh-under technique (utilized by 
MUCBR and RIME) over the route-over technique (utilized by RPL) in terms of 
energy consumption. The basic reason behind the high energy consumption is the 
packet size. Routing within the IPv6 network layer (route-over) will add extra 
packet header load to the IEEE 802.15.4 frames which dramatically increase energy 
consumption. Moreover, the probability of collision will increase due to maximizing 
required transmission time and hence, more MAC occupancy. In addition, the 
analyses show how the clustering technique can minimize the energy consumption 
by reducing the nodes RDC. The results in chapter 4 clearly show that the 
scheduling listening techniques provide a better power efficiency. It also disproves 
the assumptions that the power requirements of the network setup in scheduling 
techniques are always higher than the power savings achieved by it. This achieved 
through proposing the MUCBR which relies on a light mechanism to initialize the 
nodes into clusters and provides synchronization.  
Turning to the issue of mobility under TSCH mode, the analysis in chapter 5 shows 
the real impact of node mobility upon a TSCH network. The overhead is incurred by 
the impact of increased listening time while scanning for a valid EB that is required 
to conduct an association. According to the implemented TSCH within the Contiki 
OS and the observed performance, the possible factors that affect the overall 
network services with the presence of mobile nodes can be classified as: 
- Mobility patterns of the sensor nodes. 
- Nodes movement speed. 
- Number of FFD devices in a given mobile node POS. 
- Transmission range for both FFD and RFD devices. 
- Settle time that is determined by the possible trajectory of the mobile node 
within a given FFD POS and the transmission range. 
- Number of SHARED TX slots in each slotframe that can accommodate 
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mobile node association requests. 
- Number of mobile nodes in a single FFD POS. 
- Number of frequency channels available for hopping. 
- FFD deployment pattern in the scattered area of mobile nodes. 
Similarly, regarding the mobility problem under LLDN mode and based on the 
study in chapter 6, dividing the transmission states into three events (discovery, 
configuration and online) affects negatively both dissociated and associated nodes. 
The orphan nodes that seek to join the network are relying on both discovery and 
configuration transmission states to determine the network and synchronize with the 
coordinator. Hence, the node connectivity factor is dependent on the occurrence 
ratio of these two states to the duration of online states during a network lifetime. In 
the meantime, the throughput of the connected nodes is dependent on the interval of 
the online states since during the discovery and configuration states the nodes are 
forbidden from sending readings. Accordingly, there must be a tradeoff between the 
nSO value and the values of nSD and nSC to realize an acceptable amount of 
throughput versus dissociation time. Increasing nSO to the values of nSD and nSC will 
maximize node throughput, but in turn increase the dissociation time. 
Finally, looking at the security challenge for mobile IoT devices, the proposed 
EESKB managed to overcome the dependency on public key system methodologies 
(i.e. RSA and Diffie-Hellman) and has eliminated their encountered burden on the 
mobile nodes. Although the Diffie-Hellman and the RSA techniques can support 
macro mobility, but they can’t be applied since without any secure access control 
mechanism that can prevent any arbitrary node from contacting a foreign network, 
these two public keying schemes can’t be deployed. Hence, until now the macro 
mobility is still unachievable with the recent network standards. (i.e. invalid node 
identity).  
 
8.2 Future Work 
This research has concluded multiple future study directions and these research 
trends can be summarized as follow: 
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- Considering the issue of macro mobility with regards to a cross layer 
approach that performs a link-layer handoff followed by a network layer 
association. 
- Determining a hybrid technique that facilitates the integration of the mobile 
node with two different standards (i.e. IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4). The 
movement of a node from one network to another (different standards) 
requires an efficient handoff scheme that preserves the connectivity for the 
node with less overhead. 
- Investigating different mobility patterns and their stochastic processes based 
on the application type to predict the mobile nodes’ speed, next position, 
estimated upcoming pauses time and direction of movement. This will 
optimize the mobility management process via determining the next point of 
attachment to the network. Accordingly, expecting the next CH that a mobile 
node will be attached to. 
- Providing a secure access control mechanism under macro mobility 
scenarios to facilitate the node movement into different network domain 
while omitting the dependency on protocols as IPsec or SSL.  
- Studying the type of macro/vehicular mobility of constrained devices that 
can be the next node mobility class. The focus here is on adapting the current 
mobility/security protocols with this type of node movement. The study has 
to investigate a new methodology by which to utilize the next 5G network 
for providing future-based IoT backbone and examines its applicability for 
low power devices.  
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